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Résumé
Cette thèse présente l'évaluation multiphysique du comportement
thermique et de la capacité de stockage d'un réservoir d'hydrogène fonctionnant
par cryo-sorption de grand volume rempli d'un matériel adsorbant de type
métallo-organique, le MOF-5, pour les applications stationnaires qui requièrent un
grand volume d'hydrogène et pour des systèmes de distribution d'hydrogène.
Dans un premier temps, un modèle général du système de stockage d'adsorption
basé sur la mécanique des fluides numérique (MFN) est développé et implémenté
dans la plateforme MFN du logiciel multiphysique COMSOL. Afin de valider le
modèle développé, des expériences de stockage de l'hydrogène sont menées: de
l'hydrogène gazeux à 77 K est chargé dans prototype de stockage à petite échelle
(2,5 L) rempli de MOF-5 jusqu'à ce que la pression atteigne 9 MPa. La température
et la pression mesurées expérimentalement sont comparées avec la température
et la pression simulées, et nous observons un bon accord entre les résultats de
simulation et les résultats expérimentaux. La vérification de la cohérence du
modèle de stockage d'adsorption est également réalisée en comparant les
températures obtenues lors de la simulation avec ceux obtenus à partir des
mesures de banc d'essai à l'aide du charbon activé AX-2pM comme adsorbant.
Le modèle est ensuite adapté à l'étude des effets du refroidissement par
circulation continue sur les performances thermiques et la capacité de stockage
du réservoir prototype à petite échelle rempli de MOF-5. Les résultats de
simulation montrent une fois de plus un bon accord avec les résultats
expérimentaux. Dans le processus de refroidissement par circulation continue,
une partie de l'hydrogène rempli est adsorbée et le reste passe au travers le milieu
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poreux et est récupéré. Les résultats expérimentaux et les simulations montrent
que la chaleur générée pendant le temps de charge est transportée hors du
réservoir pendant le refroidissement par circulation continue, ce qui entraîne une
diminution de la température du système de stockage. Le modèle est ensuite
utilisé pour étudier l'effet de la conversion endothermique para-ortho de
l'hydrogène sur le comportement thermique et la capacité de stockage du
réservoir prototype à petite échelle. Les résultats montrent que la conversion
endothermique permet de réduire la température du système et augmente ainsi
la capacité de stockage nette.
Le modèle CFD qui est utilisé pour simuler le refroidissement par circulation
continue et la conversion para-ortho est étendu afin d'étudier la performance
multiphysique d'un réservoir de stockage d'hydrogène de grande capacité (20 m 3)
rempli de MOF-5. La pression maximale du réservoir est réglée à 4 MPa. Dans un
premier temps, la simulation est effectuée pour réduire la température initiale du
réservoir de 300 K à 80 K. La réduction de la température initiale est obtenue par
des cydes de charge-décharge. Une fois que la température du réservoir atteint 80
K, le réservoir est rempli d'hydrogène à 77 K jusqu'à ce que la pression maximale
de 4 MPa soit atteinte. Après, on utilise le refroidissement par circulation continue
pour maintenir la température autour de 80 K. Après -5.5 heures de
refroidissement en circulation continue, un seuil de viabilité de l'approche est
atteint lorsque la masse totale d'hydrogène stocké dans le réservoir (-275 kg)
devient égale à celle stockée dans un réservoir cryo-comprimé similaire avec de
l'hydrogène maintenu à 77 K et 4 MPa. Après 5.5 heures, le réservoir rempli de
MOF-5 utilisant le refroidissement par circulation continue contient nettement
plus d'hydrogène qu'un réservoir cryo-comprimé. La température du gaz
V

d'échappement d'hydrogène pendant le temps de refroidissement de recirculation
est également simulée; le résultat montre que l'énergie nécessaire pour refroidir
1'hydrogène qui sort du système peut être réduite lorsque le refroidissement par
recirculation est en cours. En plus, on a étudié l'effet de la conversion para-ortho
ensemble avec le refroidissement par recirculation et l'effet du débit massique sur
la réduction du temps de refroidissement pendant l'étape de refroidissement de
recirculation. Enfin, la perte de la masse d'hydrogène dans la phase de dormance
de 10 jours est calculée. Le résultat montre que pour chaque jour, "'2.4 kg
d'hydrogène doivent être retirés du réservoir pour éviter une pression excessive
à l'intérieur du réservoir.
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Abstract
This thesis presents multiphysics performances such as thermal and storage
performance of a bulk cryo-adsorptive hydrogen storage reservoir filled with a
metal-organic framework adsorbent material, MOF-5, for bulk storage and
distribution applications. At first, a general adsorptive storage system
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model is developed and it is implemented in
the CFD software COMSOL Multiphysics® platform. In order to validate the
developed model, hydrogen storage experiments are conducted: hydrogen gas at
77 K is charged into a subscale-prototype (2.5 L) storage tank filled with MOF-5
until a pressure of 9 MPa is reached. The measured temperature and pressure are
compared with simulated temperature and pressure, and we observe good
agreement between simulation and experimental results. The consistency
checking of the adsorptive storage system model is also carried out by comparing
temperatures obtained from the simulation with those obtained from the bench
test measurements using activated carbon (AX-2pM) as an adsorbent. After that,
the model is extended to study the effect of flowthrough cooling on the
performance of a subscale-prototype storage system filled with MOF-5. The
simulation results show once again good agreement with experimental results.
The flowthrough simulationjexperimental results show that the heat generated
during the charging time is transported out of the tank during the flowthrough
cooling stage, subsequentlythe temperature of the storage system is decreased. In
the next stage, the model is applied to investigate the effect of endothermic paraortho hydrogen conversion on the performance of a subscale-prototype storage

tank. The results show that the endothermic conversion reduces the system
temperature that helps to fill more amount ofhydrogen gas in the reservoir.
VII

The CFD model that is used to simulate the flowthrough cooling and para-

ortho conversion is further extended to investigate the multiphysics performance
of a bulk (20 m"3) hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. The maximum
pressure of the reservoir is set to be 4 MPa. Here, at first, simulation is performed
for reducing the initial temperature of the reservoir to 80 K from 300 K. This initial
temperature reduction is achieved through charging-discharging cycles. Once the
temperature of the whole tank reaches 80 K, hydrogen at 77 K is filled in the
reservoir until the maximum pressure of 4 MPa is reached. After this, the model is
set to flowthrough cooling. In -5.5 hours of flowthrough cooling, the temperature
of the system is reduced significantly. While this time the reservoir stored -- 275
kg ofhydrogen, this storage amount is equal to the net storage amount in a similar
cryo-compressed tank with hydrogen maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. Above 5.5
hours, flowthrough cooled cryo-adsorptive MOF-5 tank stores significantly more
hydrogen than a cryo-compressed storage tank. The temperature of the exhaust
hydrogen gas during the flowthrough cooling time is also simulated; the result
shows that the required energy for cooling the exhaust hydrogen can be reduced
when the flowthrough cooling is on progresses. Further, the effect of para-ortho
conversion together with the flowthrough cooling and the effect of mass flow rate
on cooling time reduction during the flowthrough cooling stage are investigated.
Finally, the hydrogen mass loss du ring the 10 days of dormancy stage is calculated.
The result shows that, each day - 2.4 kilogram of hydrogen needs to be removed
from the reservoir for avoiding the risks arising due to excess pressure inside the
tank.
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Foreword
The present thesis has been carried out as part of collaboration with Air Liquide
Company. The prime objective is to develop a CFD adsorptive storage system
model that is capable of predieting the multiphysies performance of the MOF-S
filled bulk tank. Hence, we developed a CFD model and validated it with
experimental data obtained from subscale-prototype MOF-S filled tank. The
validated model subsequently applied to the same volume tank and tested the
cooling performance of the storage system. Finally, CFD model is extended to
study the thermal and storage performance of the bulk tank. We hope that the
thesis will stimulate the possibility of using MOF-S in a large storage system for
bulk storage applications to replace the actual storage reservoirs in whieh
hydrogen is stored conventionally as compressed gas (CGH2) or cryogenie liquid
(LH2). The reservoirs presently used in hydrogen refuelling and, dispensing
stations suffers from technieal limitations such as low net volumetrie energy
density, high capital cost (for CGH2) and fuel-Ioss due to the boiling off of liquid
hydrogen (for LH2).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
Energy is a pre-requisite for economic development. Every sector of
economy, namely agriculture, industry, transport, commercial, and domestic,
needs inputs of energy. The growing consumption of energy has turned this world
increasingly dependent on fossil fuels such as coal, oil and gas. Increased use of
fossil fuels contributes to various environmental problems [1-3]. Hydrogen has
been identified as a potential energy carrier for the future mainly due to the
possibility of producing it from renewable sources and its non-polluting nature
[4-6]. However, there are many technical challenges that remain to be solved
before hydrogen can be introduced in a significant way into our energy system [7,
8]. Among them, hydrogen storage is a key challenge in developing a resilient
hydrogen economy. Compressed hydrogen storage is one of the few commercially
available hydrogen storage technologies. It is relatively simple and the filling of a
tank can be completed in a short period oftime [9]. However, low volumetric and
gravimetric densities are the major disadvantages of the compressed storage
method. Hydrogen is stored in the form of liquid hydrogen (LH2) is another
commercially available hydrogen storage technology [10, 11]. Due to its higher
density, liquid hydrogen requires much lesser volume for the same quantity of
hydrogen than in the compressed storage method. However, the high energy
consumption associated with liquefaction processes and continuous boil-off
during storage are the major disadvantages of the liquid hydrogen storage method
[12]. To overcome these storage issues, many alternative storage methods are
being extensively researched. Among the various approaches for hydrogen
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storage, hydrogen storage via physisorption on porous materials has attracted
great attention due to the fast kinetics of the sorbent materials at low
temperatures and moderate pressure, large surface area, complete reversibility of
the storage process, etc. [13-15]. Among these porous materials, the mieroporous
material MOF-5 has been entieed as one of the promising materials for adsorptive
hydrogen storage due to its large surface area, high gravimetrie hydrogen capacity
at low temperature and affordable material cost [16-18]. Hydrogen molecules
interact with the MOF-5 via the weak Van der Waals force whieh results in low
isosteric heat of adsorption in the range of 4-7 kJ mol- 1 at room temperature.
Because of the weakness of the gas-surface interactions, hydrogen uptake in MOF5 is relatively low (-1 wt %) at room temperature [15, 16]. Therefore, in order to
achieve the desired hydrogen uptake in MOF-5, it is necessary to use cryogenie
temperatures [19].
Even though MOF-5 can meet the storage density necessary for vehicular
hydrogen storage applications purely on the basis of its adsorption capacity, it is
not evident that any realistic hydrogen storage system built using the MOF-5 can
readily meet aIl required system performance targets [20]. This is because the
overaIl performance of a storage system depends not only on MOF-5's hydrogen
storage density but also on the storage and thermal behavior of the entire storage
system. Since thermal effects in a cryo-adsorptive storage system play a
predominant role in designing an efficient adsorption based system, proper
thermal management throughout the charging-discharging process is necessary
[21]. During the hydrogen charging process, the heat generated due to adsorption
and pressure work must be removed from the storage system to maintain the
cryogenie condition of the MOF-5 fiIled system [22]. However, the heat removal
3

from powdered MOF-5 filled storage system is difficult due to the po or thermal
conductivity ofpowdered MOF-5 [23,24]. To enhance the heat removal from the
MOF-5 bed, approaches such as the addition of expanded natural graphite material
to the MOF-5 and inclusion of conducting material in storage system have been
previously studied[23, 24, 25]. Either way, the net volumetrie hydrogen density of
the storage system is reduced due to the addition of non-adsorbing heat transfer
materials. Alternative heat removal methods are the implementation of the
flowthrough cooling and the charge-discharge cycles in the storage system.
Flowthrough cooling is the circulation of cold hydrogen through the adsorbent
bed, where the adsorptive heat from the bed is removed convectively by
continuous flowing of cold hydrogen gas [26]. A flowthrough system consists of a
loop of hydrogen gas through whieh the cold gas is introduced into the storage
system and any non-adsorbed hot gas is recirculated back into a refrigeration unit,
where the hot gas is cooled and reintroduced into the storage vessel. Since
hydrogen desorption from the adsorbent bed is an endothermic process, chargedischarge cycles or adsorption-desorption cycles can be considered as a cooling
option for cooling the storage system. On the other hand, a hydrogen storage
system can experience the cooling effect if the para hydrogen to ortho hydrogen
conversion takes place in the storage system. Molecular hydrogen has two phases
of nuclear spin orientation: para hydrogen (nuclear spin is anti-parallel, triplet
state) and ortho hydrogen (nuclear spin is parallel, singlet state). At room
temperature, normal hydrogen is at thermodynamic equilibrium, whieh has 75 %

ortho and 25 % para fractions. Below the room temperature, the composition of
para-ortho fraction present in the hydrogen is defined as equilibrium hydrogen.
The composition of these isomers is known to evolve to 100 % para form as the
4

temperature decreases to 20 K. The conversion of para to ortho and ortho to para
are endothermic and exothermic reactions, respectively [27]. Currently, the
method for storage system filling uses either pre-cooled hydrogen at liquid
nitrogen temperature or cryo-compressed supercritieal hydrogen [28]. In such
cases, if the cryogenie hydrogen is not already at equilibrium ortho-para
composition, depending upon the temperature increment owing to the heat leak
in the tank, a significant amount ofhydrogen would be lost during the storage time
due to heat release du ring the conversion. A method to avoid this storage loss is
to naturally or catalytieally convert normal hydrogen to the para form after the
cooling. If para hydrogen enters the storage tank, the temperature of the tank will
be reduced due to the endothermic para to ortho conversion. Although hydrogen
storage research focuses mainly on the vehieular storage tanks, research on the
larger bulk counterparts, whieh are used at central hydrogen production facilities,
transport terminaIs and end-use locations are gaining attention. However, unlike
the vehicular tanks, the pilot-scale design and experimentation of bulk-hydrogen
storage tank filled with MOF-S to evaluation of its multiphysies performance is
cumbersome, expensive and practieally difficult. A convenient approach is
therefore to predict such bulk tank's thermal and storage performance using a
numerieal model that couples heat and mass transfer with the adsorption kinetics.

1.2 Objective of the thesis
The objective of the work presented in this thesis is to understand the thermal and
storage performance of a bulk (20 m 3) hydrogen storage reservoir filled with
MOF-S. In order to investigate the performance of the storage reservoir using a
multiphysies approach, initially, a general computational fluid dynamies (CFD)
model is developed. The CFD model is validated with the experimental data
5

obtained from the test bench equipped with a subscale-prototype (2.5 L) cryoadsorptive tank filled with MOF-5. The validated model is extended by applying
the flowthrough cooling to study its effects on the multiphysics performance of the
storage system. In order to compare flowthrough simulation results with bench
test results, a series of flowthrough experiments are performed. The original
validated model is then extended to study the effect of para-ortho conversion on
the performance of the storage system. Here, we assume that MOF-5 has enough
catalytic activities for causing rapid para-ortho conversion. FinaIly, the CFD model
that accounts for flowthrough cooling, para-ortho conversion and chargedischarge cycle is scaled to study the performance of the bulk storage reservoir.
For aIl CFD simulations in this thesis, COMSOL Multiphysics®is used as a platform
to implement the model.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is divided into three sections. Section A consists of five
chapters including introduction, three working chapters and a general summary
followed by future outlook. Context, objective and structure of the thesis are
presented in chapter 1. Chapter 2 covers the basics of adsorption, development of
adsorptive storage system computational fluid dynamics model and model
validation using subscale-prototype storage tank filled with MOF-5. Chapter 3
deals with the results from the effect of flowthrough cooling and para-ortho
conversion on the thermal and storage performance of the subscale-prototype
tank filled with MOF-5. Chapter 4 discusses the multiphysics performance of the
bulk hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. The general summary of the
thesis and future outlook is presented in chapter 5. The published articles are
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presented in the section B of the thesis. Section C of the thesis presents the method
ofthe model implementation in COMSOL Multiphysics® platform.
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Chapter 2
Adsorptive hydrogen storage system model development and its
validation
This chapter discusses the basics of adsorption, the development of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) adsorptive hydrogen storage system model
and the model validation with experimental results.

2.1 Basics of adsorption
Adsorption is the preferential adhesion of a chemical species from agas, liquid or
dissolved solid to a solid surface. This results in increased concentration of
chemical species close to the surface of the solid relative to the bulk of the solid
[1]. The solid surface that adsorbing the chemical species is called an adsorbent,
while the adsorbed chemical species are referred to as the adsorbate. On the basis
of the forces of attraction between adsorbent and adsorbate, adsorption is
classified as physisorption or chemisorption. Physisorption occurs mainly due to
the weak Van der Waals force of attraction between the adsorbent and the
adsorbate, while chemisorption occurs when the adsorbate is held on an
adsorbent surface by stronger chemical forces that are specifie for each adsorbent
and adsorbate.

2.1.1 Absolute and Excess adsorption
The absolute amount adsorbed, na is defined as the quantity of adsorbate
contained in the adsorption volume, Va the space where the density of the
adsorbate is higher than that of the bulk gas. It is given by [2]:
(2.1)
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where, ntot is the total amount of adsorbate introduced into the measuring system
containing the adsorbent, ms is the mass of adsorbent, Po is the density of the bulk
gas, and Vv. sys is the total void volume of the adsorption system (including the pore
volume of the adsorbent, the interstitial space, and any additional empty space).
The total void volume can be measured by helium probing. However, Va cannot be
measured separately. Consequently, the absolute adsorption cannot be measured
directly. However, the excess adsorption which is the additional amount of
adsorbate present in the adsorption volume can be measured directly:
ntot

nex = ms -

Pg

V.

v,sys

(2.2)

In terms of absolute adsorption variables, the excess adsorption is thus given by:
(2.3)
The measured excess adsorption data can be converted into absolute adsorption
by fitting the experimental excess data to an adsorption model isotherm.
Boundary between v, and V.
Porous adsorbent

n

, V•• V. + V"

=

Figure 2.1: Difference between absolute adsorption (na) and excess adsorption
(nex) [3].
Figure 2.1 shows the pictorial representation ofthe difference between absolute
adsorption (na) and excess adsorption (nex). It shows that the absolute adsorption
12

is calculated by subtracting the amount of gas phase hydrogen present in the gas
phase volume from the total amount ofhydrogen present in the adsorptive storage
system whereas the excess adsorption is estimated by subtracting the amount of
gas phase hydrogen present in the adsorption volume from absolute adsorption.

2.1.2 Adsorption models
The adsorption isotherm is a curve which shows the variation of adsorption with
pressure at a given constant temperature. The adsorption model is a mathematical
representation of excess or absolute adsorption isotherms and it is required for
predicting the thermal and storage performance of the adsorptive hydrogen
storage system. A series of adsorption models such as Langmuir, Freundlich,
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET), Toth, MPTA, Ono-Kondo, Dubinin-Radushkevich
(D-R), Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A), modified Dubinin-Astakhov, etc. have been
suggested and studied [4-6]. Among these, the modified Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A)
model is one of the most widely used adsorption models for adsorptive hydrogen
storage system model [7-9].

2.1.2.1 Modified Dubinin and Astakhov (D-A) model
The theory of volume filling micropores (TVFM) for analyzing the gas adsorption
isotherms on microporous materials has been proposed by DubininRadushkevich (D-R) [10]. On the basis ofTVFM theory, Dubinin and Radushkevich
derived a temperature invariant adsorption isotherm mode!. It is given by:
(2.4)

where,

na

and

nmax

represents the amount of gas adsorbed per unit mass of

adsorbent and the limiting adsorption, respectively. The terms A and

E

den ote

adsorption potential and characteristic free energy of adsorption, respectively.
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The adsorption potential, A, is given by:

A= RTln(~)

(2.5)

where, R is the gas constant, P is the equilibrium pressure at temperature T, and
Po is the saturation vapour pressure in subcritical adsorption (for supercritieal

adsorption Po is termed as pseudo-saturation pressure). After combined the
equations (2.4) and (2.5), the obtained linear form of the D-R equation is widely
used for linearizing the gas adsorption isotherm, and the micropore volume can
be obtained from the intercept of the D-R plot. However, sorne isotherms may give
rise to curved D-R plots due to the presence of wider micropores and broad pore
size that leads to inaccuracies in the determination of mieropore volume [11].
Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A) equation which is similar in form to the D-R equation, can
linearize the adsorption data more effectively due to an additional parameter, k,
in the equation [11]. The isotherm is given by:
(2.6)
The parameter k is generally close to a small integer. The assumption of
temperature invariance in the D-R and D-A models leads to a temperature
independent characteristic free energy of adsorption, E. However, the assumption
of temperature invariance may not be valid for very large temperature and
pressure ranges. It was found that

E

could vary linearly with temperature [12].

Therefore, Richard et al proposed the following form of the characteristie free
energy of adsorption [2].
E

the terms a and

=a

+ f3T

(2.7)

f3 in reference [2] are interpreted as the enthalpie and entropie

factors of the characteristie free energy.
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By combining Eq. (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7), the excess adsorption is given by:
(2.8)

The modified Dubinin-Astakhov model has been successfully adapted to describe
supercritical hydrogen adsorption in activated carbons and zeolites [2]. Recently,
this model has also been used to predict the hydrogen adsorption isotherm of
MOF-5 [7, 9]. The main disadvantage of the modified D-A model is that, at low
pressure, it does not reduce to Henry's law and at high temperature (above 200
K), the model results negative excess adsorption data. Other than the expression

for the excess adsorption, the modified D-A model also provided an analytical
expression for the isosteric heat (qst) of adsorption [2].
(2.9)

2.2 Development of adsorptive system model for predicting the
muItiphysics performance of a hydrogen storage system
General heat and mass transfer equations together with the modified D-A model
is needed for developingthe computational fluid dynamics model of the hydrogen
adsorptive storage system.

2.2.1 Mass and momentum balance equations
The Darcy's equation together with the continuity equation is used for solving the
mass and the momentum balance equations in the adsorptive storage system
model. The Darcy's equation is based on Darcy's law, which states that the velocity
field is determined by the pressure gradient, the fluid viscosity and the structure
of the porous medium. Darcy's equation is given by:
--+
U

" \1
= --vp

Il

(2.10)
lS

where, ü is the velocity of the fluid, k is the permeability of the porous medium, Il
is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and Vp is the pressure gradient. The combined
form of Darcy's equation and the continuity equation is given by:
(2.11)
In Eq. (2.11), p and

Eb

are the density of the hydrogen gas flowing through the

adsorbent bed and bed porosity, respectively. The bed porosity, Eb is the fraction
of the porous bed where hydrogen is present in the gaseous state. The bed porosity
is calculated by using the total porosity, Et and the micro porosity, Em; of the porous
bed [13]. In the porous bed, total porosity is the fraction of the bed where
hydrogen is present in the gasjadsorbed phases and micro porosity is the fraction
of the bed where hydrogen is present in the adsorbed phase. The following
correlations are used to deduce the total, micro and bed porosities of the
adsorbent bed in the tank.
Total porosity, Et

=

Micro porosity, Em;

=

Bed porosity, Eb

=

where,

Pb, ps, Va, Madsorbent

and

1- Pb
Ps
VaxMadsorbent
Vbed
Et-Em;
Vbed

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

are bed density, skeleton density, adsorption

volume obtained from the modified D-A model, the mass of the adsorbent and the
volume of the adsorbent bed, respectively. The dynamic viscosity, Il of the
hydrogen gas is obtained from NIST standard reference database [14]. The
permeability, k of the Eq. (2.11) is determined from the diameter of the adsorbent
particles, D p and bed porosity, Eb using the relation [15].
(2.15)
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In Eq. (2.11), Sm is the mass source term or the term which refers to the mass
generation rate per unit volume of the adsorbent that includes only the micropore
volume of the adsorbent.
ana

Sm = -Pb MH2ijt

(2.16)

where, Pb, MH2 and na are the adsorbent bed density, molar mass of hydrogen gas
and absolute adsorption, respectively. The negative sign of the Sm implies that
desorption increases the amount of gaseous hydrogen. In Eq. (2.16), na is the
absolute adsorption obtained using the modified Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A)
adsorption model. In this model, the absolute adsorption is related to the state
variables, temperature T and pressure P using Eq. (2.16) [2].
(2.17)
where, R is the universal gas constant. The term m is the heterogeneity parameter
of the adsorbent material. The quantity,
adsorption corresponding to the limit

nmax

p~po,

represents the limiting absolute

where po is the pseudo-saturation

pressure. The terms a and f3 are enthalpy and entropie contributions to the free
energy of adsorption.

2.2.2 Energy conservation equation
To describe the energy conservation of the storage system, we use the standard
energy balance equation for hydrogen gas flowing through the adsorbent bed [7]:
(2.18)
the first and second term in the left hand side ofthe Eq. (2.18) represent enthalpy
and convection, respectively. The first and second terms of the right hand side
represent the conduction and the heat sources, respectively.
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In Eq. (2.18), the equivalent volumetrie heat capa city of the adsorbent-gas system
is given by:
(2.19)
where, pg and pb are the densities of the hydrogen gas and the adsorbent material,
Cpg, Cpa

and Cps are specifie heat capacities of the hydrogen gas, the adsorbent-gas

mixture and the porous material, respectively. The heat capacity of the adsorbentgas system is written as a volumetrie average of the gas and the solid phases; the
solid phase includes the contribution of the adsorbed phase of hydrogen. In the
model, the specifie heat capacity of adsorbed gas is assumed to be the same as that
for the adsorbed phase. Le., Cpa ~Cpg. The equivalent conductivity of the adsorbentgas system in Eq. (2.18) is the net conductivity of the medium including that of the
adsorbent ks and of the gas kg, weighed using the effective porosity. The equivalent
thermal conductivity is obtained using the mixing rule [16]:
(2.20)
The heat source term Q in Eq. (2.18) is the sum of the contributions from the
adsorption heat Qa, and heat produced by pressure-volume work Qp. The heat of
adsorption Qa, is given by [8]:
(2.21)
where,

qst

is the isosterie heat of adsorption, whieh is given by the modified D-A

model as [2]:
(2.22)
The heat generated due to pressure-volume work is given by the following
expression [8]:
(2.23)
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where, Ur and

Uz

are the components of velocity field along the radial and axial

direction.

2.3 Validation ofmodel with experimental data obtained from the
test bench using MOF-5 as an adsorbent material
A detailed description of the test bench, the experimentation, the parameters used
for simulation, the geometry and monitoring points, the initial and boundary
conditions, and the results and discussions are presented in this section.

2.3.1 Test bench
The schematic of the bench-scale test system used to probe hydrogen charging and
flowthrough is shown in the Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of storagejflowthrough experimental test
bench.
The test bench consists of a charging manifold, a discharging manifold and a
flowthrough manifold aIl tethered to a subscale-prototype (2.5 L) stainless steel
tank filled with MOF-5 adsorbent. For charging experiments, pressure regulator
is adjusted and then hydrogen gas (99.999 %, Praxair) is admitted into the tank
by means of a thermal mass flow controller (TMFC, Brooks 0-100 SLPM) and a
back pressure regulator (BPR, TESCOM) installed on the charging manifold. A
bypass manifold and a manu al valve connected across the TMFC help to maintain
the required 50 psia pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the TMFC
19

at the start of flow control. Once admitted into the tank, the pressure of the
hydrogen gas is monitored using a pressure transducer, PT (Dresser DXD, 0-3000
psia). For cryogenjc charging tests, hydrogen gas is pre-cooled to -77 K before it
enters the storage tank by means of a helical cooling loop immersed inside a liquid
nitrogen (LN2)-filled 40 L cryogenic vessel, while the storage tank is vertically
immersed in a 125 L cryogenic vessel (CryoFAB) filled with LN2. Nine k-type
thermocouples are attached along the axial (Tl-T6 along axial from top to bottom)
and radial (T7-T9 along radial from axis to tank wall) directions within the tank to
monitor the spatial distribution of tank temperature, while a single k-type
thermocouple inserted at the entrance of storage tank monitors the inlet hydrogen
temperature. To isolate the hydrogen manifolds from the storage tank, two aIlmetal valves (Swagelok) are attached at the entrance and exit of the tank. To
measure the flow of the gas during discharging and flowthrough, two thermal
mass flow meters are used (TMFR, Brooks 0-30 SLPM, Bronkhorst TMFC (0-150
SLPM). A rotary vane pump is attached to the charging manifold to evacuate the
whole system prior to aIl experiments. The data acquisition and control of valves,
mass flow controllers and temperature sensors are made possible using National
Instruments Compact Field Point communication system which is interfaced to a
PC using NI LabVIEW professional development software suite. Pressure data are
acquired by interfacing the transducer to PC using RS-232 SeriaI communication
protocol

2.3.2 Sample loading and void volume measurement
The MOF-5 sample required in our tests is obtained from BASF. Since this
adsorbent is sensitive to moisture and air, it was stored and handled within a dry
argon-filled glove box workstation. After embedding the thermocouples in the
20

storage tank, the tank is transferred into the glove box and 358 g ofMOF-5 is added
into it. After filling, all-metal valves on both sides of the tank are closed until it is
re-inserted back into the test bench setup. Once attached, the argon gas is outgassed by means. of the mechanical pump. The empty tank volume, the manifold
volume (the volume between MFC and the all-metal valve at the tank inlet) and
the void volume of MOF-5 tank are estimated by admitting known amounts of
ultrapure helium (99.999 %, Praxair) into the system. Void volume measurements
with MOF-5 are carried out at room temperature and at a final equilibrium
pressures ofless than 2 MPa, so as to minimize any potential He adsorption.
Table 2.1: Volume calibration of different parts of the storagejflowthrough test
bench.
Part
Tank with MOF and charging manifold
Charging manifold alone
Upper hemisphere of the tank
Discharging manifold

Volume (L)
2.87
0.58
0.22
0.04

Finally, the volumes are calculated from the known mass flow rates ofhelium, the
final equilibrium pressure and the temperature by considering the mass balance
before and after helium is introduced into the tank. The gas density of helium gas
is determined using the equation of state (EOS) of real gas available in the NIST
REFPROP Standard reference database [14]. The resultingvolume calibration data
is shown in the table (Table 2.1). The volume of the upper hemisphere of the tank,
where there is no MOF-5, is estimated from the geometry of the tank and the
quantity ofMOF-5.

2.3.3 Stationary storage and charging experiments
For the stationary charging tests, the all-metal valves at the exit are closed. To
carry out stationary charging, the tank is initially equilibrated at 77 K and pre21

cooled hydrogen is admitted into the tank until a maximum pressure of 9 MPa is
reached. The initial pressure and mass flow rate are setto 0.822 MPa and 15 SLPM.
In order to compare the hydrogen uptake capacity of MOF-5 with those reported
elsewhere, we measured the excess hydrogen adsorption using the test ben ch.
This is done using step-by-step introduction ofhydrogen gas into the MOF-5 tank,
much similar to the proto col followed in conventional volumetrie measurements.
After reaching the thermal equilibrium, the pressure and temperature are
recorded. The hydrogen gas densities are determined using the EOS of real gas
from NIST REFPROP [14] .

2.3.4 Parameters used in the simulation
The modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin real gas equation of state, as implemented in
REFPROP was used to ca1culate the thermodynamic properties such as specifie
heat capacity, density, viscosity, enthalpy and thermal conductivity of hydrogen
gas. Initially, the NIST database was interfaced with COMSOL Multiphysies®using
Matlab (R2010b) [14, 17]. While this is a highly accurate method of importing
thermodynamie data, it compromises the computational speed. Therefore, we
obtained data from NIST, which is converted into a grid form in Matlab and it is
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics® platform [18]. The properties of normal
hydrogen are used in the simulation when the para-ortho conversion is not taken
into account. The correlations of temperature dependent thermal conductivity
and the specifie heat capacity of stainless steel tanks are obtained from elsewhere
[19]:
log k (W m -1 K- 1 ) = -1.4087 + 1.3982 logT + 0.2543 (logT)2 0.6260 (logT)3

+ 0.2334 (logT)4 + 0.4256 (logT)5 - 0.4658 (logT)6 +

0.1650(logT)1 - 0.0199 (logT)8

(2.24)
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log CpO kg- 1 K- 1 )

= 22.0061-127.5528 [log (T (K)] + 303.647 [log (T (K)]2 -

381.0098 [log (T (K)P + 274.0328 [log (T (K)]4 - 112.9212 [log (T (K)]S

+

24.7593 [log (T (K)]6 - 2.239153[log (T (K)F

(2.25)

Density of stainless steel used is 7830 (kg m- 3) [18]. The fitted modified D-A
parameters are taken from the lite rature and are given in table (Table 2.2) [20].
Figure 2.3 shows fitted modified D-A parameters using experimental data [5, 20].

-lf..-

Pressure (MPa)
Figure 2.3: Fitted modified D-A parameters using experimental data for MOF-5 [5] .
Table 2.2: Modified D-A model parameters of MOF-5 [5].
Material
MOF-5

nmax (mol

67.5

kg- 1)

Po (MPa)
2.75xl0 iO

a (J moI-l)

f3 (J moI-l Ki)

3481

153.6

m
9.045

The experimentally measured heat capacity of MOF-5 is used for solving the
energy balance equation. The measurement is conducted in the tempe rature range
of 2-300 K by using a Calvet calorimeter and a direct adiabatic relaxation
calorimeter [21]. The measured heat capacities are fitted with the 5th order
polynomial correlations using the Levenberg-Marquardt least-square algorithm:
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Cp ,MOF-5 = 0.524 - 8.885 x 10- 3

r3+

4.417

X

10- 10

X

X

T + 9.624

X

10- 5

X

r2-

3.469

X

10- 7

r4

X

(2.26)

For the thermal conductivity of MOF-5 at cryogenie temperatures, we used the
reported value of 0.088 (Wm- 1K-l) [22].
Table 2.3: Densities and porosities of MOF-5.
Adsorption volume, Va (m 3 kg- 1)
Bulk density, ph (kg m- 3)
Skeleton density, ps [kg m- 31

0.00123
155.60
2000.00
l_ Pb

Total porosity, Et

0.92

Ps
Va X MMOF-5

Micro porosity, Emi

0.191

Vbed

Bed porosity, Eh

0.73

Et - Emi

Physical characteristics, such as the bulk density and the mass of MOF-5 are also
measured. The measured bulk density and the reported skeleton density are used
to calculate the total porosity of the adsorbent bed [23]. The adsorption volume,
Va obtained from the modified D-A model is used to calculate the miero porosity

[2]. Adsorption volume; densities and porosities are summarised in table (Table
2.3).
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The isosteric heat of hydrogen adsorption of MOF-5 is measured experimentally
using the calorimetrie method [24]. The measured isosteric heat of adsorption as
function of absolute adsorption obtained from modified D-A model is shown in the
Figure 2.4. This data is implemented in the form look-up table into COMSOL
Multiphysics®to solve the adsorption heat source in the CFD model.

2.3.5 Geometry and monitoring points

0.33 m

Om

Figure 2.5: Geometry of the tank with monitoring points.
Figure 2.5 shows geometry of the tank with monitoring points. The inner and
outer radii at the entrance of the 2.5 L hydrogen storage tank are 0.004 m and
0.005 m, respectively. The internaI and external radii in the middle of the tank are
0.0469 m and 0.0508 m respectively. The internaI and external heights of the tank
are 0.45 m and 0.454 m, respectively. To compare the spatio-temporal variation
of pressure and temperature obtained from the simulation with those measured
experimentally, we chose four reference points in the axial direction.
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2.3.6 Initial and boundary conditions
The initial and boundary conditions used fo r model validation are based on our
experimental test bench. Due to the temperature gradient, the initial temperature
of the tank in the MOF-5 test bench is not uniform, but is rather in the range of 7779 K. To implement this temperature range in the model as an initial condition, we
divided the whole bed domain into different subdomains and applied different
initial temperature (corresponds to experimental initial condition) to each
subdomain. The initial pressure and mass flow rate are set to 0.822 MPa and 15
SLPM. In the model, the mass flow rate is implemented in the fo rm of mass flux of
0.0335 (kg m-2 S-l). A heat flux boundary condition with heat transfer coefficient,
200 (W m-3) is applied to the outer wall of the tank.

2.3.7 Measurement ofbydrogen uptake capacity ofMOF-5
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Figure 2.6: Excess adsorption of hydrogen on MOF-5 measured at 77 K using the
test bench compared with the lab-scale measurements and data reported
previously [6,20,25].
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The excess adsorption measurement is done by using step-by-step introduction of
hydrogen gas into the MOF-S tank, much similar to the proto col followed in
conventional volumetrie measurements. After reaching the thermal equilibrium,
the pressure and temperature are recorded and calculated the gas phase density.
The calculated gas phase density and the amount ofhydrogen gas introduced into
the tank are used to calculate the excess adsorption data. We, then compared our
excess adsorption data with other reported data and found very good agreement
between our data and the data reported elsewhere (Figure 2.6).

2.3.8 Result and discussion
The validation of the CFD model, whieh compares the temperature and pressure
of the tank du ring hydrogen charging obtained from simulation with those
measured experimentally is presented here. Figure 2.7 shows the temperature
measured along the central axial points in the tank and those obtained from the
simulation. While the overall trend of the temperature evolution is clearly
reproduced, the temperatures at the points Tz and T3 are slightly overestimated
by -2 K (Figure 2.7). We attribute the observed small difference in temperatures
to differences in the positions of monitoring points in the simulation and the
experiments. In the test bench storage experiment, thermocouples are implanted
prior to filling MOF-S. The effects caused by filling of MOF-S can shift the absolute
positions of the thermocouples randomly by ± 0.3 cm. In addition to this, a
temperature difference can be caused by the non-uniform bulk density of MOF-S
[7]. The variation of the powder bulk density within the vessel would affect the
local heat generation rates, volumetrie heat capacity and bed thermal conductivity
[7]. The use of a temperature-invariant thermal conductivity in Eq. (2.20) and lack
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LDF (Linear Driving Force) model in the mass balance equation may also
contributes to the observed difference between model and experimental results.
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Figure 2.7: Temperature evolution du ring model validation with experiment in
which 77 K hydrogen is charged into a 2.5 L cryo-sorptive MOF-5 tank. Model
calculations are performed using experimentally measured temperaturedependent specifie heats and isosteric heat.
From Figure 2.7, it is seen that the lowest temperature values are recorded at Tl
which is located at the top of the tank. This is anticipated because the top axial
points are located near the inlet where the influence of incoming cold hydrogen is
predominant. As a result of this temperature lowering, there will be significant
adsorption which releases heat into the bed. This heat gets conductively
transferred to the central part of the bed, towards points T2 and T3. The
temperature at the point Ts is less than that at the central regions due to the poor
heat transfer stemming from the lower thermal conductivity of the MOF-5
adsorption bed. In order to understand the difference between the simulation
results obtained using the experimentally measured specifie heat capacity and
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isosteric heat of adsorption with simulation results obtained using a constant
specifie heat capa city and the modified D-A modeled isosteric heat of adsorption,
we then performed simulations assuming a constant specifie heat capacity, 700 CI
kg-1 K-l) over all the temperature range and isosteric heat ofhydrogen adsorption
estimated from the modified D-A model. This results are compared with
simulation results that used experimentally measured specifie heat capacity and
isosteric heat of adsorption. However, this presents no considerable difference in
the model predictions as seen in Figure 2.7 (red profile).
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Figure 2.8: Pressure and mass evolution when 77 K hydrogen is charged into a 2.5
L cryo-sorptive MOF-5 tank.
The simulated pressure shows good agreement with experimental results which
can be seen in Figure 2.8. Using the total inflow hydrogen mass (mt) from the
experiment and that from the model (ma+mg) adsorbed (ma) and gas phase masses
(mg), the mass balance of the storage system is verified (Figure 2.8). To

understand the contributions of various heat source terms on the observed
temperature evolution in the tank, we modeled the system's temperature and
heats considering adsorption heat and heat due to pressure-volume work,
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separately. The heat sources and the corresponding temperature evolutions
displayed in Figure 2.9 shows that, at the beginning of charging, adsorption heat
(red profile) is the main contributor to the temperature evolution, while as
charging progresses, the work due to compression (black profile) crosses over the
heat due to adsorption.
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Figure 2.9: Heat source contributions and their influence on bed temperature
evolutions as 77 K hydrogen is charged at a rate of 15 SLPM into 2.5 L cryosorptive tank filled with MOF-5. Arrows point toward the axis corresponding to
the data.
As adsorption progresses, the heat released into the bed raises the average bed
temperature. This eventually reduces adsorption, and the adsorptive heat is
reduced consequently. The pressure work heat source increases in the beginning
and stays almost uniform throughout the charging stage. The oscillating behaviour
of the heat sources seen in the Figure 2.9 is an artefact probably caused by either
large time steps between the model iterations or the lack LDF model in the mass
balance equation.
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2.4 Validation of the model with experimental data obtained from
the test bench using Maxsorb™ activated carbon as an adsorbent
mate rial
The required details for performing the simulation are taken from the published
literatures [7-9]. In order to avoid repetition, a brief description of the test bench,
experimentation, parameters, geometry and boundary conditions are given here.

2.4.1 Test bench, experimentation geometry and monitoring
points
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Figure 2.10: P&ID of the test bench and the monitoring points ofthe tank [7, 8].
The schematic of the test bench is shown in Figure 2.10 Oeft) [2]. The adsorption
test bench consists of a 2.5 L stainless steel tank, which is filled with 670 g of
Maxsorb™. To compare the spatio-temporal variation of pressure and
temperature obtained from the simulation with those measured experimentally,
we chose six monitoring points T1. .. T6 in the axial direction. The geometry of the
tank and its monitoring points in the axial direction are shown in Figure 2.10
(right).
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2.4.2 Parameters
To obtain the thermodynamic properties of hydrogen gas, the NIST standard
reference database is used. The modified D-A parameters and bulk properties of
Maxsorb™ required for the simulation are taken from the literature and given in
the tables (Table 2.4 and 2.5) [7, 8].
Table 2.4: Modified D-A model parameters for AX-2pM [2].
D-A
Parameters

nmax

(mol kg-1)
71.6

Po

a

(MPa)
1470

(J mo}-l)
3080

fi

Va

(J mo}-l K-l)
18.9

(m 3 kg- 1)
0.00143

m
2

Table 2.5: Material properties ofAX-2pM [7,8].
Bulk
properties

ph

(kg m- 3)
300

Eh

0.49

ks (W m-1 K-l)

Cps (J kg-1 K-l)

Dp (Ilm)

0.2

825

200

2.4.3 Initial and boundary conditions
Two simulations at different temperatures (room temperature and cryogenie
temperature) were performed. The initial and boundary conditions of the
simulation depend on the temperature conditions and are given in the table (Table
2.6). The initial pressure in the tank is set to 0.033 MPa for room temperature
simulation. For cryogenie temperature simulation, the initial pressure in the tank
is set to 0.14 MPa. The initial temperatures are set to 281 and 80 K for the
simulations at room temperature and cryogenie temperatures, respectively. The
mass flow rates are set to +15, -15 and 0 SLPM, respectively for charging,
discharging and dormancy. Room temperature hydrogen gas is filled into the
system for both simulations. A fixed temperature boundary condition, 77 K and
heat flux boundary condition is applied to the outer wall of the tank [7, 8]. The
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chargejdischarge cycle at room temperature and charging at cryogenie
temperature of Maxsorb™ carbon storage system is used for model comparison.
Table 2.6: Boundary conditions of chargejdischarge cycle ofAX-21""" system [7,8].
Time (s)

Inlet

(a) At room temperature
Charging (0-1042 s)
Dormancy (1043-3189 s)
Discharging (3190-4131 s)
Dormancy (4132-6000s)

297.6 K
297.8 K
282.2 K
288.9 K

(h) At cryogenie temperature
Charging (0-1600 s)

297 K

Outer wall

hw =36 (W m-2K-l)
Tf = 282.5 K

77K

2.4.4 Result and discussion
The model validation is carried out by comparing the temperatures at various
points in the storage tank filled with Maxsorb""" activated carbon obtained from the
simulation during hydrogen chargingjdischarging cycle at room temperature and
charging at cryogenie temperature with those obtained from the test bench data.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between the temperatures at points Tl, T2 and T4 of
experimental validation and simulations at room temperature. An entire
chargingj discharging cycle is shown here.
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The central axial points in the tank Tl, Tz, T3, T4 and T6 whieh correspond to the
positions of the thermocouples inside the test bench storage system are selected
for comparing the temperatures. The temporal evolution of the temperature for
both tests are shown in the Figures 2.11 and 2.12. For the room temperature data
given in the Figure 2.11, we observe a very good agreement between simulation
and experimental results.
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Although the temperatures at the monitoring points are slightly over and
underestimated at cryogenie condition (Figure 2.12), the overall trend of the
temperature evolution is clearly reproduced. The pressure obtained from the
experimental and simulation results shows good agreement for room temperature
and comparable agreement for cryogenie temperature, which are shown in
Figures 2.13 and 2.14. During the charging phase, the pressure rises fast and
reaches around 9 (MPa) and 5 (MPa), respectively. The pressure drops slightly
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after the charging process is over owing to the decreased temperature in the tank
(Figure 2.13), and it stays uniform throughout the dormancy period.
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Figure 2.13: Experimental and simulation results for the pressure in the tank at
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Figure 2.14: Experimental and simulation results for the pressure in the tank at
cryogenie temperature.
The pressure starts dropping once the discharge is initiated due to the gas that
flows out from the tank. The distribution of pressure inside the tank is uniform
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owing to the small pressure gradient compared with the rate of change of pressure
as function of time.

2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a two-dimensional axisymmetric model to
predict the cou pIed heat and mass transfer of a hydrogen adsorptive storage
system. The validity of the base model is established by comparing the simulated
temperatures and pressure at various points in the tank with those obtained from
the experimental test bench, which is used MOF-5 as an adsorbent. The
consistency checking of the adsorptive storage system model is carried out by
comparing temperatures obtained from the simulation with those obtained from
the bench test measurements using activated carbon (AX-21™) as an adsorbent.
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Chapter 3
Effects of flowthrough cooling and para-ortho conversion on the
performance of a subscale-prototype hydrogen storage tank
filled with MOF-5
3.1 Background
MOF-S has a low thermal conductivity of 0.3 Wm- 1 K-l at room temperature
which is nearly two orders of magnitude less than that of stainless steel. This
makes the removal of heat from the MOF-S bed is difficult [1]. Heat removal
becomes even more problematie at cryogenie temperatures as MOF-S's thermal
conductivity decreases further to less than 0.1 Wm- 1 K-l [2].
A common approach used for enhancing the heat removal from the adsorbent
bed consists in incorporating thermally conducting adsorbent additives in the bed
which improves the bed's overall thermal conductivity. Liu et al. [2] and Purewal
et al. [3] explored the effect of expanded natural graphite (ENG) additive on the
thermal conductivity of MOF-S at room temperature. They found that the thermal
conductivity ofneat MOF-S at room temperature can be enhanced to up to 5 times
by forming composite pellets with 10 % ENG, while at 77 K, the thermal
conductivity increases to up to -3 times. On the downside, ENG additive
diminishes the hydrogen storage capa city of composite pellets by up to 10 %
relative to neat MOF-S; this is attributed to the former's lower specifie surface
area. The application of this method relies on optimizing the composite's
composition and pellet densities, and performing detailed parametrie studies on
the heat removal characteristics of the optimized composites. Inclusion of nonadsorbing metallic components in the adsorbent bed to compensate the adsorbent
poor thermal conductivity is a similar approach to enhance the thermal
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management inside cryo-adsorbent hydrogen storage systems. Chakraborty and
Kumar modeled how an electrically heated intra-reservoir helical element
accommodates the thermal requirements during endothermic hydrogen
desorption from MOF-5 and AX-2pM hydrogen storage systems [4]. An important
conclusion they made is that for optimum hydrogen extraction from the adsorbent
bed, the thermal conductivity of the bed should be at least 0.5 W m-1 K-l, higher
than that ofneat MOF-5. One could attribute this to inadequate interfacial contact
between the heating element and the adsorbent. Therefore, the thermal
conductivity of the adsorbent bed still is required to be high to facilitate uniform
bed temperature distribution. Ahluwalia and Peng modeled adiabatic refuelling of
hydrogen into an adsorptive vehicular hydrogen storage tank in which the
activated carbon adsorbent is packed inside a 40-PPL 2024 aluminium alloy foam.
The alloy form and an added in-tank heat exchanger are used to compensate for
the adsorbent's poor thermal conductivity [5].
Due to the non-adsorbing nature of heat transfer components, both of the
above approaches reduce the net volumetrie hydrogen density of the storage
system. In order to overcome this limitation, Schuetz et al. invented a hydrogen
recirculation system where the adsorptive heat from the bed is removed
convectively by continuous flowing cold hydrogen gas [6]. Briefly, this system
consists of a loop of hydrogen gas which introduces the gas into the storage
system; any non-adsorbed hot gas is recirculated back into a refrigeration unit
where the hot gas is cooled and then reintroduced into the storage vessel.
Numerical simulations ofhydrogen charging into activated carbon tanks equipped
with combined hydrogen recirculation cooling system and liquid nitrogen cooling
system indicated much shorter cooling time than we would get when only
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conductive heat transfer though the storage tank walls is considered [7]. In more
recent works, Hardy et al. and Corgnale et al. performed numerical simulation of
'flowthrough cooling' heat removal technique for hydrogen charged into 2.5 L
storage tank filled with MOF-5 using a model that was validated using experiments
with the activated carbon [1,8]. In this approach the adsorbentwas maintained at
cryogenie temperatures by the flow of cold hydrogen at a rate of up to 100
standard litres per minute (SLPM). The recirculation ofhot hydrogen gas through
the bed for transferring the heat into storage bed to enhance the hydrogen
desorption is investigated [9, 10]. The result shows that heating the bed through
a recirculation method is preferred over electrical heating due to the higher
interfacial area between the gas and the adsorbent. Although flowthrough is
increasingly considered as an efficient heat transfer mechanism for adsorptive
hydrogen storage systems, aIl reported studies, except those in Refs. [1] and [8],
are performed using solely computational simulations while experimental
measurements of flowthrough are only beginning to emerge. Available
experiments reported in Refs. [1] and [8], on the other hand, used flowthrough
characteristics measured using activated carbon systems to model that of MOF-5
cryo-adsorptive hydrogen storage systems. While the authors observed
reasonable agreements between the simulation and experiments on activated
carbon, the discrepancies were attributed to experimental measurements as weIl
as material property data used in their simulations.
In addition to the above cooling mechanism, another approach to cool the
hydrogen storage medium is to convert the para hydrogen to the ortho hydrogen.
Ahluwalia and his co-workers have simulated the cooling effect of para-ortho
conversion in a MOF-5 filled hydrogen storage system [11]. The authors analysed
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the MOF-5 filled system performance assuming that the system is charged with
liquid para hydrogen, which converts to the equilibrium para-ortho hydrogen
composition without any kinetic limitations. They reported that the storage
system can reach lower temperature with equilibrium hydrogen than with normal
hydrogen when endothermic heat of para to ortho hydrogen conversion takes
place. In the absence of catalysts, however, the conversion follows slow kineties
and takes as many as several days to complete [12-15]. Recently, in a year-Iong
project, Petitpas et al. conducted several experiments to study the kinetics of
natural para-ortho conversion in a full-scale 345 bar automotive cryogenie
pressure vessel filled with liquid para-hydrogen [16]. The authors reported that
the natural conversion started in 10-15 days and was completed within 25 to 30
days. Peng and Ahluwalia developed adynamie model which accounted for the
endothermic natural para to ortho conversion kineties to study the dormancy and
hydrogen loss from an insulated pressure vessel filled with liquid para-hydrogen
[17]. The model predicted that the hydrogen loss rate during the dormancy stage
was decreased through the reduced pressure and temperature condition due to
the endothermie para-ortho conversion. Fitzgerald et al. found that MOF-74 has
the catalytic activity that causes conversion in the hydrogen. The authors
observed that this conversion occurs on a time-scale of the order of a minute,
whereas conversion is a slow process for hydrogen adsorbed on MOF-5 [18, 19].
The existing discussions reveal that the strong paramagnetie catalyst causes rapid
conversion [20]. If foreign particles that can catalyze the para-ortho conversion
are embedded in the MOF-5, the hydrogen storage system can be cooled to
improve the storage capacity.
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3.2 Effect of flowthrough cooling on the performance of a
subscale-prototype tank filled with MOF-5
The flowthrough experiment and simulation are performed to understand the
effect of flowthrough cooling on the thermal and storage performance of the 2.5 L
storage tank filled with MOF-5. The details of the test bench specifications and the
CFD system model are presented in Chapter 2. In order to perform the
flowthrough test, 77 K pre-cooled hydrogen is charged into the tank which is
initially equilibrated at 77 K and evacuated to 0.065 MPa. Hydrogen is
continuously admitted into the tankata flow rate of20 SLPM, until a pressure 1.15
MPa is reached. When the pressure is stabilized at 1.1 MPa, the BPV#2 is adjusted
so that any pressure rise due to further charging is prevented by releasing
hydrogen out of the tank through the flowthrough manifold (chapter 2, Figure
2.2). This process is continued till the temperature swing that arises du ring the
charging stage is diminished. To avoid complication in the test bench experiments,
we vented the excess hydrogen and continued charging using fresh cold hydrogen
instead of recirculating it after passing through external heat exchangers. Even
though the test bench has the capability to perform the flowthrough experiment
at high operating pressure, we limited the experiment to low pressures. This is
because at high operating pressure, larger amount of hydrogen and longer time
periods are required to cool the storage system during the flowthrough stage
when the low mass flow rate of 20 SLPM is used in the experiment. For validating
the mode!, we let the maximum pressure reach only 1.1 MPa. In the simulation, 77
K hydrogen at the rate of 20 SLPM is charged into the 2.5 L MOF-5 filled tank to
reach 1.1 MPa pressure. Once the tank pressure has reached 1.1 MPa, a pressure
boundary condition is applied to the outlet of the tank by setting the pressure to
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1.1 MPa. Thus the tank pressure is 1.1 MPa throughout the flowthrough stage. The
details of the adsorptive system mode}, parameters and geometry of the tank used
in the simulation were discussed in the previous chapter. The initial and boundary
conditions of the model are based on the flowthrough experiment.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison ofthe experimental pressure with that obtained from the
simulation during a flowthrough run.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 compares the pressure and the temperature histories in the
tank obtained from experiments and simulations. The opening of BPV for releasing
the excess pressure causes the sudden short rise and faH of pressure, which can be
seen as a characteristic peak in Figure 3.1. Due to adsorption/pressure work heat,
the bed temperature increases to a maximum of 123 K during the charging stage
and then decreases to around 80 K during the flowthrough stage as the heat is
transported by flowing hydrogen (Figure 3.2). While the overaH behaviour of
pressure and temperatures are reproduced, the model results are slightly
overestimated with respect to the experiments. As discussed in the chapter 2, the
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factors such as change in bulk density, using of constant contact resistance and
surrounding temperature, lack LDF model in the mass balance equation, etc. may
be the influencing factors for the observed difference between the simulation and
experimental results.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison ofthe experimental temperature with that obtained from
the simulation during a flowthrough run.
To understand how flowthrough cooling affects the storage capacity and the
reduction in cooling time, we performed simulation of charging up to the same
pressure as in the flowthrough runs but using only external cooling with LNz bath,
while keeping the same inlet hydrogen temperature and charging rate as those for
the flowthrough tests. After the tank pressure and the average bed temperature
reached 1.4 MPa and 110 K respectively in 590 s, the charging is stopped and the
storage tank is allowed to cool down to 77 K. Figure 3.3 compares the average bed
temperature of the tank for the flowthrough coolingtogetherwith LNz cooling and
the LNz cooling scenarios. The average bed temperature (blue profile in Figure
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3.3) decreased to -79 K while the tank pressure decreased to -0.7 MPa (LNz). The
temperature profile indicates that for the cooling time considered (0.7 hr), there
is no considerable reduction in the temperature due to flowthrough approach.
Thisis because the flow rate used for charging hydrogen is only 20 SLPM. Faster
flow rates are required for flowthrough cooling to be efficient for heat removal [1] .
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the average bed temperatures obtained from
flowthrough simulations with those obtained when only a LNz cooling bath was
used.
In the Figure 3.4, the total amount of hydrogen stored in the system is calculated
by summing the masses of hydrogen in the gas and adsorbed phases. This is in
good agreement with the experimentally measured amount of hydrogen. The
latter is determined from the difference between in-and out-flow mass flow
meters during the experimental flowthrough runs. Masses ofhydrogen, ma and mg
in the storage system are obtained by the volume integration of adsorbed- and
gas-phase hydrogen densities. Gas-phase mass increases proportionally during
charging and slightly during the flowthrough stage. A significant increase in the
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adsorbed-phase mass is seen during the flowthrough stage, which is attributed to
a decrease of the tank temperature and the entering of additional hydrogen during
the flowthrough stage. In the case of the storage system with only LN2 as a coolant,
the gas phase mass decreases and the adsorbed mass increases, but the net storage
mass remains same.
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Figure 3.4: The amount of hydrogen stored in the system obtained from
flowthrough simulations with those obtained when only a LN2 cooling bath was
used. The amount of hydrogen stored duringflowthrough experiments are also
compared with that obtained from simulation.

3.3 Effect of para-ortho conversion heat on the performance of a
subscale-prototype storage system filled with MOF-5
The effect of para-ortho conversion on the thermal and storage performance of the
2.SL tank filled with MOF-S is investigated numerically. The following
assumptions are made in the simulation:
•

MOF-S has enough catalytic activities for making rapid conversion via
addition of an enhancing agent.
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•

The material properties will not change due to the presence of the
enhancing agent and we have considered only the maximum conversion
effect.

•

Based on the system temperature, the fraction of para hydrogen present in
the adsorbed phase is converted to ortho fraction of hydrogen.

The details of the mass and energy balance equation used in the simulation are
presented in the previous chapter (chapter 2, Eq. (2.11 and 2.23)). Other than the
heat sources such as the adsorption heat (Qa) and the heat due to pressure work
(Qp), an additional heat source due to para-ortho conversion (Qc) is included in the

energy balance equation for accommodating the para-ortho conversion effect in
the adsorptive storage system model. We use the following approximation to
calculate the conversion heat source:
(3.1)

where, pa in Eq. (3.1), is the adsorbed phase density.

fph2

and

/oh2

are the

temperature-dependent mass fraction of para and ortho fractions of hydrogen
present in the equillibrium hydrogen. The fraction of ortho hydrogen in the
equillibrium hydrogen is estimated from the temperature-induced evolution of
the equilibrium mass fraction of para hydrogen, using the empirical relation [21]:
fpH2

= [0.1

[exp(-~7S) + O.lr

6.2 x 10- sr

In Eq. (3.1),

-

0.00227]

hpo

l

-7.06 x 10- 9 r 3 + 3.42 x 10- 6 r 2

-

(3.2)

is the endothermic conversion enthalpy. Figure 3.5 shows the

temperature-dependent para hydrogen content of equilibrium hydrogen and the

para to ortho hydrogen energy conversion. Even though REFPROP standard
reference database has the enthalpies of ortho and para hydrogen, these are
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defined with the reference states of ortho or para hydrogen at the normal boiling
point (20.4 K) with zero enthalpy assigned in REFPROP.
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In order to properly calculate this conversion enthalpy, a common reference state
is required. Therefore, the enthalpies of ortho and para hydrogen given by the
REFPROP are adjusted using a common reference state which is the para hydrogen
at 0 K for which the internaI energy is at its lowest quantized value. Accordingly,
the enthalpy of conversion
REFPROP,

hf:efpr op)

hPo

can be written as the sum of the enthalpy from

and the enthalpy with respect to the new reference state,

h

po - h Po
(refpr op)

h PO -- ha(refprop) -

+ IIh Po
(0 K )
L.l

(3.3)

P
h (re
fprop )

(3.4)

The enthalpy with respect to new reference state is further expressed as:
(3.5)
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where, Llhp, and Llho are the enthalpies of para and ortho at the new reference state
(0 K), respectively. The values of Llhp, andLlhoat 0 Kare -256.06 kJ kg- 1 and 444.695
kJ kg-l, respectively [16]. h(retprop) and hfretprop)are the enthalpies of para and
ortho hydrogen defined in NIST REFPROP. To calculate the thermodynamic

properties of hydrogen, the correlations reported in the reference [17, 22] are
used.

= (t0h2 + t p h2)-1

p
9

POh2

Cp

Pph2

= ~oh2 cPoh2 + hph2 CPPh2

(3.6)
(3.7)

k

= foh2 k nh2 + fph2kph2

(3.8)

Il

= foh21lnh2 + f Ph21lPh2

(3.9)

Y = foh2Ynh2
H

+ f Ph2Yph2

(3.10)

= foh2 hoh2 + f Ph2hph2

(3.11)

where, Pg, Cp, k, Il, H and y are the density, specifie heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, viscosity, enthalpy and ratio of specifie heat capacities at constant
pressure and constant volume of the hydrogen gas, respectively. In the correlation,
nh2, ph2 and Oh2 represents normal hydrogen, para hydrogen and ortho hydrogen,

respectively. The term f represent the mass fraction. The material properties of
MOF-5 and geometry details ofthe2.5 L tank are discussed in the previous chapter
(chapter 2). Initial temperature and pressure are set to 80 K and 0.1 MPa,
respectively. Four inlet temperatures for hydrogen are considered: 35, 50, 77 and
100 K for investigating the effect of para-ortho conversion. An adiabatic insulated
tank is assumed for the MOF-5 storage system and the estimated heat leakage rate
is calculated and applied in the form of heat flux at the outer wall of the tank. For
calculating the heat leakage of the storage tank, we use the data of daily
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evaporation rate (%) of liquid oxygen filled tank. The mass flow rates are set to
+ 15 and -15 and 0 SLPM, respectively for charging, discharging and dormancy of

the simulation. To evaluate the maximum possible effect of an instantaneous para
to ortho adsorbed hydrogen conversion on the total heat and performance of the
system, the temperature and pressure data at the centre point T4 of tank is
monitored when hydrogen gas having temperatures: 35, 50, 77 and 100 K is
charged into the tank maintained at 80 K. When 100 K equilibrium hydrogen,
which has a composition of -40 % para hydrogen, is charged into the tank, a part
of the para fraction absorbs the heat energy from the tank and gets converted to
the ortho fraction. This leads to a drop in the temperature at T4 and, at the end of
charging, it is 131 K, which is 10 K lower than that it would be if no conversion
were considered; see Figure 3.6. When hydrogen gas having temperatures lower
than 100 K is charged, temperature evolution inside the system due to adsorption
and pressure work is less and the resulting fraction of para hydrogen converted
to àrtho hydrogen becomes less important. Furthermore, it is observed from
Figure 3.6 that the effect due to the conversion is higher at 100 K inlet temperature
than 35 K. Initially, the composition of para and ortho hydrogen at T4 is -49 and

- 51 %, respectively which is the composition at 80 K. At the end of charging stage,
the temperature reaches 142 K for 100 K inlet temperature and 118 K for 35 K, if
no conversion heat is considered. Now, as the conversion happens, the ortho
fraction increases from -51 to -67 % for 100 K inlet temperature and to 65 % for

35 K. Thus a maximum possible fraction of para hydrogen present at 100 K
hydrogen is converted into ortho fraction hydrogen due to the higher temperature
evolution inside the system compared to that converted at 35 K. It also is possible
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that the sensible heat of para hydrogen influences the temperature reduction
because the effect by sensible heat is more predominant at 100 Kthan at 35 K [21].
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Figure 3.6: Temperature profiles at T4 in the tank with (dashed lin es ) and without
(solid lines) taking into account the para-ortho conversion at 4 inlet temperatures.
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These results suggest that the temperature reduction due to para to ortho
conversion helps to charge more hydrogen into the system du ring the charging
stage. The evolution of pressure in the system at four inlet temperatures is given
in the Figure 3.7. It can be seen that the pressure in the tank drops when para-

ortho conversion is taken into account, which is due to decreased tank
temperature. In general, the pressure shows similar behavior for aIl inlet
temperatures as shown in Figure 3.7.
To account for the observed temperature evolution in the tank, we
considered the contributions of adsorption heat, heat due to pressure-volume
work and the conversion heat separately in the model and performed the
simulation when 77 K hydrogen is charged into the tank. The point T4 in the tank
is used to monitor temperature and heat. In Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the heats and the
temperature evolution at the point T4 du ring the charging are shown.
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Figure 3.8: Heat sources profiles in the system at the point T4.
First, when only the pressure work is considered, the temperature of the system
initiaIly decreased to 56 K at about 1000 s from the initial 80 K. After this, the
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temperature rises to nearly 80 K as the filling progresses. The initial detrease of
temperature is due to the positive Joule-Thompson

0-T)

coefficient of hydrogen

and hydrogen desorption from the MOF-5 bed. When charging is performed at
temperatures below hydrogen's inversion temperature (Ti = 193 K), the gas
undergoes expansion into the tank and the positive J-T effect leads to decreased
temperature. While the charging is in progress, the temperature of the tank
increases owing to the heat produced by pressure work. When the heat due to
adsorption alone is considered, temperature at T4 increases to 127 K, due to
endothermic adsorption process. If both the adsorption heat and pressure work
heat are considered, the resulting temperature at T4 increases to 135 K from 80 K.
If conversion heat is considered along with the other forms of heat, the final
temperature decreases by 10 K.
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Figure 3.9: Temperature profiles at the point T4 when different heat source terms
are considered separately.
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of para-ortho conversion on the storage system
capa city; we find that the gas phase mass (mg) is larger in the storage system
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without conversion than the gas phase mass (mg-C) of the system with conversion.
In other words, the adsorbed phase (ma) has lower mass of hydrogen without
conversion than has with conversion (ma-C). The total mass of hydrogen (mt) is
the same in the both cases because of the same mass flow rate and filling time. In
summary, due to the lowering of the system temperature by para-ortho
conversion, the adsorbed phase mass increases and the gas phase mass decreases
in the storage system which help to fill more hydrogen gas into the system at the
storage conditions than that can be filled when no conversion takes place.
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Figure 3.10: Hydrogen mass balance in the system with and without conversion.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the effects of flowthrough cooling and para-ortho conversion on
the performance of a MOF-S filled 2.5 L cryo-adsorptive hydrogen storage system
is investigated. The result from the "effect of flowthrough cooling on the
performance of the storage system" shows that the advantage of the flowthrough
cooling technique is not only cooling the storage system but cornes also from the
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fact that the process enhances the storage capacity. The comparison of average
bed temperature profiles between the flowthrough cooling and LNz cooling
scenarios indicates that faster flow rate is required for flowthrough cooling to be
efficient for heat removal. In the case of the para-ortho conversion effect on the
storage system performance, the results revealed that the endothermic
conversion reduces the system temperature; this is supported by the analysis of
the various heat sources and the corresponding temperatures.
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Chapter4
Multiphysics performance of a bulk cryo-adsorptive hydrogen
storage reservoir filled with MOF-5
In this chapter, the multiphysics performance such as the thermal and storage
performances of a bulk (20 m 3) cryo-adsorptive hydrogen reservoir filled with
MOF-S is presented. A 2D-axisymmetric CFD model is used to conduct this study.
The details of the general CFD model and its validation, and the implementation of
flowthrough cooling and para-ortho conversion in the model are discussed in the
previous chapters (Chapter 2 and 3).

Figure 4.1: Storage reservoir and its 2d-axisysmmetrical representation.
We used the geometric parameters of Celine 3 type bulk storage tank available
from the reference [1] for developing the geometric mode!. The inner and outer
radii at the entrance and middle of the 20 m 3 tank are 0.04 m, 0.046 m, 0.907 m
and 0.918 m, respectively. The internaI and external heights of the tank are 8.58
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m and 8.98 m, respectively. The maximum allowed pressure of the bulk tank is
assumed to be 4 MPa. The Celine 3 type storage reservoir and the 2daxisysmmetrical representation used in the simulations are shown in Figure 4.1.
In the simulation, an adiabatic insulated tank is assumed and the estimated heat
leakage rate is calculated and applied in the form of a heat flux (0.8287 Wm- 2) at
the outer wall of the tank. For calculating the heat leakage of the storage tank, we
use the data of daily evaporation rate (%) of liquid oxygen filled tank. The initial
pressure, initial temperature and the mass flowrate are set to 0.1 MPa, 300 K and
10000 SLPM, respectively. In the beginning, we simulated the effects of chargedischarge cycles to reduce the tank temperature from 300 K to 77 K. Once the
tank's temperature is brought down to 77 K, the filling of hydrogen is performed
until the maximum pressure capa city is reached. Then, the simulation is focused
to achieve maximum hydrogen storage capacity in the tank using flowthrough
cooling technique. In the next step, we investigated the effect of flowthrough
cooling together with instantaneous para-ortho hydrogen conversion on the
thermal and storage capacity of the tank. A parametric study of the effects ofmass
flowrate on cooling time reduction during the flowthrough stage is also
investigated. In the final part, the hydrogen loss rate during the 10 days dormancy
stage is estimated.

4.1 Thermal and storage performance of the bulk tank
At first, the simulation is performed for reducing the tank temperature to 80 K
from 300 K. To this end, hydrogen gas pre-cooled at 77 K is charged into the tank
until 4 MPa pressure is reached, and then 3 MPa of hydrogen is released from the
reservoir to the ambient. In order to implement the discharging of the gas from
the reservoir, the outflow velocity boundary condition (1.5 m S-l) is applied at the
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outlet of the tank. Even though the model can accommodate high outflow gas
velo city value as a boundary condition at the outlet of the tank, we used low
outflow gas velocity value (1.5 m S-l). This is because the convergence during the
simulation is complex when high value is taken into account; therefore we used
low value to get smooth convergence during the simulation. The adjustment of the
relative tolerance in the time dependent solver may be helpful to solve this
convergence issue. The charging-discharging cycle is repeated until the tank's
temperature is reduced to 77 K.
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Figure 4.2: Pressure of the tank du ring the chargingjdischarging cycles.
The result (Figure 4.2) shows that, at the end of the first filling stage, the
temperature of the tank's lower half section is increased due to the adsorption
and pressure work heat energy (Figure 4.3). The maximum temperature is
observed at the bottom of the tank followed by middle and top parts of the system
(Figure 4.3). The temperatures at the bottom, middle and top shows 341 K, 321 K
and 77 K, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature of the tank du ring the chargingjdischarging cycles.
During the discharging stage, convective heat transfer (heat energy inside the
system is transported out of the reservoir with the outflow of hydrogen) and
desorption of hydrogen are takes place, subsequently the temperature at the
bottom, middle and top parts of the tank is reduced to 300 K, 122 K and 60 K,
respectively. Once the tank pressure is reduced to 1 MPa from 4 MPa during the
discharging (Figure 4.2), a second charging-discharging cycle is carried out. The
resulting temperature history shows that the temperature is increased to 73 K
from 60 K at the top of the tank (Figure 4.3), which is due to the liberated heat
energy during the charging time. This increased heat energy is transferred to the
middle of the tank, which leads to desorption of hydrogen from the middle point
and results in further temperature reduction to 103 K from 122 Kat the middle
point. Due to the decreased temperature in the middle section, adsorption heat is
released which is then transferred to the bottom part of the tank. This results in a
temperature rise to 321 K from 300 K in the bottom section. During the third
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charging-discharging cycle, the temperature at the top, middle and bottom points
are reduced to 60 K, 65 K and 145 K.

•

.....
Figure 4.4: Pictorial representation of tank's temperature profile du ring the
chargingj discharging cycl es.
Figure 4.4 shows the pictorial representation of the tank's temperature variations
during the three charging-discharging cycles. At 0 second, the temperature of the
whole system is 300 K, which is represented by red color. The red color at the top
of the tank has disappeared when the first filling stage is finished. At the top part,
the red color is replaced by blue color, which means the heating effect at that
section is diminished due to the influence of incoming cold hydrogen. After
releasing 3 MPa hydrogen from the reservoir, the blue color extends from the top
to the middle of the tank, which indicates that the tank's temperature is further
reduced due to the convective heat transfer during the hydrogen discharging. At
the end of the third charging-discharging cycle, the red col or has completely
disappeared and is replaced by blue color, which indicates that the average
temperature of the whole bed in the tank is reduced to 80 K from 300 K.
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Once the average temperature of the system has reached to 80 K, this
temperature becomes the initial condition of the tank and the filling is carried out
using 77 K hydrogen till a pressure of 4 MPa is reached (the initial pressure was
set to 0.1 MPa). After reaching the maximum capacity of the tank, the simulation
is then focussed to achieve the overall maximum storage capacity of the tank by
decreasing the tank temperature. In order to achieve this, the heat energy due to
the adsorption and pressure work must be again removed.
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Figure 4.5: Average bed temperature, pressure and outlet temperature during the
whole chargingjflowthrough stage.
Even though a charge-discharge cycle can rem ove the heat energy and enhance
the storage capacity after several cycles, the model implemented flowthrough
cooling, there cooling and charging takes place simultaneously. In order to
accommodate the flowthrough cooling in the simulation, at the end of the charging
stage, a pressure boundary condition is applied to outlet of the tank and the value
of pressure is set to 4 MPa. The results from the simulation shows that the
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pressure and average bed temperature of the tank reach 4 MPa and -125 K,
respectively (Figure 4.5) at the end of the charging stage. During the flowthrough,
the tank pressure remains stable due to the continuous filling of hydrogen
whereas the temperature decreases to 77 K.
c. Flowthrough
t=30 hrs

a. Charging onset,
t=Os

b. Alter charging,
t=4hrs

.. /

..

~ '\

d.Dormancy
t=30 hrs

Figure 4.6: Evolution of the temperature inside the 20 m 3 bulk storage tank
containing MOF-5. (a) at the onset of charging, (b) after charging hydrogen at a
rate of 10000 SLPM, (c) during flowthrough for 30 hours and (d) during idIing for
30 hours (without flowthrough).
In Figure 4.6, snapshots of temperature gradients inside the tank du ring the
flowthrough heat removal is compared with what would happén in the absence of
flowthrough. At the onset of charging (Figure 4.6, a), the system is equilibrated at
80 K with 0.1 MPa hydrogen present. As hydrogen is charged into the system, the
average temperature rises to -125 K. Until the end of charging (Figure 4.6, b, 4
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hr), adsorption enthalpyjpressure work enthalpy enhances the temperature in
the bed and the heat front (red hue) is conductively transported to the centre of
the tank. During the flowthrough (Figure 4.6, c), the heat is transported out of the
vessel by the hydrogen leaving the vesse!, indicated by the cold front (blue hue)
advancing down. It is noted that the temperature at the top of the tank reduces to
less than liquid nitrogen temperature. This is because of the cooling effects
contributed by the positive Joule-Thomson effect as hydrogen gas expands while
it enters the tank and the cooling effect produced by partial desorption of
hydrogen that was initially adsorbed.

A tentative scenario without the

flowthrough cooling is active is shown in Figure 4.6, d. Here, after 4 hours of
hydrogen charging, the system is allowed to be in dormancy for 30 hours. The po or
thermal conduction ofthe MOF-5 bed will cause the system to remain hot at -125
Kas indicated by the red hue in Figure 4.6, d.
In Figure 4.7, the effect of flowthrough cooling on the system storage capacity
obtained using mass analysis is shown. The gas-phase mass increases linearly
during the charging stage, however the rate decreases during the flowthrough as
addition of hydrogen is compensated by simultaneous outflow. Adsorbed phase
mass in creas es throughout the charging and flowthrough regimes. The calculated
total mass (mt) ofhydrogen when flowthrough is operational is 460 kg (in 30 hr,
Figure 4.7, blue). The total hydrogen storage at the end of the charging stage is
-255 kg, which is increased to 460 kg when the -30 hr flowthrough cooling
regime is finished. When there is no flowthrough cooling in MOF-5 reservoir, the
heat of adsorption and the heat due to pressure work raise the temperature inside
the tank to -125 K (Figure 4.6). The maximum amount ofhydrogen stored is - 255
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kg as the storage pressure reaches a maximum of 4 MPa when no further storage
is possible (Figure 4.7, red).
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Figure 4.7: Stored mass of hydrogen du ring the whole chargingjflowthrough
stage.
In the flowthrough cooling system, within -5.5 hours, the storage system stored
-275 kg ofhydrogen, which is equal to net storage amount in a cryo-compressed
tank with hydrogen maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. Above 5.5 hours of flowthrough
cooling, a cryo-sorptive MOF-5 tank stores significantly more hydrogen than a
cryo-compressed storage tank maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. The time taken for
cooling the tank from -125 K to 80 K is 13.1 hr, in the meantime 707 kg of
hydrogen is used to diminish the effect of 45 K temperature swing. Out ofthis 707
kg ofhydrogen, 157 kg is stored in the tank and the remaining 550 kg ofhydrogen
is eventually recovered. We assumed here that the excess hydrogen is vented and
that the charging is continued using fresh cold hydrogen instead of recirculating it
after passing through any external heat exchangers. Even though we assumed here
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that the excess hydrogen is not re-circulated; the model is further used to study
the temperature of the exhaust hydrogen gas du ring the flowthrough cooling
stage. The estimation of exhaust hydrogen temperature profile is useful for
calculating the required energy for cooling the exhaust hydrogen when the recirculation is taken into account. The point, which is located at the outlet of the
tank is selected for monitoring the temperature of the outgoing gas. The result
(Figure 4.5, cyan colour) shows that the temperature rises du ring the charging
time and decreases during the flowthrough stage, thus, the required energy for
cooling the exhaust hydrogen can be reduced when the flowthrough cooling is on
progresses.

4.2 Effect of flowthrough cooling together with para-ortho
conversion on the storage tank performance
In chapter 2, we studied the maximum possible effect of an instantaneous para to

ortho conversion on the total heat in the 2.5 L storage system. There, we reported

that the endothermic para to ortho conversion in the equilibrium hydrogen
reduces the system storage temperature. Here, the model is applied to a 20 m 3
storage reservoir and simulation is performed for understanding the combined
heat removal effect of para to ortho conversion and flowthrough cooling
technique. To perform the simulation, hydrogen gas at 77 K is charged in the tank
until 4 MPa is reached. At the end of the charging stage, the system is set to
flowthrough. In order to implement the para-ortho conversion effect in the storage
system, the heat source term due to para-ortho conversion is included in the
energy balance equation of the adsorptive system model. AIso, we assumed here
that equilibrium hydrogen at 77 K consists of -49 of ortho hydrogen and -51 %
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of para hydrogen is used for filling the storage tank. Figure 4.8 compares the
average bed temperature and pressure of the tank for flowthrough cooling
together with the para-ortho conversion and flowthrough cooling alone scenarios.
It shows that if no conversion heat is considered, the allowable pressure of the
tank 4 MPa reaches in -4 hr. If the para-ortho conversion is taken into account,
the maximum pressure reaches in 4.17 hr.
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Figure 4.8: Average temperature and pressure in the system when para-ortho
conversion together with flowthrough cooling and flowthrough cooling alone
scenario.
The average temperature of the tank at the end of the charging stage is -119 K
when para-ortho conversion takes place, which is lower compared to the system
that has no para-ortho conversion, there the final average temperature at the end
of the charging stage is 125 K. During the flowthrough stage, the generated heat is
convectively transferred out of the reservoir with outflow hydrogen. If para-ortho
conversion and flowthrough cooling are considered together, temperature
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reduction due to conversion helps to charge more hydrogen into the system
during the charging stage and the storage capa city can be accelerated du ring the
flowthrough cooling stage.

4.3 Effect of the mass flow rate on the cooling time reduction
during the flowthrough cooling stage
To understand the effect of the mass flow rate on the cooling time reduction during
the flowthrough cooling stage, 77 K pre-cooled hydrogen is charged at the rate of
10000 SLPM into the storage system initially equilibrated at 80 K and 0.1 MPa
until the pressure reaches 4 MPa. At the end of the charging stage, the model is
used to test the effects of different flowthrough-mass flow rates: 10000 SLPM,
15000 SLPM and 20000 SLPM on heat removal.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of the mass flow rate on the temperature reduction du ring the
flowthrough stage.
Figure 4.9 compares the average bed temperatures of the system when different
mass flow rates are considered. The result shows that the time taken for cooling
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the storage system from -125 K to 80 K is 6 hr when 20000 SLPM flowrate is
considered, which is less compared to 8 hr for 15000 SLPM and 13 hr for 10000
SLPM. Higher flow rate enhances the velocity of the hydrogen gas inside the tank
during the flowthrough cooling stage; therefore it results in faster heat removal
from the system compared to the lower flow rates, such as 15000 SLPM and 10000
SLPM.

4.4 Performance of the bulk tank du ring the dormancy stage
It is important to understand the hydrogen loss rate of large storage reservoir
during the long term dormancy stage. The hydrogen loss du ring the dormancy
stage depends highly on the tank insulation. If the tank is not weIl insulated, the
possible heat leak of the tank causes the heat increment in the storage system. This
leads to a buildup of excess pressure inside the tank, which need to be removed
for complying with safety regulations. Here, the model tries to simulate the
thermal and storage performance of the MOF-5 filled 20 m3 bulk tank du ring the
10 days dormancy stage. An adiabatic insulated tank is assumed and the estimated
heat leakage rate is applied in the form of heat flux (O. 8287 W m- 2) at the outer
wall of the tank. In order to understand the storage and thermal performance of
the tank during the dormancy stage, the 80 K maintained reservoir is charged with
77 K hydrogen to reach maximum storage pressure, 4 MPa. At the end of the
charging stage, the tank is cooled down using the flowthrough cooling method.
Once the system reaches to 80 K, the inlet is closed, we set pressure boundary
condition (4 MPa) at the inlet of the tank, and keep the tank for 10 days. The result
(Figure 4.10) shows that -24 kilogram ofhydrogen is lost du ring the dormancy
stage of 10 days. For the storage duration between 0.8 and 1 day, around -4
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ki10gram of hydrogen shou1d be exhausted to maintain the tank pressure within
the allowed maximum pressure of 4 MPa.
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Figure 4.10: Hydrogen 10ss during the dormancy stage.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature history during the 10 days dormancy stage.
For the storage from day 1 to 10, -2.4 kilogram ofhydrogen shou1d be vented per
day for avoiding the excess pressure inside the tank. Between 0.8 and 1 day, - 2 kg
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of extra hydrogen is required to be vented than that required to be vented on
following days. This may be due to the sudden temperature rise in the tank
immediately after the flowthrough cooling is stopped. The temperature profile in
the Figure 4.11 shows that temperature rises du ring the charging stage and it
starts to decrease when the flow through cooIing is in progress. During the
dormancy stage, temperature slightly increases due to the heat transfer from the
ambient to the tank.

4.5 Conclusion
.To conclude this chapter, the CFD model is used to study the multiphysics
performance of a 20 m 3 storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. In this study, at first,
we used charge-discharge cycles to reduce the tank temperature from 300 K to 80
K. The result shows that the temperature of the system is reduced to 80 K after

three charging-discharging cycles. Once the temperature of the whole tank
reaches to 80 K, the tank filled to 4 MPa pressure and then the outlet of the tank is
opened for flowthrough cooling, which is for to diminishing the temperature
swing and increase the storage capacity. By performing flowthrough cooling for
-30 hrs, the average temperature of the adsorbent bed can be brought down to 77
K; this results in a hydrogen storage capa city of 460 kg at the tank maximum
pressure of 4 MPa, which is even higher than the storage capacity of a cryocompressed hydrogen tank equilibrated at 77 K and 4 MPa (275 kg).The
temperature of the exhaust hydrogen gas during the flowthrough cooling time is
simulated; the result shows that the required energy for cooling the exhaust
hydrogen which is for further use can be reduced when the flowthrough cooling is
on progresses. The simulation is then used to study the effect of para-ortho
conversion together with flowthrough cooling on temperature reduction in the
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tank. We found that instantaneous para-ortho conversion reduced the system
temperature during the charging stage and the temperature reduction is
accelerated during flowthrough stage. Further, the effect of mass flow rate on heat
removal from the system du ring the flowthrough stage has been evaluated. The
observed result reveals that a high mass flow rate of 20000 SLPM accelerates the
heat removal from the storage tank and cooling of the tank compared to low mass
flow rates such as 10000 SLPM and 15000 SLPM. Finally, the hydrogen mass loss
du ring the 10 days dormancy period is calculated. It is necessary to vent out 24 kg
ofhydrogen over 10 days to complywith the maximum pressure rating of the tank.

Reference
[1].

http://www.cryolor.com/ enjnotre-offrej cryogenic-storage-vessels jtanks-

for-lin-lox-and-lar.html(accessed Feb.l0, 2014).
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Chapter 5
Summary of the thesis and future work
We studied the problem of thermal management due to the po or thermal
conductivity of MOF-S and investigated the multiphysics performance of a cryoadsorptive hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-S. In order to solve the
problem of thermal management due to the poor thermal conductivity of MOF-S,
we used flowthrough cooling and charge-discharge cycles methods. The results
shows that these methods accelerated the heat removal rate from the system
without affecting the system's storage capacity. We also studied the effect of para-

ortho hydrogen conversion on the temperature reduction in the storage system.
The result shows that instantaneous para-ortho conversion in the storage system
reduced the temperature during the charging time. For a better understanding of
the overview of the thesis, chapter wise summary is included in this section. In
addition to this, the recommendations and suggestions for future research are
included at the end of this section.

5.1 Adsorptive storage system model development and its
validation
The aim of the work presented in the first chapter is to develop and validate a
computation fluid dynamics adsorptive hydrogen storage system model. Darcy's
equation combined with the continuity equation is used for solving the mass and
the momentum balance governing equations of the adsorptive storage system.
Standard energy balance equation for gas flowing through the adsorbent bed is
used to describe energy conservation in the adsorptive storage system. Accurate
thermophysical and physicochemical properties are used in the mathematical
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model. The modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin real gas equation of state, as
implemented in NIST REFPROP is used to obtain the thermodynamics parameters
such as specifie heat capacity, density, viscosity, enthalpy and thermal
conductivity of ortho, para and normal hydrogen. The parameters such as the
thermal conductivity ofMOF-5 at cryogenie temperature and the skeleton density
ofMOF-5 are obtained from the literature. Experimentally measured specifie heat
capa city ofMOF-5, isosteric heat of adsorption and bulk density ofMOF-5 are used
in the model. The properties of the tank material are adapted from the literature.
The test bench consisting of a 2.5 L tank filled with MOF-5 is used to perform
the experiment for comparing the experimental results with simulation results.
While comparing the simulation results and experimental results, we found that
the simulation results shows good agreement with the experimental results. The
consistency checking of the adsorptive storage system model is carried out by
comparing temperatures obtained from the simulation with those obtained from
the bench test measurements using activated carbon (AX-21™) as an adsorbent.

5.2 Effects of flowthrough cooling and para-ortho conversion on
the performance of a subscale-prototype hydrogen storage tank
filled with MOF-5
The aim of the work presented in the second chapter is to use the model
validated in chapter one to investigate the effects of flowthrough cooling and
endothermic para-ortho conversion on the thermal and storage performance of
the subscale-prototype (2.5 L) storage system filled with MOF-5. In orderto study
the effect of flowthrough cooling, flowthrough experiments are performed. The
results show that the heat energy, which arises du ring the charging is removed
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convectively during the flowthrough cooling stage. In the flowthrough test bench,
LNz is used as coolant at the exterior of the tank. In order to understand the effect
of flowthrough cooling on storage capacity and reduction in cooling time,
simulation of charging to the same pressure is performed using only LNz as an
exterior tank coolant, while keeping the same inlet hydrogen temperature and
charging rate than for the flowthrough tests. The results indicate that the
advantage of flowthrough cooling technique is not only in the cooling the storage
system but the process enhances the storage capacity also whereas the storage
system considering only LNz as a coolant, there is no additional hydrogen is
entering the tank. The result of the average bed temperature profiles for
flowthrough cooling and LNz cooling scenarios indicates that faster flow rates are
required for flowthrough cooling to be efficient for heat removal. The flowthrough
experimental results compares weB with the simulation results. We obtained good
agreement in temperature, pressure and mass balance.
To investigate the effect of endothermic para-ortho hydrogen conversion on
the storage system, the foBowing assumptions are made in the simulation:
•

MOF-S has enough catalytic activities for making rapid conversion via
addition of an enhancing agent.

•

The material properties will not change due to the presence of the
enhancing agent and we have considered only the maximum conversion
effect.

•

Based on the system temperature, the fraction of para hydrogen present in
the adsorbed phase is converted to ortho fraction ofhydrogen.

The simulation results show that the endothermic conversion reduces the system
temperature; this is supported by the analysis of the various heat sources such as
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adsorption heat, heat due to pressure work and para-ortho conversion effect and
the corresponding temperatures.

5.3 Multiphysics performance of a cryo-adsorptive bulk hydrogen
storage reservoir filled with MOF-5
In chapter 4, we numerieally investigated the multiphysies performance of a bulk
hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-5 when 77 K hydrogen is charged into
the tank, whieh is maintained at room temperature. At first, a charge-discharge
cycle method is used for achieving the cryogenie condition (80 K) in the tank. The
result shows that the temperature of the system is reduced to 80 K after three
charging-discharging cycles. Once the temperature of the tank has gone down to
80 K, the filling is carried out using 77 K hydrogen to reach the tank's maximum
pressure, 4 MPa. After this, flowthrough cooling is implemented in the simulation.
The simulation result shows that, when flowthrough cooling is operational for
-30 h, the total hydrogen mass that can be stored before the tank reaches its
maximum pressure capacity of 4 MPa is 460 kg. This is significantly more than the
storage capacity (-275 kg) of cryo-compressed tank in which hydrogen is
maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. The model then studied the effect of para-ortho
conversion together with flowthrough cooling on temperature reduction in the
tank. We found that instantaneous para-ortho conversion reduced the system
temperature during the charging stage and the temperature reduction is
accelerated du ring flowthrough stage. Further, the model tested the effect of the
mass flow rate on heat removal from the system du ring the flowthrough stage. The
results reveal that high mass flow rate 20000 SLPM accelerates the heat removal
from the storage tank and cools the tank in 6 hr, whieh is less compared to 8 hr for
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15000 SLPM and 12.8 hr for 10000 SLPM. Finally, the hydrogen mass loss during
the 10 days dormancy stage is calculated. We find that each day -2.4 kilograms of
hydrogen should be removed from the reservoir to maintain the pressure below
the maximum allowable pressure of the tank.

5.4 Future work
In the model, we assumed that MOF-5 has enough catalytic activity for making
temperature dependent instantaneous para-ortho conversion, this assumption
need to be proved by experiment. Moreover, the experimental data is important
for developing the adsorptive storage system model that accommodates para-

ortho conversion. The existing discussions reveal that the strong paramagnetic
moment of catalyst causes rapid conversion [1,2]. Fitzgerald et al. found that MOF74 has a magnetic moment that causes conversion in the hydrogen. The authors
observed that this conversion occurs in a time-scale of the order of a minute,
whereas conversion is a slow process for hydrogen adsorbed on MOF-5 [3, 4].
Sorne literatures suggest certain strategies for increasing the magnetic strength of
MOFs, such as embedding catalytic particles inside the MOF-5 [5].
Another recommendation for future work is related to the model
improvement. In the adsorptive storage system model, we used heat flux
boundary condition at the outer wall of the tank, there we set at constant ambient
temperature condition, 77 K. For convenience, the possibility of LNz evaporation
is ignored. For improvement of the model, an estimation of LNz evaporation rate
is necessary. Also, we used constant heat transfer coefficient in the energy balance
model that can be changed when the ambient temperature is changed. It would be
better if we could implement heat transfer coefficient that are functional on the
ambient temperature changes. In addition to this, a complete understanding of
80

software platform for solving the governing equation is important. Design with
exact geometry, proper meshing, perfect adjustment of the time dependent solver
etc., are important for improving the accuracy of the final results.
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Abstract
We present a study of the effects of para-ortho conversion on the performance of
an adsorption-based hydrogen storage system using finite element method
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics® 4.3a platform. The base model which does
not take into account the para-ortho conversion is validated using the
experimental data of Maxsorb™ activated carbon measured with a test bench at
room and cryogenie temperatures. The validated model is subsequently applied
to simulate the storage system filled with MOF-5 and then extended to investigate
the effects of endothermie para-ortho conversion ofhydrogen isomers on storage
and thermal performances during hydrogen chargingjdischarging cycle for four
inlet temperatures, 35, 50, 77 and 100 K. Our results show that the endothermie
conversion reduces the system temperature and increases the net storage
capacity. The temperature changes due to the different heat sources are used to
investigate the effect of conversion on the temperature reduction. The adsorbed
and gas phase masses in the storage system with and without conversion at the
end of the charging time are used to determine the effect of conversion on the
storage system capacity. Even though the conversion is more significant at low
temperature (35 K), the gains are larger at high temperature (100 K).
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We present a study of the effects of para- ortho conversion on performance of an
adsorption-based hydrogen storage system using finite element methods implemented in
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a platform. The base model which does not take into account the
para-ortho conversion is validated using the experimental data of Maxsorb activated carbon measured with a test bench at room and cryogenie temperatures. The validated model
is subsequently applied to simulate the storage system filled with MOF-5 and then
extended to investigate the effects of endothermic para- ortho conversion of hydrogen
isomers on storage and thermal performances during hydrogen charging/discharging cycle
for four inlet temperatures, 35, 50, 77 and 100 K. Our results show that the endothermic
conversion reduces the system temperature and increases the net storage capacity. The
temperature changes due to the different heat sources are used to investigate the effect of
conversion on the tempe rature reduction. The adsorbed and gas phase masses in the
storage system with and without conversion at the end of the charging time are used to
determine the effect of conversion on the storage system capacity. Even though the conversion is more significant at low temperature (35 K), the gains are larger at high temperature (100 K).
Copyright © 2014, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Ali rights
reserved.
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Introduction
Sorptive hydrogen storage in which hydrogen is physisorbed
on high surface area porous materials, such as metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) is widely recognized as a promising
option for automobile energy storage applications [1] . In
order for these technologies to be feasible for on-board applications, the adsorption-based hydrogen storage systems
must me et certain specific system-level performance criteria
[2] . Even though several MOFs can achieve the storage

densities necessary for on-board applications purely on the
basis of their adsorption capacity, it is evident that any
realistic hydrogen storage system built using these MOFs
cannot readily meet ail required system performance targets
[3] . This is because the overall performance of a storage
system not only depends on material's hydrogen storage
densities, but also on the storage and thermal behaviour of
the entire storage system, which includes the storage material as weil as other structural components, such as tank,
heat transfer materials, heating elements, valves, sensors
etc. [4] .
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Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is a
powerful tool that can help us quickly forecast a storage system's performance without actually relying on routine benchlevel experiments, which are complex, time-consuming and
requires high-level safety infrastructures and large quantities
of sorbent materials. In recent years, CFD has allowed the
prediction of system performance of hydrogen storage tanks
filled with MOF-5 and Cu-BTC [5] . The authors adapted a
previously developed 2D axisymmetric model that was originally validated using experimental data of activated carbon
Maxsorb. Irrespective of the temperature conditions imposed
in these simulations and others [2,5] , the hydrogen gas is
typically treated as "normal hydrogen" whose hydrogen's
nuclear spin isomers composition of 75% ortho and 25% para- hydrogen [6] , which is the compo~ition at room temperature.
Below the room temperature, the composition of para-ortho
fraction present in the hydrogen is defined as equilibrium
hydrogen. The composition of these isomers is known to
evolve to 100% para form as the temperature decreases to 20 K.
In the absence of catalysts, however, the conversion follows
slow kinetics and takes as many as several days to complete.
Recently, in a year-long project, Petitpas et al. conducted
several experiments to study the kinetics of natural para- ortho conversion in a full scale 345 bar automotive cryogenie
pressure vessel filled with liquid para- hydrogen [7] . The authors reported that the natural conversion started in 10- 15
days and it was completed with 25-30 days. Peng and Ahluwalia developed a dynamic model which accounted endothermie natural para to ortho conversion kinetics to study the
dormancy performance and hydrogen loss from an insulated
pressure vessel filled with liquid para hydrogen [8] . The model
predicted that the hydrogen loss rate during the dormancy
stage was decreased through the reduced pressure and temperature condition due to the endothermic para-ortho
conversion.
The existing discussions reveal that the strong paramagnetic moment of catalyst cause rapid conversion [9- 11].
Fitzgerald et al. found that MOF-74 has a magnetic moment
that causes conversion in the hydrogen. The authors observed
that this conversion occurs on the order of a minute, whereas
conversion is a slow process for hydrogen adsorbed on MOF-5
[12,13] . In the present model, we assumed that MOF-5 has
enough catalytic activity to make instantaneous conversion of
adsorbed hydrogen. Our assumption is valid un der the condition that the paramagnetic moment ofpristine MOF-5 could
be increased by embedding the paramagnetic particles in the
MOF-5, for example, using the method discussed by Paolo et
al. [14]. If foreign particles that can catalyse the conversion are
embedded in the MOF-5, the overall thermal performance of
the hydrogen storage system may have non-trivial contributions from endothermic heat of conversion. For example, the
para-ortho conversion in the equilibrium hydrogen in a storage system filled with MOF-5 at different storage temperatures resulted in temperature swing while recovering the
fractions of sorbed hydrogen from the system, as shown by
Ahluwalia and co-workers [15] . The authors concluded that an
additional external cooling is not necessary for the system to
reach theoretical gravimetric and volumetrie capacities if the
para-ortho conversion occurs with no kinetic limitations, inside the system containing MOF-5.
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The objective of the work presented in this paper is to
develop a computational fluid dynamics model that accommodates the endothermic heat of para-ortho hydrogen conversion in a realistic axisymmetric 2D hydrogen storage tank
filled with powder MOF-5 and to understand its effects on
overall thermal and storage behaviour of the storage system.
In this model, we assume that charged liquid para hydrogen
converts to equilibrium para- ortho composition solely as a
function of the prevailing pressure and temperature without
kinetic limitations [15] . Since no system-level experimental
data of MOF-5 adsorption is yet available for validating the
model, we validated the base model using the data from bench
tests of Maxsorb performed at room temperature and 77 K.
Similar methods have been previously adopted by Hardy et al.
and Xiao et al. [16,17] . The system of differential equations
governing the mass and energy balance in the system subjected to initial and boundary conditions is solved using finite
element platform COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a to obtain the
spatio-temporal evolution of heat and mass characteristics.
To implement the heat of conversion Qc, we include the
enthalpy of conversion of adsorbed hydrogen in the energy
source term. The present model is an attempt to understand
the consequences of conversion on charging and discharging
by examining an extreme limit, namely maximum conversion
effect during the charging time.

Description of the mode}
We begin with the standard equations of energy and mass
conservation to study the multiphysics performance of the
storage system. The modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin real gas
equation of state, as implemented in NIST REFPROP was used
to calculate the thermodynamics properties such as specifie
heat capacity, density, viscosity and thermal conductivity of
ortho, para, normal and equilibrium hydrogen [18] . The base
model which is validated using Maxsorb and the model
extension to MOF-5 system do es not take into account the
para- ortho conversion heat.
Mass conservation equation and Darcy law

The rate of change of mass ofhydrogen entering or leaving the
storage tank is described using the Darcy's law of fluid flow in
the porous media. This is given by:
(1)

In Eq. (1), pis the density of the hydrogen gas, E!J and u are
the adsorbent bed porosity and the Darcy velocity of gas flow
through the adsorbent, respectively. The mass of hydrogen
added to the adsorbed phase per unit volume per unit time is
given by the mass source term Sm:
(2)

where Pb,MH2 and na are the adsorbent bed density, molar
mass of hydrogen gas and absolute adsorption, respectively.
The negative sign of Sm implies that desorption increases the
amount of gaseous hydrogen. The Darcy velo city of the
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hydrogen gas flowing through the porous adsorbent is related
to the Darcy permeability K, gas viscosity Il and pressure
gradient vp by Darcy law:
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In Eq. (7) , the equivalent volume tric heat capacity of the
adsorbent-gas system is given by:
(8)

---+

U

K

= --Vp.

(3)

p.

The Darcy permeability is valid over the range of Reynolds
numbers and superficial velocities considered in this work
[19] . The operator V is defined in the spherical polar coordinates. Darcy permeability can be written as:
1
D;~
---- 150 (1 - Eb)2'

(4)

K -

where Op is the diameter of adsorbent particles, for which we
use the reported values of Op = 0.25 !lm for MOF-s [20] and
200 !lm for Maxsorb [17]. n a in Eq. (2) is the absolute adsorption
obtained using modified Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A) adsorption
mode!. In this model, absolute adsorption is related to the
state variables, temperature T and pressure P using Eq. (5).

where Pg, Ps, Cpg and Cps are densities and specific heat capacity
of the adsorbent and gas phase, respectively. For Cp of MOF-s
and Maxsorb, we use a constant value equivalent to the Cp at
the room temperature. There is no reported low temperature
Cp data of MOF-s. The equivalent conductivity of the
adsorbent-gas system in Eq. (7) is the net conductivity of the
medium including that of the adsorbent ks and of the gas kg,
weighed using the effective porosity. It can be written as:
(9)

The heat source term, Qin Eq. (7) is the sum of the contributions from the adsorption heat Qa, the heat produced by
pressure-volume work Qp and the heat due to para-ortho
conversion Qc. The heat generated due to pressure-volume
work is defined in the spherical polar coordinates as:

(5)

(10)

where R is the univers al gas constant. m is the heterogeneity
parameter of the sorbent material. It is typically assumed 2 for
activated carbon, which is also used here for MOF-s . Unrestricted fit using m in modified D-A model has recently
shown thatthe value of m can be as high as - 7 for MOF-s [21] .
Nevertheless, we use the original s-parameter model with
m = 2 which still can accurately predict the adsorption isotherms in the pressure and temperature range we con si der
[22] . nmax represents the maximum value of absolute adsorption corresponding to limiting saturating pressure Po. a and {3
are the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energy
of adsorption. To implement the modified D- A model in the
simulation, we use to parameterize the model using the reported excess adsorption of MOF-s [23] . The resulting D-A
parameters ofMOF-s and Maxsorb carbon are given in Table 1.
Eb in Eq. (4) is the effective porosity which is determined from
the system void volume, Vu and adsorption volume, V a using
Eq. (6) [16] .

where u r and U z are the components of velo city field along the
radial and axial directions. The heat of adsorption Qa is given
by:

(6)

where, V a is determined using the modified D-A model:
3
nex = n a - Va Pg. For Vu we use 0.0029 and 0.0062 m kg- t,
respectively for Maxsorb and MOF-s [16] .

Energy conservation equation
To describe the energy conservation of the storage system, we
use the standard energy balance equation for hydrogen gas
flowing through the adsorbent bed:

(pCp)eq~~ + pCpû

Table 1

·VT = V· (keq VT)

+ Q.

(7)

(11)

where q st is the isosteric heat of adsorption, which is given by
the modified D-A model as:
(12)

To calculate the conversion heat, we considered that the
equilibrium hydrogen gas entering into the MOF-s storage
system is divided into two phases: gaseous and adsorbed.
Based on the system temperature, the fraction of para
hydrogen present in the adsorbed phase is converted to ortho
fraction of hydrogen, while no conversion is considered in the
gas phase because the gas phase hydrogen has no direct
contact with MOF-s. Here we assume that the conversion is
instantaneous. We use the following expression to calculate
the conversion heat source

where AHp_o is the endothermic conversion energy 527 kJ kg- 1
[24] , Pa in Eq. (13) is the adsorbed phase density andfoh 2 is the
temperature dependent mass fraction of ortho hydrogen present in the equilibrium hydrogen. The fraction of ortho
hydrogen in the equilibrium hydrogen is estimated from the
temperature-induced evolution of equilibrium mass fraction
of para hydrogen, using the empirical relation [6]:

Modified D-A model parameters of Maxsorb and MOF-s.
Po (MPa)

Maxsorb
MOF-S

71.6
91.1

1470
837.1

3080

3031.6

18.9
11.3

0.001473
0.00179

0.0029
0.0062
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= 0.1 [exp (

T175) + 0.1]-1- 7.06 x 10- T + 3.42
9 3

X

10- 6 T2

- 6.2 x lO-sT - 0.00227
(14)
The temperature-dependent para hydrogen content of
equilibrium hydrogen caleulated using Eq. (14) is shown in
Fig. 1.
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Initially, the NI ST database was interfaced with COMSOL
using Matlab (R2010b). While this is a highly accurate method
of importing thermodynamic data, it compromises the
computation al speed. Therefore, we obtained data from NIST
which is converted into a grid form in MATLAB and is implemented in COMSOL Multiphysies platform. The bulk properties of Maxsorb and MOF-5 required for the simulation are
taken from the literature and given in Table 2 [2,16].

Initial and boundary conditions
Geometry of the tank and material properties of
adsorbents
The geometry of the storage tank and boundary conditions
used for model validation are based on our experimental test
bench. The schematic of our test ben ch is shown in Fig. 2, the
detailed description of the test bench is presented elsewhere
[2] . The adsorption test bench consists of a 2.5 L stainless steel
tank, whieh is typieally filled with 670 g of Maxsorb. To
compare the spatio-temporal variation of pressure and temperature obtained from the simulation with those measured
experimentally we chose eight monitoring points Tl, ... , T8 in
the axial direction and three monitoring points, T4, Tr and Tw
in the central radial direction. The geometry of the tank which
is the same as that of the experimental test system used in the
simulations and its monitoring points of axial and radial directions are depieted in Fig. 2, right panel. The geometry is
implemented with extra fine mesh having 2077 triangular
elements.
To caleulate the thermodynamic pr-operties of gaseous
hydrogen, the real gas equation of state (EOS) implemented in
the NIST REFPROP standard Reference Database is used.

1.0

-=---------------

0.8
~

We have three sets (a, band c) of initial and boundary conditions depending on the simulations performed and are
given in Table 3: (a) For the validation of model we used the
initial and boundary conditions similar to those used in the
experiments. For this the initial pressure in the tank is set to
0.033 MPa for room temperature validation. For cryogenie
temperature validation, the initial pressure in the tank is set to
0.14 MPa. The initial temperatures are set to 281and 80 K for
the simulations at room temperature and cryogenie temperatures, respectively. The mass flow rates are set to +15, - 15
and 0 SLPM, respectively for charging, discharging and
dormancy. The room temperature hydrogen gas is filled into
the system for both experimental validations. A fixed temperature boundary condition, 77 K and heat flux boundary
condition is applied to the outer wall of the tank [16,17] . The
charge/dis charge cycle at room temperature and charging at
cryogenie temperature of Maxsorb carbon storage system is
used for model validation. (h) For MOF-5 storage system, the
initial temperature and pressure are set to 80 K and 0.1 MPa,
respectively. The mass flow rate and the i nlet temperature are
set to 15 SLPM and 77 K, respectively. (c) For model extension
to the effect of para- ortho conversion, four inlet temperatures
for hydrogen are considered: 35, 50, 77 and 100 K. An adiabatic
insulated tank is assumed for the MOF-5 storage system and
the estimated heat leakage rate is caleulated and applied in
the form of heat flux at the outer wall of the tank. For caleulating the heat leakage of the storage tank, we use the data of
daily evaporation rate (%) of liquid oxygen filled tank. The
duration of each step is given in the parenthesis of column 1.

~
N

:I:1

0.6
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Results and discussion
0.4

Validation of the model at room and cryogenie temperature
using the experimentally measured temperatures of bench
tests with Maxsorb

0.2

We begin with discussing the validation of the base model
whieh does not take into account the para-ortho conversion
heat. Even though the activated carbon is a known catalyst for
the ortho- para conversion, we do not consider the conversion
in our model validation. This is because validation is performed with hydrogen at room temperature where the effects
are not significant over the timescales considered [25] . The
validation is carried out by comparing temperatures at various
points in the storage tank filled with Maxsorb obtained from
the simulation during hydrogen charging/discharging cycle at
room temperature and charging at cryogenie temperature
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~
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Fig. 1 - Equilibrium fraction of para hydrogen as function
of temperature_
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=

Fig. 2 - On the left, P&ID of the test bench used for the validation experiments. On the right, geometry of the tank used in the
simulation with reference points.

with those obtained using from our test bench experiments.
The central axial points in the tank Tl, T2, T3, T4 and T6 which
correspond to the positions of thermocouples inside the test
bench storage system are selected for comparing the temperatures. Ice water and liquid nitrogen are used as tank
coolants for room temperature and for cryogenie temperature
tests, respectively. The temporal evolution of temperature for
both tests is shown in Fig. 3. For room temperature data given
in the left panel of Fig. 3, we observe a very good agreement
between simulation and experimental results. Although the
temperatures at points T3 and T6 are slightly over and
underestimated at cryogenie condition (right panel, Fig. 3),
overall trend of temperature evolution is clearly reproduced.
The difference between experiment and simulation primarily
stems from the constant heat capacity assumed overall temperatures. Other factors, such as bulk density of the material
and sensitive boundary conditions may also contribute to the
difference between experimental data and simulation results
at cryogenie temperature, as discussed by Hardy et al. [16] .
The results of pressure and mass balance are very similar to
those available in the published data and hence not presented
here for brevity. Through the validation of model at two
different temperature conditions, we found that the model
shows adaptability and consistency with experimental data

Table 2
Maxsorb
MOF-5

Material properties of Maxsorb and MOF-5.
300
190

0.49
0.57

0.2
0.088

825
700

even though slight differences shown between the experimental data and the model.

Extension of the ualidated model ta simulate the
performance of the storage systemftIIed with MOF-S at 77 K
For the simulation of storage performances of tank filled with
MOF-5, the initial and boundary conditions used are those
given in Section 4. In Fig. 4 (left), the verification of mass balance is shown. Here, total mass of hydrogen in the tank while
charging obtained by integrating the experimental charging

Table 3 Boundary conditions of charge/discharge cycle
of Maxsorb and MOF-5 system.
Time (s)

Inlet

Outer wall

(a) Validation of Model (Maxsorb)
Charging (0- 1042 s)
297.6 K
hw{Tf - 1) W m - 2
hw = 36 W m - 2 K - 1
Dorrnancy (1043- 3189 s)
297.8 K
Discharging (3190- 4131 s)
282.2 K
Tf = 282.5 K
Dorrnancy (4132- 6000 s)
288.9 K
(b) Simulation of System filled with MOF-S
Charging (0-2500 s)
77 K
.
Dorrnancy (2501- 3500 s)
Insulation
Discharging (3001- 5000 s)
3 W m-2
Dorrnancy (5001- 6000 s)
Insulation
(c) Simulation of System filled with MOF-S with para- ortho conversion
Charging (0- 2500 s)
100 K, 77 K,
3 W m-2
50 K . 35 K
Insulation
Dorrnancy (2501- 3500 s)
3Wm- 2
Discharging (3001-5000 s)
Dorrnancy (5001- 6000 s)
Insulation
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Fig. 3 - Comparison between the temperatures at points Tl, T2 and T4 of experimental validation and simulations at room
temperature (left panel) and at points Tl, T2, T3 and T6 at cryogenie temperature (right panel). For room temperature entire
chargingldischarging cycle is shown. For cryogenie temperature, only the charging stage is shown.

rate over the charging time is compared with the sum of the
amounts hydrogen present in gas and adsorbed phases. The
latter ones are obtained from the simulation using the modified DA model and real gas EOS, respectively. Fig. 4 (left panel)
clearly shows that a consistent mass balance is manifested
throughout the charging time. Fig. 4 (right panel) shows the
uniform behaviour of pressure in the tank which increases
almost linearly with time while charging and falls slightIy
while idling. During discharging, pressure drops sharply as
the hydrogen gas is flowing out of the tank.
Temperature profiles along several axial points during
charging-discharging cycles are shown in Fig. 5. At Tl, temperature rises sharply the onset of charging untillOO s; as cold
hydrogen flow into the tank, the adsorption takes place and
heat is released into to bed. The resulting adsorption heat is
conductively transferred from the entry to the point Tl. The
temperature at Tl then drops sharply to 56 K until before 360 s.
This drop in temperature arises because of the positive }ouleThompson 0- T) coefficient of hydrogen and also due to
hydrogen desorption from the MOF-5 bed. When charging is

perforrned at temperatures below hydrogen's inversion temperature (Ti = 193 K), the gas undergoes expansion into the
tank and positive]-T effect leads to decreased temperature. In
addition, the mass source terrn at Tl increases untI1100 s as
shown in Fig. 6, which indicates the desorption of hydrogen.
Desorption being an endotherrnic process; the heat required is
absorbed from the system, which leads to decreased temperature. Since the axial point Tl is the one closest to the gas
inlet, it is reasonable to think that the effect will be more
pronounced at this point as compared with other axial points
as seen in Fig. 5. Desorption takes the heat from the bed and
causes the temperature reduction in the tank.
Once Tl is cooled down, adsorption increases again as
hydrogen is flowing past Tlwhile continuous charging, which
is consistent with decreasing mass source term at Tl. This
releases heat into the bed and subsequently increases the
temperature to nearly 80 K at Tl in Fig. 5. Note that desorption
while charging takes places only at top most points in the tank
which can be concluded for the mass source terrns at points
T4 and T8 (Fig. 6). AdditionaIly, there is no sharp temperature
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reduction at the point Tl contrary to that observed when tank
filled with Maxsorb activated carbon. This is because, when
adsorption is performed at temperatures higher than hydrogen's inversion temperature, hydrogen heats up as it throttles
through the adsorption bed. Also higher thermal conductivity
of Maxsorb and adsorption heats of Maxsorb as compared to
that ofMOF-5 rises the temperature at Tl during charging [16] .
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At T2 and T3, temperature rises at the onset of charging
stage due to the heat of adsorption and heat produced by
pressure work. Since these points are located near the inlet
region of the tank, effect of cooling due to the inflow of 77 K
hydrogen causes temperature drop at T2 and T3. The cooling
effect by inflow of 77 K hydrogen disappears completely at
points T4 to T7 as filling continues because the adsorption
heat and heat by pressure work from the top points are
transferred towards the bottom of the tank. Temperature at
the point T8 is less than that at the central regions due to the
po or heat transfer stemming from the lower thermal conductivity of MOF-5 adsorption bed. During the idling stage,
after the charging, all points show temperature drop due to
the heat transfer from cold region to bottom region. While
discharging, the temperature drops drastically because of
hydrogen desorption and outflow of heat with hydrogen.
Comparison of temperature profiles along the radial direction
is shown in Fig. 7. While the overall radial temperature evolution follow the temperature profiles elsewhere, as we move
outwards to the wall, the temperature decreases due to the
po or thermal conductivity of MOF-5.

Effect of para- ortho conversion heat on the performance of
the storage system filled with MOF-S
Currently, the method for vehicular storage system fuelling is
using either pre-cooled hydrogen at liquid nitrogen temperature or at cryo compressed supercritical hydrogen [9,26] . In
such cases, if the cryogenic hydrogen is not already at equilibrium ortho-para composition, a significant volume of
hydrogen would be lost during the storage time due to heat
release during the conversion. A method to avoid this storage
loss is to convert hydrogen to the para form after the cooling. If
para hydrogen enters the storage tank, the temperature ofthe
tank will be reduced due to the instantaneous conversion
because of the catalytic activity of MOF-5. If the conversion is
not instantaneous, temperature reduction by conversion May
be negligible during the short time period of charging which
for vehicular applications lasts typically 3-4 min. Here, we
made an attempt to understand the maximum possible effect
of an instantaneous para to ortho adsorbed hydrogen conversion on the total heat and performance of the system by
monitoring the temperature and pressure data at the centre
point T4 of tank when hydrogen gas at temperatures: 35, 50, 77
and 100 K is charged into the tank which is maintained at 80 K.
When 100 K equilibrium hydrogen which has a composition of -40% para hydrogen is charged into the tank, a part of
para fraction absorbs 527 kJ kg- l of energy from tank and gets
converted to ortho fraction. This leads to drop in the temperature at T4 at the end of charging is 131 K which is 10 K lower
than it would if no conversion is considered; see Fig. 8 Qeft
panel). As the hydrogen gas with temperatures lower than
100 K is charge d, temperature evolution inside the system by
adsorption and pressure work is less, the resulting fraction of
para hydrogen converted to ortho hydrogen becomes lesser.
Furthermore, it is observed from Fig. 8(a) Qeft panel) that the
effect due to the conversion is higher at 100 K inlet temperature than 35 K.
Initially, the composition of para and ortho hydrogen at the
T4 is -49 and -51%, respectively which is the composition at
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80 K. At the end of charging stage the temperature reaches
142 K for 100 K inlet temperature and 118 K for 35 K, if no
conversion heat is considered. Now, as the conversion happens, ortho fraction increases from -51 to -67% for 100 K inlet
temperature and to 65% for 35 K. Thus the maximum possible
fraction of para hydrogen present at 100 K hydrogen is converted into ortho fraction hydrogen due to the higher temperature evolution inside the system compared to that
converted at 35 K. It also is possible that the sensible heat of
para hydrogen influences for temperature reduction because
the effect by sensible heat is predominant at 100 K than at
35 K. These results suggest that the temperature reduction
due to para to ortho conversion helps to charge more hydrogen
into the system. The evolution of pressure in the system at
four inlet temperatures is given in Fig. 8 (right panel). It can be
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seen that the pressure in tank is dropped when para-ortho
conversion is taken into account, which is due to decreased
tank temperature. In general, the pressure shows similar
behaviour for aIl inlet temperatures as shown in Fig. 8 (right
panel).
To account for the observed temperature evolution in the
tank, we modeIled the system's temperature and heats at the
point T4 when 77 K hydrogen is charged into the tank by
considering the contributions of adsorption heat, heat due to
pressure-volume work and the conversion heat, separately.
In Fig. 9 left and right panels the heats and the temperature
evolution at the point T4 during the charging are shown.
First, when only the pressure work is considered, the temperature of the system initially decreased to 56 K at about
1000 s from the initial 80 K. After this, the temperature rises
to nearly 80 K as the filling progresses. As discussed previously, the initial decrease is explained as hydrogen undergoes
expansion below its inversion temperature. While the
charging is in progress, the temperature of the tank increases
owing to the heat produced by pressure work. When the heat
due to adsorption al one is considered, temperature at T4 increases to 127 K, due to endothermic adsorption process. If
both the adsorption heat and pressure work heat are
considered, the resulting temperature at T4 increases to 135 K
from 80 K. If conversion heat is considered along with the
other forms of heat, the final temperature decreases by 10 K.
In summary, the heat of adsorption (Q,,) and heat generation
due to the pressure work (Op) causes the temperature at T4 to
rise while the endothermic conversion reduces the
temperature.
To understand the effect of conversion on the storage capacity, we compared the final gas phase mass and adsorbed
mass of the storage system without conversion and with
conversion during the charging stage. Fig. 10 shows the effect
of para-ortho conversion on the storage system capacity; we
find that the gas phase mass (mg) is larger in the storage
system without conversion than the gas phase mass (mg-C) of
the system with conversion. In other words, the adsorbed
phase (ma) has lower mass of hydrogen without conversion
than has with conversion (ma-C). The total mass of hydrogen
(mt) is the same in the both cases because of the same mass
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flow rate and filling time. To conclude, due to the lowering of
the system temperature by para-ortho conversion, the adsorbed phase mass increases and the gas phase mass decreases
in the storage system which help to fill more hydrogen gas
into the system at the storage conditions studied than that
can be filled when no conversion takes place.

platform [27] . The validity of the base model was established
by comparing the simulated temperatures at various points in
the tank with those obtained from an experimental bench test
performed using Maxsorb. The validated base model is
extended to check the adaptability to a storage system filled
with MOF-5 at cryogenie temperature and the mass balance is
verified. This showed that the hydrogen gas expansion at
below inversion temperature, i.e., 193 K and hydrogen
desorption from MOF-5 bed induce a cooling effect at the
central point of tank filled with MOF-5 tank at cryogenie
condition. The base model is further extended to study the
effects of endothermic para to ortho hydrogen conversion in a
storage system filled with MOF-5 at cryogenie temperatures,
assuming that the conversion occurs with no kinetic limitation. The obtained results revealed that the endothermie
conversion reduces the system temperature; this is supported
by the analysis of the various heat sources and the corresponding temperatures. Finally, the effect of conversion on
the storage mass shows that the conversion helps to fill more
hydrogen in the storage tank. The conversion gain is larger at
higher temperature (100 K) than that at the lower temperature
(35 K) even if the percentage of para hydrogen is larger at lower
temperature.
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Nomenclature
C: conversion
Cpg: specific heat capacity of hydrogen gas,] kg- 1 K- 1
Cps : specific heat capacity of adsorbent, ] kg- 1 K- 1
Dp: particle diameter, mm
2
K: permeability, m
k.,q : equivalent thermal conductivity, W m - 1 K- 1
ks: thermal conductivity of adsorbent, W m- 1 K- 1
kg: thermal conductivity of hydrogen gas, W m - 1 K- 1
MH 2 : molecular mass ofhydrogen, kg mol- 1
ma: mass of adsorbed phase, kg
mg: mass of a gas phase, kg
mt: total mass, kg
na: absolute adsorption amount/unit adsorbent, mol kg- 1
n max : limit adsorption amount per unit adsorbent, mol kg- 1
p: pressure, Pa
Po: limiting pressure at which n max is observed, Pa
Q: heat source term, W m - 3
Q.: adsorption heat, W m - 3
Op: heat produced due to pressure work, W m - 3
Oc: conversion heat, W m- 3
qst: isosteric heat of adsorption, ] mol- 1
R: universal gas constant, ] mol- 1 K- 1
Sm: mass source term, kg ç 1 m - 3
T: temperature, K
û: Darcy velocity vector, m S - l
a.: enthalpic factor, ] mol- 1
~ : entropic factor, ] mol- 1 K- 1
p.: dynamic viscosity, Pa s
Pg: density of hydrogen gas, kg m - 3
Ps: particle density of adsorbent, kg m - 3
8J, : bed porosity
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Abstract
We numerically investigated the effect of flowthrough cooling heat
removal on the storage and thermal performances of a 20 m 3 MOF-5 cryoadsorptive bulk hydrogen reservoir. To validate the models, detailed experimental
measurements of flowthrough cooling using a 2.5 L storage tank filled with MOF5 are used for the first time. As the hydrogen gas is charged into the large reservoir,
the temperature of the system raise from 77 to 121 K. When the flowthrough
cooling is active for -30 hrs, the average temperature of the adsorbent bed is
cooled down to 77 K; this results in a hydrogen storage capa city of 460 kg at tank's
maximum pressure of 4 MPa, which is even higher than the storage capacity of a
cryo-compressed hydrogen tank equilibrated at 77 K and 4 MPa. Our work
establishes that flowthrough cooling is an efficient heat removal approach for bulk
hydrogen reservoirs filled with MOF-5.
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We numerically investigated the effect of flowthrough cooling heat removal on the storage
and thermal performances of a 20 m 3 MOF-5 cryo-adsorptive bulk hydrogen reservoir. To
validate the models, detailed experimental measurements of flowthrough cooling using a
2.5 L storage tank filled with MOF-5 are used for the first time. As the hydrogen gas is
charged into the large reservoir, the temperature of the system raise from 77 to 121 K.
When the flowthrough cooling is active for -30 h, the average temperature of the adsorbent
bed is cooled down to 77 K; this results in a hydrogen storage capacity of 460 kg at tank's
maximum pressure of 4 MPa, which is even higher than the storage capa city of a cryocompressed hydrogen tank equilibrated at 77 K and 4 MPa. Our work establishes that
flowthrough cooling is an efficient heat removal approach for bulk hydrogen reservoirs
filled with MOF-5.
Copyright © 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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Introduction
Bulk reservoirs in whieh hydrogen is stored conventionally as
compressed gas (CGH 2) or cryogenie liquid (LH 2) are important
supply-chain elements used in state-of-the-art hydrogen
refuelling and dispensing stations, tube-trailer Ioading terminaIs and centralized hydrogen production facilities .
Hydrogen stored in these reservoirs, nevertheless, suffers

from technieallimitations such as low net volume tric energy
density in the case of CGH2 and fuel-Ioss due to liquid
hydrogen boil-off in the case of LH2 [1-3]. Adsorptive
hydrogen storage on microporous metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs) is a potential alternative hydrogen storage approach
which couid overcome the above limitations of conventionai
hydrogen storage technologies [4,5] . However, unlike CGH 2
approach, adsorptive hydrogen storage approach requires the
hydrogen stored in the adsorbent medium to be maintained at
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cryogenie temperatures for attaining high volumetrie storage
density [6] . Furthermore, unlike in the case of LH2 storage, as
the filling of hydrogen gas into adsorptive tanks generates
significant amounts of heat due to both exothermic adsorption and gas compression, appropriate heat management
strategies should be implemented to minimize the heat
swings during hydrogen filling and discharging [7] .
Removal of heat from adsorptive bed is expected to be
difficult due to adsorbents' poor thermal conductivity. For
example, the room temperature thermal conductivity ofMOF5 which is the primary candidate adsorbent down selected by
the Hydrogen Storage Engineering Center of Excellence for
cryo-adsorptive vehicular hydrogen storage, is 0.3 Wm- 1 K- 1
which is nearly two orders of magnitude less than that of
stainless steel. Heat removal becomes even more problematie
at cryogenie temperatures as MOF-5's thermal conductivity
decreases further to less than 0.1 Wm- 1 K- 1 at cryogenie
temperatures [8] . A common approach used for enhancing the
heat removal from the adsorbent bed is incorporating thermally conducting adsorbent additives in the bed whieh improves the bed's overall thermal conductivity. Liu et al. [8] and
Purewal et al. [9] explored the effect of expanded natural
graphite (ENG) additive on room temperature thermal conductivity of MOF-5. They found that the room temperature
thermal conductivity of neat MOF-5 can be enhanced to up to
5 times by forming composite pellets with 10% ENG, while at
77 K, the thermal conductivity enhances to only up to - 3 times
[8,9] . On the downside, ENG additive diminishes the hydrogen
storage capacity of composite pellets by up to 10% relative to
neat MOF-5 which is attributed to the former's lower specifie
surface area. The application of this method relies on optimizing the composites' composition and pellet densities and
also performing detailed parametric studies on the heat
removal characteristics of optimized composites. Inclusion of
non-adsorbing metallie components in the adsorbent bed to
compensate the adsorbent's poor thermal conductivity is a
similar approach to enhance the thermal management inside
cryo-adsorbent hydrogen storage systems. Chakraborty and
Kumar modelled how an electrically heated intra-reservoir
helical element accommodates the thermal requirements
during endothermic hydrogen desorption from MOF-5 and
AX-21 hydrogen storage systems [10] . An important conclusion they made is that for optimum hydrogen extraction from
the adsorbent bed, the thermal conductivity of the bed should
be at leastO.5 W m - 1 K- \ higher than that ofneat MOF-5 . One
could attribute this to inadequate interfacial contact between
the heating element and the adsorbent; so the thermal conductivity of the adsorbent bed still is required to be high to
facilitate uniform bed temperature distribution and faster
heat removal. Ahluwalia and peng modelled adiabatic refuelling of hydrogen into an adsorptive vehicular hydrogen
storage tank in which the activated carbon adsorbent is
packed in si de a 40-PPL 2024 aluminium alloy foam. The alloy
form and an added in-tank heat exchanger are used to
compensate for the adsorbent's poor thermal conductivity
[11] . Due to non-adsorbing nature of heat transfer components, these approaches reduce the net volumetrie hydrogen
density of the storage system [11,12] . An alternative method
for heat removal is passing cold hydrogen through the storage
reservoir con tains storage material to transfer heat by
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convection [13] . Schuetz et al. invented a hydrogen recirculation system where the adsorptive heat from the bed is
removed convectively by continuo us flowing of cold hydrogen
gas [14]. Briefly, this system consists of a loop of hydrogen gas
using whieh the gas is introduced into the storage system and
any non-adsorbed hot gas is recirculated back into a refrigeration unit, the hot gas is cooled and then reintroduced into
the storage vessel. Numerical simulations of hydrogen
charging into activated carbon tanks enabled with combined
hydrogen recirculation cooling system and liquid nitrogen
cooling system indieated much shorter cooling time than that
would result when only conductive heat transfer though the
storage tank walls was considered [15]. In much recent works,
Hardy et al. and Corgnale et al. performed numerical simulation of 'flowthrough cooling' heat removal technique for
hydrogen charged into 2.5 L storage tank filled with MOF-5
using a model that was validated using experiments with
the activated carbon [7,16] . In this approach the adsorbent was
maintained at cryogenie temperatures by the flow of cold
hydrogen at a rate of up to 100 standard litres per minute
(SLPM) . They concluded that no addition al cooling system is
required when flowthrough cooling approach is implemented.
Senthil Kumar et al.likewise used a complementary approach
of recirculating the storage bed with hot hydrogen gas to
transfer heat into storage bed which enhanced the hydrogen
desorption [17] . They suggested that heating the bed through
recirculation method is more preferred than by electrical
heating due to the higher interfacial area between the gas and
the adsorbent. Although the flowthrough method is increasingly considered as an efficient heat transfer mechanism for
adsorptive hydrogen storage systems, aIl reported studies,
except those in Refs. [7] and [16] , are performed using solely
computational simulations while experimental measurements offlowthrough are onlybeginningto emerge. Available
experiments reported in Refs. [7] and [16] , on the other hand,
used flowthrough characteristies measured using activated
carbon systems to model that of MOF-5 cryo-adsorptive
hydrogen storage systems. While the authors observed
reasonable agreements between the simulation and experiments on activated carbon, the discrepancies were attributed
to experimental measurements as weIl as material property
data used in their simulations. For instance, the cryogenie
heat capacity ofMaxsorb used in their simulation is estimated
from the room temperature data using the general Tarasov
correlation for pyrolytie graphite [18] while the cryogenie
specifie heat capacity of MOF-5 was approximated by scaling
[7] the room temperature Cp ofMaxsorb. Likewise, the isosteric
heat of hydrogen adsorption used in the model is derived
using modified Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A) thermodynamie
model [7] . Though the model fits the experimental isotherm
data of activated carbon very weIl, model predietions deviate
from the isotherms of MOF-5 especially at initialloading [8] .
An alternate option is the use of isosteric heats measured with
direct calorimetrie or isosteric methods [19,20] . Therefore, not
only it is necessary to develop experimental benchmarks of
flowthrough cooling heat removal from a MOF-5 cryoadsorptive storage system but also to develop computation al
simulations by taking into account appropriate experimental
conditions and material properties, so that corn paris on between experiments and simulations can be made on equal
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footing. To this end, we implemented an experimental flowthrough test-bench equipped with a 2.5 L cryo-adsorptive tank
filled with MOF-5 and measured the thermal as well as the
storage performances of this system during hydrogen
charging (at a rate of 15 SLPM) and flowthrough (at a rate of 20
SLPM). Further to this, a computation al fluid dynamics model
of hydrogen charging and flowthrough into this MOF-5 cryoadsorptive storage tank is developed by accommodating
initial and boundary conditions from the experiment as well
as using experimentally measured thermophysical and
physicochemical properties of MOF-5. The model is validated
by comparing the simulated temperature, pressure and storage mass during hydrogen charging and flowthrough in the
cryo-adsorptive tank with those obtained from an experimental test bench.
For large bulk reservoirs of capacities around 20 m 3 , such
as those used in hydrogen distribution infrastructures,
hydrogen charging is do ne at rates of around 10000 SLPM, much faster than the charging rates typically considered for
vehicular subscale prototype reservoirs simulations and experiments [21,22] ; this faster charging rate is expected to
render flowthrough cooling more effective [7,16] . For large
adsorptive storage reservoirs heat removal might rely on
solely flowthrough as liquid nitrogen cooling is less feasible
due to the scale of the system. While direct experimental
measurements usingbulk reservoirs are impractical, we scale
up our validated flowthrough model to study the effect of
flowthrough cooling on the thermal and storage performances
of a 20 m 3 MOF-5 cryo-adsorptive bulk reservoir filled at a rate
of 10000 SLPM with 77 K hydrogen until a maximum pressure
of4MPa.

5) 93
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charging manifold. A bypass manifold and a manual valve
connected across TMFC help to main tain the required 50 psia
pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of TMFC at
the start of flow control. Once admitted into the tank, the
pressure of the hydrogen gas is monitored using a pressure
transducer, PT (Dresser DXD, 0- 3000 psia). For cryogenic
charging tests, hydrogen gas is pre-cooled to - 80 K before it
enters the storage tank by means of a helical cooling loop
immersed inside a liquid nitrogen (LN2 )-filled 40 L cryogenic
vessel, while the storage tank is vertically immersed in a 125 L
cryogenic vessel (CryoFAB) filled with LN2 . Nine k-type thermocouples are attached along the axial (T1 -T6 along axial
from top to bottom) and radial (T 7- T9 along radial from axis to
tank wall) directions within the tank to monitor spatial distribution of tank temperature, while a single k-type thermocouple inserted at the entrance of storage tank monitors the
inlet hydrogen's temperature. To isolate hydrogen manifolds
from the storage tank, two all-metal valves (Swagelok) are
attached on entrance and exit of the tank. To measure the
flow of the gas during discharging and flowthrough, two
thermal mass flowmeters are used (TMFR, Brooks 0-30 SLPM,
Bronkhorst TMFC (0-150 SLPM). A rotary vane pump is
attached to the charging manifold to evacuate the whole
system prior to all experiments. The data acquisition and
control of valves, mass flow controllers and temperature
sensors are made possible using National Instruments
Compact FieldPoint communication system which is interfaced to PC using NI LabVIEW professional development
software suite. Pressure data are acquired by interfacing the
transducer to PC using RS-232 SeriaI communication protocol.

Sample loading and void volume measurement

Experimental section
Flowthrough experimental setup
The schematic of the bench-scale test system used to probe
hydrogen charging and flowthrough is shown in Fig. 1. A
detailed description of the adsorptive storage tank geometry is
presented elsewhere [7,16] . The test bench consists of a
charging manifold, discharging manifold and flowthrough
manifold all tethered to a 2.5 L stainless steel tank filIed with
MOF-5 adsorbent. For charging experiments, hydrogen gas
(99.999%, Praxair) is admitted into the tank by means of a
thermal mass flow controlIer (TMFC, Brooks 0-100 SLPM) and
a back pressure regulator (BPR, TESCOM) installed on the

MOF-5 required in our tests is obtained from BASF. Since this
adsorbent is sensitive to moisture and air, it was stored and
handled within a dry argon-filled glove box workstation. After
embedding thermocouples in the storage tank, the tank is
tr~nsferred into the glove box and 358 g ofMOF-5 is added into
the tank. After filling, aH-metal valves on both sides of the
tank are closed until the tank is re-engaged back into the test
bench setup. Once attache d, the argon gas is out-gassed by
means of the mechanical pump. Empty tank volume, manifold volume (volume between MFC and alI-metal valve of tank
inlet) and the void volume of MOF-5 tank are estimated by
admitting known amounts of ultrapure helium (99.999%,
Praxair) into the system. Void volume measurements with
MOF-5 are carried out at room temperature and final

BPRI2

T1

12
T3
T9
T8

T7
- - CtwglngliM

- - [)q.c~lJlng llne
--flow-tht'CMolgh IIM

LN2

Fig. 1 - Sch em atic representation of flowthrough experim ental test bench.

T4
T5
T6
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equilibrium pressures of less than 2 MPa so as to minimize any
potential He adsorption. Finally, the volumes are calculated
from known mass flow rates of helium, final equilibrium
pressure and temperature by considering the mass balance
before and after helium is introduced into the tank. The gas
densities of He gas are determined using the equation of state
(EOS) of real gas available at NIST REFPROP Standard reference
database. The resulting data are shown in the volume calibration table (Table 1). The volume of the upper hemisphere of
the tank where there is no MOF-5 is estimated from geometry
of the tank and the quantity of MOF-5.

include specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, isosteric
heat of adsorption, bulk densities, etc. The properties of
hydrogen and stainless steel are adapted from in the literature, while most of the properties of MOF-5 are measured. To
calculate the thermodynamic properties of gaseous hydrogen
we use the real gas EOS implemented in the NIST Standard
Reference Database [23] . Temperature dependent thermal
conductivity and specific heat capacity of stainless steel tanks
are obtained from the polynomial correlation [24]:
log [k (Wm- 1 K- 1 ) ] = - 1.4087 + 1.3982 ~og (T (K)) ]

+ 0.2543
Stationary storage, charging and f1owthrough experiments
In order to compare the hydrogen uptake capacity of MOF-5
with those reported elsewhere, we measured excess adsorption using the test bench. This is done using step-by-step
introduction of hydrogen gas into the MOF-5 tank, much
similar to the protocol followed in conventional volume tric
measurements. After reaching the thermal equilibrium, the
pressure and temperature are recorded. The hydrogen gas
densities are determined using the EOS of real gas from NIST
REFPROP. For stationary charging tests all-metal valve at the
exit is maintained closed while it is kept open for the flowthrough tests. To carry out stationary charging, tank is
initially equilibrated at 77 K and pre-cooled hydrogen is
admitted into the tank until a maximum pressure of 9 MPa.
For this base model validation, the initial pressure and mass
flow rate are set to 0.822 MPa and 15 SLPM. To perform the
flowthrough cooling experiments, the storage tank is charged
with 77 K hydrogen at a flow rate of 20 SLPM to a maximum
pressure of -1.15 MPa while the back pressure regulator,
BPR#2 of the tank is adjusted to control and main tain the set
pressure of 1.1 MPa. Once the pressure stabilized atl.1 MPa,
the BPR is opened and the excess pressure due to further
charging hydrogen is released outside of the tank. In order to
avoid complication in the test bench experiments, we vented
the excess hydrogen and continued charging using fresh cold
hydrogen instead of recirculating it after passing through
external heat exchangers . This process is continued till the
average temperature of the bed reached to maximum possible
lowest temperature of 80 K.

Material properties of MOF-S, hydrogen and
stainless steel
Accurate thermophysical and physieochemieal properties of
ail materials used in the simulation are necessary to obtain
comparable results with experiments. These properties

Table 1 Volume calibration of different parts of
flowthrough test bench system.
Part
Tank with MOF and charging manifold
Charging manifold alone
Upper hemisphere of the tank
Discharging manifold

Volume (L)
2.87
0.58
0.22
0.04

~og (T (K))]2

- 0.6260 ~og (T (K))]3

+ 0.2334 [log (T (K)t
+ 0.4256 ~og (T (K))]5
- 0.4658 [log (T (K))]6

+ 0.1650 ~og (T (K))f
- 0.0199 ~og (T (K))]8
log [Cp0 kg- 1 K- 1 )]

=

22.0061 - 127.5528

+ 303.647

~og

(1)

(T (K)) ]

~og (T (K))]2

- 381.0098 ~og (T (K))f

+ 274.0328

~og (T (K)t

- 112.9212 ~og (T (K))]5

+ 24.7593

~og (T (K)t

- 2.239153 ~og (T (K))f

(2)
3

Density of stainless steel used is 7830 kg m - [25] Heat
capacity of MOF-5 used is the one measured in temperature
range of 2-300 K by combining the measurements using a
Calvet calorimeter and a direct adiabatic relaxation calorimeter [20] . The measured heat capacities, which in the range of
100- 800 kg- 1 K- 1 ) are fitted with the 5th order polynomial
correlations using the Levenberg-Marquardt least-square
algorithm:

a

CP,MOF-5

0 kg-

1

K- 1 ) = 0.524 - 8.885 x 10- 3 x T (K) + 9.624

x 10- 5 x T2 (K) - 3.469 x 10- 7 x T 3 (K)

+ 4.417 x 10- 10 x T' (K).

(3)

Due to the lack of temperature dependent thermal conductivity of MOF-5, we used the data (0.088 W m - 1 K- 1)
measured at cryogenie temperature [26] . The isosteric heat of
hydrogen adsorption of MOF-5 required for calculating the
heat adsorption is measured experimentally using calorimetric method [21] . To determine the isosteric heats using
sorption method, independent measurements of isotherms
were carried out at different temperatures (77- 296 K) and
pressure (0-20 MPa) using coupled adsorption calorimetric
measurement system. The measured isosteric heat of
adsorption, which is in the range of (7000-3200 ] kg- 1 ) is
implemented in the model using interpolation method. Bulk
density ofMOF-5 is determined following the procedure given
in ASTM standard D 2854-96. The skeleton density of the MOF5 is estimated by comparing the volumes of empty tank and
tank containing MOF-5 obtained from the helium gas flow
experiments. The bulk and skeleton density are used to
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calculate total porosity of the adsorbent bed. The adsorption
volume Va obtained from modified D-A model is used to
ca1culate the microporosity [27] . The bed porosity of the
storage system is determined using the microporosity and
total porosity. The properties of MOF-5 are summarized in
Table 2.

Darcy velo city of the hydrogen gas flowing through the porous
adsorbent is related to the Darcy permeability K, gas viscosity !land pressure gradient Vp:
->
U

K

= - -Vp .

(6)

!l-

Darcy permeability is determined from the diameter of the
adsorbent partic1es (Dp = 0.25 !lm for MOF-5) [29]. and porosity
using the relation:

Simulations
K =

Mass and energy conservation equations of hydrogen
flowing through MOF-S
We start with a generalized two dimensional axy-symmetrical
model of coupled mass-momentum and energy conservation
equations which governs the incompressible hydrogen gas
flow in free volume. This model is adapted to describe the
hydrogen flow through isotropic porous MOF-5 bed. We used
the Darcy's law without Ergun's or Brinkman extensions to
describe the flow through the porous bed because the es timated Reynolds numbers for hydrogen charging and flowthrough tests in the 2.5 L tank are found to be 0.09 and 0.01 ,
respectively. In these laminar flow regimes characterized by
Reynolds number <10, Darcy's law is valid. Furthermore, we
assumed that Darcian momentum conservation is valid also
when hydrogen is charged through the adsorbent bed in large
20 m- 3 bulk hydrogen reservoir. Although the mass flow rate
of 10000 SLPM is applied in this case, small partic1e diameter
of MOF-5 (0.25 !lm) renders a borderline Reynolds number of
9.8 for which the flow is still considered to be laminar [28] .
This specialized model is adapted for charging or flowthrough
scenarios by applying the necessary boundary and initial
conditions. The conservation equation of mass-momentum
balance is given by:
(4)

where p, Eb, and u are the density of the hydrogen gas, the
adsorbent porosity and the Darcy velocity of gas flow through
the adsorbent, respectively. The mass of hydrogen adsorbed
in the sorbent is given by the mass source term, Sm:
(5)

where Pb, MH, and na are the bed density, molar mass of
hydrogen gas and absolute adsorption, respectively. The

Table 2

Properties of MOF-5.

Adsorption volume, V a (m 3 kg- I )
Bulk density, Pb (kg m - 3 )
Skeleton density, Ps (kg m - 3 )
Total porosity, Et
Microporosity, Em ;
Bed porosity, Eh
Specifie heat capacity,
Cp (J kg- I K - I )
Isosteric heat, qst (J mol- I )
Thermal conductivity,
k 0N m - I K- I )

0.00123
155.60

D~~
1
150 (1 - Eb)2 '

----

(7)

Absolute adsorption ofhydrogen on MOF-5, nais calculated
using the modified D-A adsorption model [27,30] . In the
modified D-A model, absolute adsorption is related to the
state variables, temperature T and pressure P using Eq. (8).
(8)

where Ris the univers al gas constant, m is the heterogeneity
parame ter of the sorbent material, nmax represents the
limiting absolute adsorption corresponding to the limit p --+ po,
where Po is the saturation pressure. a and {3 are enthalpy and
entropic contributions to the free energy of adsorption. m is
typically 2 for microporous activated carbons. For MOF-5 the
best fitted value of m can be higher than 2 as shown by recent
non-linear regression using 6-parameter modified D-A model
[27] . We used the reported best fit value of m = 9.045 [27] . The
model parameters are obtained by fitting the modified D-A
model with the reported experimental excess hydrogen
adsorption on MOF-5 [31] . The model parameters used in our
simulations are nmax = 67.5 mol kg- t, Po = 2.75 X 1010 MPa,
a = 3481 J mol- 1 and {3 = 153.6 J mol- 1 r 1 [27] .
The standard energy balance equation for hydrogen gas
flowing through the adsorbent bed is used to describe the
thermal response of the storage system. This is given by:
(9)

In Eq. (9) (PCp)eq is the equivalent volumetric heat capacity
of the adsorbent-gas system. It is given as a combination of
the volume tric heat capacities of adsorbed hydrogen and
adsorbent, weighed using respective porosity factors :
(10)
where Pg ' p" Cpg and Cp, are densities and specific heat capacity of the gas phase and adsorbed phase, respectively. The
equivalent conductivity of the adsorbent-gas system is the net
conductivity of the medium which inc1udes the conductivity
of the adsorbent ks and that of the gas kg, weighed using the
corresponding porosity factors. It is given by:

2000.00
1 -1!>.

v. x~Qf_$

Et _ Em;

(11)

0.92

0.191
0.73

T-dependent,
exptal [19] .
Coverage-dependent,
exptal. [20] .
0 .088

The heat source term Q is the sum of the contributions due
to the heat produced by pressure-volume work Qp and the
adsorption heat Q.. The general three-dimensional (3D) form
of the pressure work in energy equation is given by [32]:
Qp =

[eb~~ + (u

. V)p]

(12)
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where Tl is the superncial velocity or Darcy's velocity through
porous media. An expanded form of the ab ove formula for the
axisymmetric (2D) geometry is used in current model. Heat of
adsorption Q. is given by:

6.0

93

14 -9

Excess adsorption, 77 K

*
.!
..;

(13)
where, aH is the isosteric heat of adsorption.
The constituting equations goveming the mass and energy
conservation are solved using fmite element platform COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.4 to ob tain the storage and thermal
characteristies ofthe tank [33] . Based on the experimental test
bench, a 2D axisymmetric geometry of the 2.5 L storage tank is
used for model validation. The storage tank of the experimental test bench consist of adsorbent bed and the thermocouples. However, we neglected the thermocouples in the
model and considered only the adsorbent bed. To monitor the
variations of temperature and pressure in the simulation, we
chose four monitoring points in the axial direction. The
monitoring points are Tl (0, 0.33 m), T2 (0, 0.26 m), T3 (0,
0.19 m) and T5 (0,0.064 m), which are based on the thermocouple positions. The numbers in the parenthesis give the
distance of thermocouples from the inlet of the tank. We used
default mesh setting of COMSOL. Accordingly, the 2.5 L tank
has extra-fine triangular mesh with 4004 domain elements
and 1349 boundary elements while the 20 m 3 storage reservoir
consists 12,603 do main elements and 1187 boundary.
elements.
The initial temperature of the tank in the test bench is not
uniform but is found to be in the range of 77-79 K. To
implement this temperature range in the model as one of the
initial conditions in the model, we divided the whole bed
domain into different subdomains whose initial temperatures
are assigned based on measured temperature data. Although
we replenished the lost LN 2 intermittently throughout our
experiments, the transient boil-off quantity could not be
characterized. Therefore, we assumed a constant heat transfer coefficient of 200 W m - 2 K- l to describe convection heat
transfer from the storage vessel to the liquid and gas phase
nitrogen occupying the Dewar. This heat transfer coefficient is
based on available experimental data of boiling heat transfer
coefficient of a stainless steel block immersed in LN2 bath [34] .
It is known that heat transfer coefficients in boiling nitrogen
are extremely difficult to characterize due to complex thermal
boundary conditions. In comparison, Paggiaro et al. and
Ahluwalia and Peng have used 2000 and 100 W m - 2 K- \
respectively, as a heat transfer coefficient in their models
[11,15] .

Results and discussion
Excess adsorption from static storage test
Fig. 2 shows the excess adsorption isotherm of hydrogen on
MOF-5 at measured at 77 K using storage test bench. As noted
early on these measurements are made using point-by-point
introduction of hydrogen gas from the charging manifold
into the tank containing MOF-5. The excess adsorption is
calculated from the amount of hydrogen gas introduced into
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Fig. 2 - Excess adsorption ofhydrogen on MOF-5 measured
at 77 K using the test bench compared with the lab-scale
measurements and data reported previously [8,31,35).
Excess adsorption in flowthrough measurements are
carried out after thermal equilibrium is reached.

the tank and gaseous hydrogen present after adsorption
equilibrium is reached. For comparison, we also provide
excess adsorption measurement of the same sample (<1 g)
performed using our lab-scale volumetric Sievert's apparatus.
As seen in the Fig. 2, our measurements agree weIl with data
reported elsewhere [8,31,35] .

Hydrogen charging without flowthrough and comparison
with the base model
A series of hydrogen charging tests is performed without
flowthrough cooling to validate the base simulation model.
The MOF-5 tank is initiaIly evacuated to a pressure of
0.822 MPa and is cooled to 77 K by immersing the tank in LN 2
cryogenie vessel. Hydrogen gas pre-cooled to 77 K is admitted
into the 2.5 L MOF-5 tank at rate of 15 SLPM until a final
pressure of -9 MPa is reached. In the model, the equivalent
mass flow rate is set by a mass flux of 0.0335 kg m - 2 çl
flowing through the tank inlet orifice of 6.2 x 10- 4 m 2 . To
compare the evolution of the distribution of pressure and
temperature obtained from the simulation with those
measured experimentaIly four reference thermocouple positions Tl, T2 , T3 and T s in the axial direction are selected. Fig. 3
(left, red) shows the temperature measured along the central
axial points in the tank and those obtained from the simulation. While the overaIl trend of the temperature evolution is
clearly reproduced, the temperatures at points T2 and T3 are
slightly overestimated by <2 K (Fig. 3 (left, green)). We attribute
the observed smaIl difference in temperatures to several
reasons. First of aIl, the effects caused by filling MOF-5 into the
storage tank containing thermocouples randomly shift the
absolute positions of thermocouples by as much as by
±0.3 cm. In addition to this, temperature difference can be
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Fig. 3 - Temperature (left), pressure (right) and mass (right) evolution du ring model validation experiment in which 77 K
hydrogen is charged into a 2.5 L cryo-sorptive MOF-5 tank. Model calculations are performed using experimentally
measured temperature-dependent specifie heats and isosteric heats (green profiles in the left panel) and also assuming a
temperature invariant heat capacity (blue profile in the left panel) and isosteric heat derived from modified D-A model. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

caused by non-uniform bulk density of MOF-S. The variation
of the powder bulk density within the vessel would affect local
heat generation rates, volume tric heat capacity and bed
thermal conductivity [7] . Use of a temperature-invariant
thermal conductivity in Eq. (11) also may contribute to the
observed difference between model and experiment results as
the thermal conductivity in the cryogenic regime can vary
significantly as a function of temperature.
From Fig. 3 ~eft) it is seen that the lowest temperature
values are recorded atTl which is located at the top of the tank.
This is anticipated because the top axial points are located
near the inlet where the influence of incoming cold hydrogen
is predominant. As a result of this temperature lowering, there
will be significant adsorption which releases heat into the bed.
This heat gets conductively transferred to the central part of
the bed, towards points T2 and T3 . The temperature at the
point T5 is less than that at the central regions due to the poor
heat transfer stemming from the lower thermal conductivity
ofMOF-S adsorption bed. In one of our previous works [25], we
performed simulations assuming a constant specifie heat capacity (700 J kg- l K- l ) over aIl temperature range and isosteric
heat of hydrogen adsorption estimated from the modified D-A
model (Fig. 3, left, blue profile) [36] . On the other hand, here we
employed experimentally measured specifie heat and isosteric
heat. However, this renders no considerable difference in the
model predictions atpoints Tl and Ts, where the temperatures
are lower than 80 K. The most significant difference is
observed at the point T3 where a maximum temperature of
94 K is noted. The higher discrepancy at T3 can be attributed to
slightly higher temperature conductivity of the bed at higher
temperature while it is assumed to be constant in the mode!.
The simulated pressure shows good agreement with the
experimentally measured one (Fig. 3 (right)). Using the total
inflow hydrogen mass (ml) from the experiment (continuous
red line in the right panel) and that from the model (ma + mg,
broken red line in the right panel) adsorbed (ma) and gas phase
masses (mg), the mass balance of the storage system is verified
(Fig. 3, right).

To understand the contributions of various heat source
terms on the observed temperature evolution in the tank, we
modeIled the system's temperature and heats by considering
the adsorption heat and the heat due to pressure-volume
work separately. The heat sources and the corresponding
temperature evolutions displayed in Fig. 4 show that at the
beginning of charging that adsorption heat (red profile) is the
main contributor to the temper~ture evolution while as
charging progresses, the work due to compression (black
profile) crosses over that due to adsorption. As adsorption
progresses, the heat released into the bed raises the average
bed temperature. This eventuaIly reduces adsorption, and the
adsorptive heat is reduced consequently. The pressure work
heat source increases in the beginning and stays almost
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uniform throughout the charging stage. The oscillating
behaviour of the heat sources se en in the Fig. 4 is an artefact
probably caused by large time steps between the model
iterations.

Flowthrough cooling in 2.5 L MOF-5 tank: comparison of
experiments and simulation
In order to perform flowthrough tests, 77 K pre-cooled
hydrogen is charged into the tank which is initially equilibrated at 77 K and evacuated to 0.065 MPa. Hydrogen is
continuously admitted into the tank at a flow rate of 20 SLPM,
until a pressure 1.15 MPa is reached. When pressure is stabilized at 1.1 MPa, the BPV#2 is adjusted so that any pressure rise
due to further charging is prevented by releasing hydrogen out
of the tank by means of the flowthrough manifold (Fig. 1.) As
mentioned earlier, the excess hydrogen is vented and
charging is continued using fresh cold hydrogen instead of
recirculating it after passing through any extemal heat exchangers. This is continued till the average temperature of the
bed reached to maximum possible lowest temperature, 80 K.
Even though the test bench has the capability to perform the
flowthrough experiment at high operating pressure, we
limited the experiment at low pressure. This is because at high
operating pressure, larger amount of hydrogen and longer
time period are required for cooling the storage system during
the flowthrough stage when low mass flow rate, 20 SLPM is
used in the experiment. For validating the model, this is
avoided by letting the maximum pressure only to be 1.1 MPa.
. Fig. 5 compares pressure and temperature histories of tank
obtained from experiments and simulations at different tank
monitoring points. Due to adsorption/pressure work heat, the
bed temperature increases to a maximum of 123 K during the
charging stage and then decreases to around 80 K during the
flowthrough stage as the heat is transported by flowing
hydrogen Fig. 5 (right). At the instant of opening of BPV for
releasing the excess pressure causes the sud den short rise and
fall of pressure, which can be se en as a characteristic peak in
Fig. 5 Oeft). While overall behaviour of pressure and temperatures are reproduced, the model results are slightly overestimated with respect to the experiments. To understand

how flowthrough cooling affects storage capacity and reduction in cooling time, we performed simulation of charging to
the same pressure as flowthrough runs but using only
extemal cooling with LN2 bath, while keeping the inlet
hydrogen temperature and charging rate same as that for the
flowthrough tests. After the tank pressure and the average bed
temperature reached 1.4 MPa and 110 K respectively in 590 s,
the charging is stopped and the storage tank is allowed to cool
down to 77 K Fig. 6 Oeft) compares average bed temperature of
the tank for flowthrough cooling and LN 2 cooling scenarios.
The average bed temperature (blue profile in Fig. 6, left)
decreased to -79 K while the tank pressure decreased to
- 0.7 MPa (LN2) . The temperature profile indicates that in the
cooling time considered (0.7 h) there is no considerable
reduction in the temperature due to flowthrough approach.
This is because the flow rate 'used for charging hydrogen is
only 20 SLPM. Faster flow rates are required for flowthrough
cooling to be efficient for heat removal [7] . In the right panel of
Fig. 6, total amount of hydrogen stored in the system is
calculated by summing the masses of hydrogen in the gasphase and adsorbed phase. This is in very good agreement
with the experimentally measured amount of hydrogen. The
latter is determined from the difference between in- and outflow mass flow meters during the experimental flowthrough
runs. Gas phase mass increases as charging progresses and it
increases slightly throughout the flowthrough stage. Masses
of hydrogen, ma and mg in the storage system are obtained by
the volume integration of adsorbed- and gas-phase hydrogen
densities. A significant increase in the adsorbed-phase mass is
seen during the flowthrough stage, which is attributed to
decreasing tank temperature during the flowthrough stage. In
the case of storage system with only LN2 as a coolant, gas
phase mass decreases and adsorbed mass increases, but net
storage mass remains same in the both cases.

F1owthrough cooling in MOF-5 cyro-adsorptive hydrogen
reservoir for bulk storage applications
For simulating large-scale bulk reservoir filling, we modelled
charging 77 K hydrogen into a 20 m 3 reservoir completely filled
with MOF-5 until a maximum pressure of 4 MPa is reached. An
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Fig. 5 - (Left). Comparison of experimental pressure with that obtained from the simulation during flowthrough run. (right)
Temperatures at various thermocouple points obtained from flowthrough experiments and simulation. Heat removal in
these experiments is through combined flowthrough and extemal LN2 bath.
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axisymmetric geometry of the 20 m 3 reservoir is used in the
simulation. The details of general2D axisymmetric model and
its validation are discussed in the previous sections. An
adiabatic well insulated tank is assumed for which the heat
leakage rate estimated from daily evaporation rate (%) data of
oxygen-filled tank is implemented as a heat flux.23 Initial
pressure and tempe rature of the reservoir are set to 0.1 MPa
and 80 K, respectively and charging is performed at a rate of
10000 SLPM until the maximum pressure (4 MPa) of the
reservoir is reached in -4 h . After reaching the maximum
capacity of tank pressure the outlet boundary condition of the
tank is set to flowthrough at a constant tank pressure of 4 MPa
while the average temperature falls back to almost 77 K in
30 h.
In Fig. 7, snapshots of temperature gradients in si de the
tank during the flowthrough heat removal is compared with
that would happen in the absence of flowthrough. At the onset
of charging (Fig. 7a), the sys~em is equilibrated at 77 K with no
hydrogen present. As hydrogen is charged into the system, the
temperature rises to 121 K. Until the end of charging (Fig. 7b
and 4 hr), adsorption enthalpy/pressure work enthalpy enhances the temperature in the bed and the heat front (red hue)
conductively transported to the centre of the tank. During the
flowthrough (Fig. 7c), the heat is transported out of the vessel
by the hydrogen leaving the vessel, indicated by the co Id front
(blue hue) advancing down. It is noted that the temperature at
the top of the tank reduces to less than liquid nitrogen temperature. This is because of the cooling effects contributed by
the positive Joule-Thomson effect as hydrogen gas expands
while it enters the tank and the cooling effect produced by
partial desorption of hydrogen that was initially adsorbed. A
tentative scenario if no flowthrough cooling is active is shown
in Fig. 7d. Here, after 4 h of hydrogen charging, the system is
allowed to be dormancy for 30 h. Po or thermal conduction of
MOF-5 bed will cause the system to remain hot at - 121 K as
indicated by red hue in Fig. 7d.
At the end of charging, the average pressure and average
bed temperature of the tank reach 4 MPa and -121 K,
respectively (Fig. 8, left). During the flowthrough the tank
pressure remains stable due to the continuous filling of

hydrogen whereas temperature decreases to 77 K. In Fig. 8
(right), the effect of flowthrough cooling on the system storage capacity obtained using mass analysis is shown. The gasphase mass increases linearly during the charging stage,
however the rate decreases during the flowthrough as addition of hydrogen is compensated by simultaneous outflow.
Adsorbed phase mass increases throughout the charging and
flowthrough regimes. The calculated total mass (m t ) of
hydrogen when flowthrough is operation al is 460 kg (in 30 h,
Fig. 8, right; dark blue). When there is no flowthrough cooling
in MOF-5 reservoir, heat of adsorption and heat due to
pressure work raise the temperature inside the tank to
-121 K. The maximum amount of hydrogen stored is only
-255 kg as the storage pressure reaches a maximum of 4 MPa
when no further storage is possible (Fig. 8, right; red). Within
-5.5 h, a break-even point is reached when the total stored
amount of hydrogen in flowthrough system, -275 kg becomes
equal to net storage amount in a cryo-compressed tank with
hydrogen maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. Simulations also
show that addition al storage capacity of flowthrough cooled
system arises because of the increased gas phase density.
Above 5.5 h flowthrough cooled cryo-sorptive MOF-5 tank
stores significantly more hydrogen than a cryo-compressed
storage tank maintained at 77 K and 4 MPa. This suggests
that flowthrough cooling is an efficient heat removal strategy
suitable for bulk hydrogen reservoirs filled adsorbents, such
as MOF-5 provided fast filling rates are applied and the
storage system is allowed to completely cool down to its prefilling temperature.

Conclusions
We have performed a computation al fluid dynamics simulation study of hydrogen flowthrough cooling in a 20 m 3 MOF-5
cryo-adsorptive bulk hydrogen reservoir to understand the
effects of flowthrough on adsorptive heat removal and
system-level storage performance. The relevant computational model makes use of experimentally measured thermophysical and physicochemical properties of MOF-5 and is
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v~lidated

by experimental measurements of flowthrough
cooling using a 2.5 L storage tank filled with MOF-5.
We establish that adsorption heat is the most significant
contributor to the heat evolved during hydrogen filling into
MOF-5 cryo-sorptive reservoirs, especially at early filling
stage. As hydrogen is charged into the tank equilibrated at
77 K, adsorption heat as weil as the heat due to pressurevolume work raise the average temperature of tank from 77
to 121 K. By performing the flowthrough cooling for -30 h, the
average temperature of the adsorbent bed can be brought
down to 77 K; this results in a hydrogen storage capacity of
460 kg at tanks maximum pressure of 4 MPa, which is even
higher than the storage capacity of a cryo-compressed
hydrogen tank equilibrated at 77 K and 4 MPa (275 kg). On
the other hand, in the absence of flowthrough cooling, po or
thermal conductivity of MOF-5 causes the bed to remain at
121 K as the bed idles for 30 h. This results in a much reduced
hydrogen storage capacity of 255 kg. Our work suggests that
flowthrough cooling is an efficient heat removal approach for
bulk hydrogen reservoirs containing with MOF-5 adsorbent,
especially when fast filling rates are applied and the storage
system is allowed to completely cool down to its pre-filling
temperature.
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Nomenclature
Cpg: specific heat capacity ofhydrogen gas, ] kg- 1 K- 1
c p,: specific heat capacity of adsorbent, ] kg- 1 K- 1
Dp : particle diameter, mm
k: permeability, m 2
ke q : equivalent thermal conductivity, W m - 1 K- 1
ks: thermal conductivity of adsorbent, W m - 1 K- 1
kg: thermal conductivity of hydrogen gas, W m- 1 K- 1
MH, : molecular mass ofhydrogen, kg mol- 1
m a: mass of adsorbed phase, kg
m g: mass of gas phase, kg
m t: total mass, kg
na: absolute adsorption amount/unit adsorbent, mol kg- 1
n max: limit adsorption amount per unit adsorbent, mol kg- 1
P: pressure, Pa
Po: saturation pressure (D-A model), Pa
Q: heat source term, W m - 3
Q.: adsorption heat, W m - 3
Qp: heat produced due to pressure work, W m- 3
qst: isosteric heat of adsorption, ] mol- 1
R: univers al gas constant, ] mol- 1 K- 1
Sm: mass source term, kg S - l m - 3
T: temperature, K
u: darcy velocity, m ç 1
ex: enthalpic factor,] mol- 1
~ : entropic factor,] mol- 1 K- 1
Il: dynamic viscosity, Pa s
Pg: density of hydrogen gas, kg m - 3
Ps: particle density of adsorbent, kg m- 3
eb: bed porosity
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Abstract
We numerically studied the thermal and storage performance of the 20 m 3 bulk
hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. In this study, at first, we present
two methods such as charge-discharge cycles and flowthrough cooling for cooling
the 20 m 3 bulk hydrogen storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. The results show
that cooling of room temperature maintained bulk storage reservoir to 80 K is a
time and energy consuming process when flowthrough cooling alone is
considered as a cooling option compared to charge-dis charge cycles. Further, the
effect of mass flow rate on heat removal from the system du ring the flowthrough
stage is investigated. The result shows that high mass flow rate accelerates the
heat removal and cool the tank in a short period of time. Also, the effect of para-

ortho conversion together with flowthrough cooling on temperature reduction in
the tank is studied. The results shows that instantaneous para-ortho conversion
together with flowthrough cooling enhances not only the heat removal from the
system but the storage capa city also. The hydrogen mass loss du ring the 10 days
dormancy stage is ca1culated and found that 28 kg of hydrogen is lost du ring the
dormancy stage.
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We numerically studied the thermal and storage performance of the 20 m 3 bulk hydrogen
storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. In this study, at first, we present two methods such as
charge- discharge cycles and flowthrough cooling for cooling the 20 m 3 bulk hydrogen
storage reservoir filled with MOF-5. The results show that cooling of room temperature
maintained bulk storage reservoir to 80 K is a time and energy consuming process when
flowthrough cooling alone is considered as a cooling option compared to charge- dis charge
cycles. Further, the effect of mass flow rate on heat removal from the system during the
flowthrough stage is investigated. The result shows that high mass flow rate accelerates
the heat removal and cool the tank in a short period of time. AIso, the effect of para-ortho
conversion together with flowthrough cooling on temperature reduction in the tank is
studied. The results shows that instantaneous para-ortho conversion together with flow through cooling enhances not only the heat removal from the system but the storage capa city also. The hydrogen mass loss during the 10 days dormancy stage is calculated and
found that 28 kg of hydrogen is lost during the dormancy stage.
Copyright © 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Ali rights
reserved.
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Introduction
Energy is a basic requirement for economic development.
Every sector of economy, i.e. agriculture, industry, transport,
commercial, and domestic, needs inputs of energy. The
growing consumption of energy has resulted in the world
becoming increasingly dependent on non-renewable fossil

fuels that causes emission of harrnful and greenhouse gases
[1,2] . Hydrogen has been identified as a potential energy carrier for the future mainly due to its renewability and nonpolluting nature [3,4] . However, there are many technical
challenges that remain to be solved before hydrogen-based
energy economy can become a reality [5,6] . Among them,
hydrogen storage is a key challenge in developing hydrogen
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economy [7] . In recent years, adsorptive hydrogen storage in
microporous material MOF-5 has evolved as one of the most
promising adsorptive hydrogen storage materials for onboard applications [8,9] . Even though adsorptive hydrogen
storage research focuses primarily on developing the vehieular storage systems, similar approaches may also be useful
for developing bulk hydrogen storage tanks, whieh are typically used at central hydrogen production facilities, transport
terminaIs and end-use locations [10] . These facilities presently use convention al hydrogen storage methods, such as
liquid and compressed gas hydrogen, which are inefficient in
terms of product loss due to boil-off and low volumetric
density [11] . In this juncture, extending the MOF-5 based
adsorptive storage approach to bulk hydrogen storage could
overcome the aforementioned limitations of conventional
methods. However the hydrogen adsorption on MOF-5 causes
significant heat release into the adsorbent bed which should
be removed in order for not to adversely affect the net capacity
of the tank [12] . Even though generation of adsorption heat is
relatively low, removing even small amount of heat during
refuelling is difficult at cryogenic temperatures. This is
because the thermal conductivity of MOF-5 is low, whieh is
less than 0.1 W m- 1 K at cryogenic temperature [13] .
Since desorption of hydrogen from MOF-5 is an endothermie process which removes heat from the bed,
adsorption-desorption or charging-discharging cycle is an
attractive option for cooling the storage bulk hydrogen storage
tank [14,15] . Other cooling options are the flowthrough cooling
and endothermic para-ortho conversion [16,17]. In our previous
studies, we found that no additional cooling system is
required when flowthrough coolirig and para-ortho conversion
approaches are implemented in bulk tank (20 m 3) or small
tank (2.5 L) storage systems, both maintained at 80 K [18,19] . In
the present work, we investigate the cooling performance of
the 20 m 3 bulk hydrogen storage reservoir filled with the MOF5 when charge-discharge cycle, flowthrough cooling and
flowthrough together with para-ortho conversion are considered as cooling options. The tank is initially maintained at
room temperature. To cool the tank to 80 K, we use charge-discharge cycle and flowthrough cooling methods. The
effect of mass flow rate on cooling time during the flowthrough stage and the effect of instantaneous para-ortho conversion together with flowthrough cooling are investigated.
Finally, hydrogen loss rate during the 10 days dormancy stage
is calculated. Pilot-level experimentation of bulk-hydrogen
storage tank filled with MOF-5 to evaluate its thermal and
storage performance is cumbersome, expensive and practically difficult. A convenient alternative approach is to prediet
such bulk tank's thermal and storage performance using a
validated numerical model that accounts the heat and mass
transfer and the adsorption mode!. The study is performed
using computational fluid dynamies platform COMSOL multiphysics [20] .

Mathematical model
The general mass and energy balance models used to simulate
the storage system's performance are given by Refs. [21-23]:

(1)

(2)

where p, Eb and U are the density of the hydrogen gas, the
adsorbent bed porosity of gas flow through the adsorbent and
the Darcy velocity, respectively. The Darcy velocity is related
to Darcy permeability K , gas viscosity Il, particle diameter Dp,
and pressure gradient flp (Darcy law). Darcy velo city and
permeability can be written as [21,14]:
--->
U

K

= - -Vp.
Il

K=

(3)

(4)

In Eq. (2) pCpeq and k eq are the equivalent volume tric heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of the adsorbent-gas system, respectively, it can be written as [14] :
(5)

(6)

where Pg, Ps, Cpg , Cps, k g and k s are the densities, specific heat
capacities and thermal conductivities of the hydrogen gas and
adsorbent, respectively. In eqs. (1) and (2), Sm and Q are the
mass and heat source terms. The heat source term Q, consist
of adsorption, pressure-work and the conversion heat sources. If no para-ortho conversion is taken into account, the heat
source term consists only of the adsorption heat and the
pressure-work heat sources. The mass, adsorption, pressure
work and conversion heat sources can be written as [14,18]:
(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
In eqs. (7)-(10) , Pb, MH2, LlH, Ur and U z represent the bed
density, molar mass of hydrogen gas, isosteric heat of
adsorption and the components of velo city field along the
radial and axial directions, respectively. The modified Dubinin-Astakhov (D-A) adsorption model is used to calculate the
absolute adsorption na in Eq. (7) [23] .
(11)

where R = 8.314 J mol- 1 kg- t, m = 9, nmax = 67.5 mol kg- t,
Po = 2.75 X 1010 MPa, Ci = 3481 J mol- 1 and {J = 153.6 J mol- 1 K- 1
are universal gas constant, heterogeneity parameter, the
limiting absolute adsorption corresponding to the limit p--->po,
where Po is the pseudo saturation pressure, enthalpie and
entropic contributions to the free energy of adsorption [24]. The
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fraction of ortho hydrogen in the equilibrium hydrogen is estimated from the temperature-induced evolution of equilibrium
mass fraction of para hydrogen using an empirical relation [25] :
f PH2 = 0.1[exp(-~5) + O.lr

I
-

7.06 x 1O- 9 T3 + 3.42

X

1O- 6 T2

- 6.2 x lO- sT - 0.00227
(12)
In Eq. (10), hPO is the en do thermie conversion enthalpy.
Even though REFPROP standard reference database has the
enthalpies of ortho and para hydrogen, these are defined with
the reference states of ortho or para hydrogen at the normal
boiling point (20.4 K) with zero enthalpy assigned in REFPROP
[26] . In order to properly calculate this conversion enthalpy, a
common reference state is required. Therefore, the enthalpies
of ortho and para hydrogen given by the REFPROP are adjusted
using a common reference state whieh is the p-hydrogen at
o K for which the internaI energy is at its lowest quantized
value. Accordingly, the enthalpy of conversion hPo can be
written as the sum of the enthalpy from REFPROP, hf:'fprop) and
the enthalpy with respect to the new reference state, ~hf~ K):
(13)
Po
h = h(refprop) - hfrefprop)

(14)

The enthalpy with respect to new reference state is further
expressed as:
(15)
o

where, LlhP , and Llh are the enthalpies of para and ortho at the
new reference state (0 K), respectively. The values of Llh P , and
Llho at 0 K are - 256.06 kJ kg- 1 and 444.695 kJ kg- \ respectively
[27] . h(refprop) and hfrefprop) are the enthalpies of para and ortho
hydrogen defined in NIST REFPROP.

3

where Pg, Cp, k, Il and 'Y are the density, specifie heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, viscosity and the ratio of specifie heat
capacities at constant pressure and constant volume of the
hydrogen gas, respectively. As no data of the thermal conductivity, viscosity and the ratio of specifie heat capacitates of
ortho hydrogen in the range of 20-300 K are available in NIST
REFPOROP, we used normal hydrogen's equivalent properties.
Experimentally measured specifie heat capacity of MOF-5 and
isosteric heat of adsorption at cryogenie temperatures are
used for solving the energy balance equation in model [28,29] .
For thermal conductivity ofMOF-5 at cryogenie temperatures,
we use the reported 0.088 W m - 1 K- 1 [17] . Measured bulk
density (155.60 kg m - 3 ) and reported skeleton density
(2000 kg m - 3) are used to calculate total porosity (Et = 0.92) of
the adsorbent bed [19,30] . Total porosity and adsorption volume Va obtained from the modified D-A model are used to
estimate the bed porosity [19,24] . Material properties, such as
thermal conductivity and specifie heat capacity of the stainless steel tank are obtained from published correlations:
y = 2:~~o ai(log T)i [31] . Density of stainless steel used is
7830 kg m - 3 [14] .
We have used the details of Celine 3 type tank from the
reference [32] for performing the simulation. The inner and
outer radii at the entrance and middle of the 20 m 3 tank are
0.04 m, 0.046 m , 0.907 m and 0.918 m respectively. The internaI and external heights of the tank are 8.58 m and
8.98 m , respectively. The maximum allowed pressure of the
bulk tank is assumed to be 4 MPa. In the simulation, an
adiabatic insulated tank is assumed and the estimated heat
leakage rate is calculated and applied in the form of heat
flux (0.8287 W m - 2) at the outer wall of the tank [19] . For
calculating the heat leakage of the storage tank, we use the
data of daily evaporation rate (%) of liquid oxygen filled
tank. The initial pressure, initial temperature and the mass
flow rate are set to 0.1 MPa, 300 K and 10,000 SLPM,
respectively.

Parameters used in the simulation
Results and discussion
The modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin real gas equation of
state, as implemented in REFPROP is used to calculate the
thermodynamics properties such as specifie heat capacity,
density, viscosity and thermal conductivity of ortho, para and
normal hydrogen [26] . The properties of normal hydrogen are
used in the simulation when there is no ortho-para conversion
is taken into account. The following correlations are used in
the model when the effect of ortho-para conversion is taken
into account [18,27] .
P _
9 -

( rI
f ohl + f phl
Poh2 Pph2

Cp = f oh2 C~h2 + f ph2

q h2

(16)

(17)

k = f oh2 knhl + fph2 kph2

(18)

Il

= foh2 Ilnh2 + f ph2 Ilph2

(19)

'Y

= f oh2 'Y nh2 + f ph2 'Y ph2

(20)

Model validation

For model validation, we used storage and flowthrough
experimental data obtained from an experimental test
bench. The details of model validation and its discussion,
technical aspects of test bench, geometry and boundary
conditions are available elsewhere [19] . In brief, the adsorption test bench consists of a 2.5 L stainless steel tank, filled
with 358 g of MOF-5 and submerged into liquid nitrogen
Dewar. For cryogenie charging tests, hydrogen gas is precooled to -80 K before feeding into the storage tank. This is
done by means of a helical cooling loop whieh is immersed
inside a liquid nitrogen Dewar. Helium expansion method is
used to estimate the de ad volume of the manifold and
adsorption tank. Temperature evolution in the tank is
monitored using k-type thermocouples distributed along the
tank's axial direction. Mass flow controllers and metres are
used to quantify the amount of gas flowing in and out of the
tank [19] .
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Fig. 2 shows the pictorial representation of the tank's
temperature variations during the charging-discharging cycles. At 0 s, the temperature of the whole system is 300 K,
which is represented by red colour. The red colour at the top
region of the tank disappears when the first filling stage is
finished. At the top region, the red colour is replaced by blue
colour, whieh means that the heating effect at that part is
diminished due to the influence of incoming cold hydrogen.
After releasing 3 MPa hydrogen from the reservoir, the blue
colour enlarges from the top to the middle region, whieh
means that the tank's temperature is further reduced due to
the convective heat transfer during the hydrogen releasing
time. At the end of three charging-discharging cycles, the red
colour is completely disappeared and it is replaced by blue
colour, whieh suggests that the temperature of the whole bed
in the tank is reduced to 80 K from 300 K.
In the next part, we focused to study the effect of flowthrough cooling technique to cool the storage reservoir whieh
is initially maintained at 300 K. To this end, charging is carried
out using 77 K hydrogen at the rate of 10,000 SLPM for reaching
the maximum allowable storage pressure of 4 MPa. At the end
of the charging stage, the model is set to flowthrough. The
result in Fig. 3, left shows that tank reaches 4 MPa pressure in
2.1 h ; while the tank stored 106 kg of hydrogen. From Fig. 3
(right), it is seen that the average tank temperature
decreased to 268 K from 300 K during the charging stage. This
is because cooling effect due to the incoming co Id hydrogen is
dominant at the top region of the tank (Fig. 1, right and Fig. 2)
and the resulting adsorption heat from the top region is
transferred to the bottom region of the tank that leads to increase in temperature at the bottom region (Fig. 3, right) . The
average temperature of the whole tank from the cold and hot
regions is 268 K.
During the flowthrough cooling stage, the average bed
temperature is reduced to 80 K from 268 K. In order to reduce
the tank temperature, around 1537 kg of hydrogen is used in
28 h . Out of 1537 kg of hydrogen, 281 Kg of hydrogen is stored
and the remaining hydrogen is eventually recovered. The total
amount of used hydrogen during the flowthrough cooling
stage is calculated integrating the inlet mass flow rate. We
assumed here that the excess hydrogen is vented and that the

MOF-5

At first, the model is used to test the effect of charge- discharge cycles to cool the room temperature maintained
reservoir to cryogenie condition (80 K) . To this end, hydrogen
cooled to 77 K is filled into the tank until the maximum
pressure of 4 MPa is reached. Immediately, 3 MPa is released
from the tank into the ambient. In order to release the gas
from the reservoir, the outflow velocity of 1.5 m ç1 boundary
condition is applied at outlet of the tank. Even though the
model can accommodate high outflow gas velocity value as a
boundary condition at the outlet of the tank, we used low
outflow gas velocity value (1.5 m S- l). This is because the
convergence during the simulation is complex when high
value is considered. The result (Fig. 1, right) shows that, at the
end of the filling stage, the temperature of the system increases due to the adsorption and pressure work heat. The
maximum temperature is observed at the bottom region of the
tank followed by middle and top regions (Fig. 1, right). The
temperatures at the bottom, middle and top regions of the
tank shows 341 K, 321 K and 77 K, respectively. During the
discharging stage, the heat inside the tank is transported out
with the outflowing hydrogen, subsequently the temperatures
at the bottom, middle and top regions of the tank are reduced
to 300 K, 122 K and 60 K, respectively. Once the tank pressure
is decreased to 1 MPa from 4 MPa, filling is carried out again
using 77 K hydrogen to reach 4 MPa (Fig. 1, left) . Like in the first
cycle, due to the increased heat during the filling time, the
temperature at the top point of the tank is increased to 73 K
from 66 K (Fig. 1, right) . The increased heat from the top region
of the tank is transferred to the middle region, whieh leads to
desorption of hydrogen from the middle region that results
further temperature reduction to 103 K from 122 K at the
middle point (Fig. 1, right) . Due to the decreased temperature
at the middle region, adsorption occurs and the resulted
adsorption heat is transferred to the bottom part of the tank,
there temperature is increased to 321 K. In order to remove the
heat, again outlet of the tank is opened and released 3 MPa
pressure. This charge-discharge cycle is repeated until the
whole bed in the tank reaches to 80 K.
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charging is continued using fresh cold hydrogen instead of
recirculating it after passing through any external heat exchangers. The simulation results from the two methods:
flowthrough cooling and charging-discharging cycle show
that the cooling of room temperature maintained large storage reservoir to 80 K is a time and energy consuming process
when flowthrough cooling alone is considered as a cooling
option compared to charging-discharging cycles.
Even though we assumed here that the excess hydrogen is
not re-circulated, the model is further used to study the
tempe rature of the exhaust hydrogen gas during the flowthrough cooling stage. The estimation of exhaust hydrogen
temperature profile is use fuI for calculating the required energy for cooling the exhaust hydrogen when the re-circulation
is taken into account. The point located at the outlet of the
tank is selected for monitoring the temperature of the outgoing gas. The result (Fig. 3, right) shows that the temperature
ris es during the charging time and decreases during the
flowthrough stage. The energy required for cooling the
exhaust hydrogen gas can be reduced when the flowthrough
cooling is active.

Effect of mass flow rate on cooling time reduction during
flowthrough cooling stage
To understand the effect of mass flow rates on cooling time
reduction during flowthrough cooling stage, 77 K hydrogen at
the rate of 10,000 SLPM is charged into the 80 K temperature
maintained storage reservoir to reach maximum allowable
pressure, 4 MPa. At the end of the charging stage, the model
tested different mass flow rates such as 10,000 SLPM, 15,000
SLPM and 20,000 SLPM during the flowthrough regime. Fig. 4
compares the average bed temperatures of the system when
different mass flow rates are taken into account. The results
shows that the time taken for cooling the storage system
from -125 K to 80 K is 6 h when 20,000 SLPM flow rate is
considered, which is less compared to 8 h for 15,000 SLPM
and 12.8 h for 10,000 SLPM. The higher the flow rate, higher is
the velo city of the hydrogen gas inside the tank during the
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flowthrough cooling stage; this results faster convective heat
removal compared to that during low flow rate flowthrough
cooling.

Effect of flowthrough cooling together with para-ortho
conversion on the storage tank performance
In a previous work, we presented the maximum possible effect of an instantaneous para to ortho conversion on the total
heat in the 2.5 L storage system and reported that the endothermie para to ortho conversion in the equilibrium hydrogen
reduces the system storage temperature [18). Here, the model
is applied to a 20 m 3 storage reservoir and the simulation is
performed to understand the effect of para to ortho conversion
together with the flowthrough cooling technique. To perform
the simulation, hydrogen gas at 77 K is filled in the tank until
4 MPa reached. At the end of the charging stage, flowthrough
cooling is accommodated in the model and continued the
simulation. In order to impIe ment the para-ortho conversion
effect in the storage system, the heat source term due to paraortho conversion is included in the energy balance equation of
the adsorptive system mode!. AIso, we assumed here that
equilibrium hydrogen at 77 K consists of -49 of ortho
hydrogen and - 51% of para hydrogen is used for filling the
storage tank.
Fig. 5 compares the average bed temperature and pressure
of the tank for flowthrough cooling is used with and without
para-ortho conversion heats . It shows that if no conversion
heat is considered, the allowable maximum pressure of the
tank 4 MPa reaches in -4 h . If the para-ortho conversion is
taken into account, the maximum pressure reaches in 4.17 h.
The average temperature of the tank at the end of the
charging stage is -119 K when para-ortho conversion takes
place, which is lower compared to the system has no paraortho conversion, there the final average temperature at the
end of the charging stage is -125 K. During the flowthrough
stage, the generated heat is convectively transferred out of
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the reservoir with outflowing hydrogen. If para-ortho conversion together with flowthrough cooling exists, temperature reduction due to the conversion helps to charge more
hydrogen into the system during the charging stage and the
storage capacity can be increased during the flowthrough
cooling stage.
Performance of the bulk tank during

t~e

dormancy stage

It is important to understand the hydrogen loss rate of large
storage reservoir during the long term dormancy stage. The
hydrogen loss during the dormancy stage depends highly on
the tank insulation. If the tank is not weIl insulated, the
possible heat leak of the tank causes the heating of the
storage system. This leads to build up excess pressure inside
the tank, which is required to be vented for the safety reasons. Here, an adiabatic insulated tank is assumed and the
estimated heat leakage rate is applied in the form ofheat flux
(0.8287 W m - 2) at the outer wall of the tank. In or der to understand the storage and thermal performance of the tank
during the dormancy stage, the 80 K maintained reservoir is
charged with 77 K hydrogen to reach maximum storage
pressure, 4 MPa. At the end of the charging stage, the tank is
allowed to cool down using flowthrough cooling method.
Once the system reaches to 80 K, the 4 MPa pressure tank
inlet is closed and pressure boundary condition is set to
4 MPa at the inlet of the tank. The simulation is continued to
understand the performance of the tank during the 10 days
dormancy period. The result presented in Fig. 6 (left) shows
that 28 kg of hydrogen is lost during the 10 days dormancy
stage. Except the first day, each day -2.4 kg of hydrogen is
necessary to be vent out to comply with the maximum
pressure of the tank. Between 0.8 and 1 day, around -4 kg of
hydrogen needs to be exhausted. This may be due to the
sudden temperature increment in the reservoir immediately
after the flowthrough cooling is stopped. Fig. 6 (right) shows
that the tempe rature increases during the filling time and
decreases during the flowthrough stage. During the

dormancy period, temperature increases slightly due to the
heat transfer from the ambient to reservoir.

Conclusion
To conclude, a validated CFD model is used to perform the
simulation for studying the thermal and storage performance
of a 20 m 3 storage reservoir filled with MOF-S. The tank is
originally maintained at 300 K and the tank is cooled to 80 K
using methods, such as charge-discharge cycles and flowthrough cooling. The simulation results shows that the cooling of room temperature large storage reservoir to 80 K is a
time and energy consuming process when flowthrough cooling alone is considered as a cooling option as compared with
charging-discharging process. Even though, time can be
reduced if high flow rate is used during the charging and
flowthrough stage, charging and discharging cycle is still a
better option for reducing the temperature of the large storage
reservoir. The temperature of the exhaust hydrogen gas during the flowthrough cooling time shows that the required
energy fOI: cooling the exhaust hydrogen can be reduced when
the flowthrough cooling is on progress. The simulation
continued for studying the effect of mass flow rate on heat
removal from the system during the flowthrough stage. The
higher mass flow rate during flowthrough cooling accelerates
the heat removal from the storage tank and cool the tank in a
short period of time. Further, the effect of para-ortho conversion together with flowthrough cooling shows that instantaneous para-ortho conversion helps to charge more hydrogen
during the charging stage compared to the system has no
para-ortho conversion. This storage capacity together with
cooling efficiency of the reservoir is enhanced during the
flowthrough cooling stage. Finally, the hydrogen mass loss
during the 10 days dormancy stage is calculated and observed
that each day -2.4 kg ofhydrogen is necessary to remove from
the reservoir for complying with the maximum allowed
pressure in the tank. The heat removal methods such as
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charge-discharge cycles, flowthrough cooling and para-ortho
conversion are suitable for the system contains not only MOF5 but these methods are applicable in the storage system with
other porous materials, such as other MOFs, COFs, ACs.
Nevertheless, the overall advantage in cooling the system
depends on the parameters, such as adsorption heat, catalytic
activity of the material etc.
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Nomenclatures
C: Conversion
C peq : Equivalent specifie heat capacity adsorbent-gas, J kg- 1K- 1
Dp: Particle diameter, mm
k: Permeability, m 2
k"q: Equivalent thermal conductivity of adsorbent-gas, W m - 1K- 1
MH2 : Molecular mass ofhydrogen, kg mol- 1
ma: Mass of adsorbed phase, kg
mg: Mass of gas phase, kg
m,: Total mass, kg
na: Absolute adsorption amount/unit adsorbent, mol kg- 1
1
: Limit adsorption amount per unit adsorbent, mol kgn
max

P: Pressure, Pa
Po: Pseud<?-saturation pressure (D- A model), Pa

5)

1-9

9

Q: Heat source term, W m - 3
Q.: Adsorption heat, W m - 3

Qp: Heat produced due to pressure work, W m - 3
qs': Isosteric heat of adsorption, J mol- 1
R: Universal gas constant, J mol- 1 K- 1
Sm: Mass source term, kg ç l m - 3
T: Temperature, K
u: Darcy velocity, m ç l
o.: Enthalpie factor, J mol- 1
/3: Entropie factor, J mol- 1 K- 1
Dynamic viscosity, Pa s
Pg: Density ofhydrogen gas, kg m - 3
Ps: Particle density of adsorbent, kg m - 3
eb: Bed porosity
11:

Please cite this article in press as: Ubaid S, et al., Charge-discharge cycling, flowthrough cooling and para-ortho conversion for cooling
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Adsorptive hydrogen storage system model implimentation in
COMSOL Multiphysics® platform
.:. Paramters
.. Name
bec!porosity
Ilphi
bel'
R
n.mèIX

-

~

~~-rho-p
M.H2
T_amp
rho_b

~ransfercoefficient

ml
m2
ml
m4
mS
m6

m7
mS

Expression
,0.73
3481[J/mol]
1S3.6[J/moVI(]
'SJ 14[J/moVI(]
67.54[moVkg]
12.753eiO[MPI]
,O.oo351mm ]
576[kg/m A 3]
p.oo2016[kg/mol]
177 [1(]
155.6[kg/m A 3]
OlW/mA 2/K]
,.1.4087
13982
'01543
-0.6260
10.2334
[0.4256
-0.4658
01650
,·0.0199
22.Q061
'·127.5528
303.6470
'·38UlO98
,274.0328
·112.9212
24.7593
'·2.239153
0

-

m9

ml1

m22

--

ml3
m44
mS5
m66
m77

;;:;SS-'
m99

>---

-

.. -

--

---

Value
0.7 .lOOO
3481.0 J/ mol
153.60 J/(mol·K)
S3140 J/(mol,K)
67.540 moVkg_ _
2.7530 E16 p,
îSiXxl E-6 m
576.00 kg/m'
0.0020160 kg/mol
71Im K
155.60 kg/m'
OWl (m',K)
,,1.4087
1.3982
015430
-0.62600
0.23340
0.42560
-0.46580
016500
-0.019900
22.006
'·127.55
303.65
',381

-

J.274'o3
~112.92
24.759
,2.2392
0

-

-

Description
Bec! porosity
Enthalpie contribution to the eharecteristie free energy of adsorption
Entropie contribution to the eharecteristic free energy of adsorption
universalgu constant
limitin adsorption (per unit mus of adsorbent).
,Saturation pressure of the vapour It temperlture
Particle diameler
Particle density
,Molieullr mISs of hydrogen
~pient temperlture
Bulk density
Hut transfer coefficient
,Coefficient. Thermal eonductivity · Stainless steel
Coefficient · Thermll eonductivity· Stainless steel
,Coefficient. Thermal eonductivity · Stainless steel
Coefficient · Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
Coefficient· Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
Coefficient · Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
Coefficient· Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
Coefficient · Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
Coefficient · Thermal eonductivity • Stainless steel
ICoefficient · Specific heat capacity · Stlinless steel
Coefficient · Specifie heat ClplCity • Suinless steel
Coefficient · Speciric heat caplcity • Stainless steel
Coefficient · Specific hut caplcity • Stainless steel
ICoefficient · Specific hut capacity· Stainless steel
Coefficient · Specifie hut capacity • Stainless steel
'Coefficient. Specific hut capacity • Stlinless steel
Coefficient · Specifie heat capacity • Stainless steel
ICoefficient • Specifie hut caplcity • Stainless steel

--

.

--

---

.:. Variables
• Name
n)
pwniabilty
Qa.DA
mass.soUlce
dtmity.Hl
visocity,H2
thtrmalconductivity,H2
Cp,H2
CpCv,H2
Qp
k,steel
Cp,steel
CpJ.1OF5
Iso,MOF5
Qa,Exp
Iso,MOFS,DA

Expression
Un~
n.max'txp(·(R'tsl/(alpha+btla"T,sr))Ag.Q4S'(1og(P,O/p.sr))Ag.G45) moIIkg
ml
(DpA~)'~porosityA3/n '~orosity)A2)

Description
Absolute adsorpt~
Pmntabiity of œd
(·(mass.source'lso,MOF5,DAYM)i2)
,Adsorption hut source · usingmodifitd D·Amodeltd isosttric hut of adsorption
kg/(ml.s)
(·M.Hl'rho.,p'(1·btdporosity)'d(n.a.tll
Mass sourcettrm
,nU (T,It. p.sr 1(((0»)
Dtnlity of hydrogM •MST
-,ntl(T.l1 p,lI lllOCOOO}
V!Scosity of hydrogM •NlST
1
In13(T)1, P,sd(((o»)
Thermalconductivity cf hydrogM • NlST
Specific hea\ capacity 01 hydrogen • NlST
,tnl~(l,sr P.ll'loc(o)))
1
, ~t5,1.sr,p,srl(((O»\
Ratio cf hw spt<ificcapac~es •NlST
Pressure worlc • Heat source
(btdporosity'd(PJ I,U)+(dI.u'(d(p.sr.r))+dl.w'(cI(p,sr.z)))
PI/s
10 A((ml +(m2'O o91O(T.sr)))+(m3'WoglO(T.Ir)))'2)+ (m4 '((10910(., ,
Thermal conductivity of stainless steel
10A((mll +(m22'(IoglO(T,SI)))+(m33'((Io910(TJI)))A2)+ (m44'Wo~
Spt<ifk hw capacitj of stainless steel
mt27!T.l1
Spt<ifk hw capacitj cf MOF·5
Isosttric
heat cf adsoprtion• Exp
,ntl6\nJ)
1
Adsorption heat source· using exp. isosttric heat of adsorption
"tnals,sourcflso,MOF5" M,H2
Ilpha'~qrt(log(n,mlI!n,I)))
Isostui< heat of adsorption · mod'lfitd D·A modtl
J/mol

ww-

1
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.:. Darcy law interface is used for solving mass and momentum balance
equations

••

Darcy's Law

.

Interface Identifier

Identifier.

dl

Domain Selection
Selection:

.)

1Mon ...1

~

~I. l

Equation

~

+

Iô iij]
-IV

Equation form:
TIme dopendent

il

ih(p r . ) + V· (pu) = Qm
u =-~Vp"
Il

.:. Hydrogen and MOF-5 properties are applied to the domain where
MOF-5 and hydrogen are present
..

Equation

~~!..~..~:.~~. - Q,.

~. ~.~.F.~~.
..

,

Modellnputs

T-.".-.urll::
T

-J

TtiTIpfl.lturl! (ht)

AMokIl. prtuUl'E

,.

~

Darcy's Law (dO
• Fluid and Matrix Propetties 1
tJ Axial Symmetry 1
tJ No Flowl
~ Initial Values 1
. . Fluid and Matrix Prop~rties 2
MISs Fluxl
~ Mass Sourc~ 1
. . Fluid and Matrix Prop~rties 3

o

...

-1

P,a_ e (dO

Coordtnlle Syu.m s.IKtIon

CoorcliNtf:syu_
GIotN/i (~'Y"'-

...

FItad PropertirH

DtfIIÎty.

P

r.'''''
'(---,-_::-......,---------~·I

......

·1

P_

ma«en.t

1-............

. . . - --.-

·1

Porotity.

~r.'I
""'
~
~
~------ - -- ~
·,

-

·1
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.:. Hydrogen gas properties are applied to the upper manifold domain
where only hydrogen is present, bed porosity =1
1t'"'.-':' 1" V ' ~'. ~"

._'--w •• ~v,..

-......
--

~

,

,.

• •

.-.....--..

O.'cy'. low (dO

•

FMd.nef _

QIIW~..--

P'09<fIItsl

o A>NI Syrnmttry 1
No Flow 1
-!alndual Vofuc.s 1

• FMd Ind MoIrix P,~ .. 2
E) MonFlurl
•
•

,r

",..

~~~

~~I

---

.
.•

---_-----...-

-'...

, C;;.,.;.,

Mon Source 1
Fluod .nef M..... P,operti .. l

"".

,

.

.

' . [ UwMiMII

1

1

, [

~

.'

r-

.:. Hydrogen gas properties are applied to the lower manifold domain
where only hydrogen is present, bed porosity =1

. --.
• •

Darcy', law (dO

!e Fluid .nd Matrix P,opertiesl
Axi.1 Symmttry 1
No Fiowl
t8 lniti.1 V.luesl
• Fluid .nd Matrix P,operties 2
S Mas,Fluxl

•
•

M.ss Source 1
Auid and MWix p,operties 3

,

----p---.-.....-

.....

"-

'....,.

'-......

-

..-
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.:. Mass source term is applied to the domain where MOF-5 and
hydrogen is present

. 1

Mass Source
Domain Selection

~

a Darcy'sLaw (dO

~ Fluid and Matrix Properti .. l
D Axial Symmetry 1
D NoFlowl
~ Initial Valu.. 1
• Fluid and M.trix Properti.. 2
Mm Flux 1

o
•
•

MI.. $ourcel
Fluid and Matrix Properti.. 3

s.Je<tion: 1M1n...1

-1

~I!

+

-

~
~ :ij'
iÎI'

p OverTide and Contribution
~

.

Equation
Mass Source

Mlss soutce
Qm

mass_source

kgJ(ml·.1

.:. Two dimensional axisymmetry is used for simulation. The inner wall,
no flow boundary condition is applied. The inlet of the tank is located
at the top of the upper manifold where hydrogen gas at room
temperature is charged into the tank.

.. •

D..cysl,.- (dQ
• _flufd _net M.ba:1ProptrbIs 1

.. .

D~IUw (dO

. """' ........... ,..,......1
_Symn>doy l

No flowl
•

.

nt.il VIIkMs 1

. fluid.nctM.t.na'~l

•

MlHFbl

•
•

.. a

Mm5ouKt)
flllld .nct ......... 'topfftJe )

.
•

No-,'.
; - - - - . . ! - - -H
_
. ..... 1
FkIid otnd t&W. 'nlptruH l
..... fU l
M.uSowu I
Auid eM Mw. PnlperbH)

DlrC)'sL.tw (<<)

•

f"nd . nd M.trw. 'IOfHI1MS 1

o ..~ Symn>doy 1
No Ho. 1

.,.,.1"
....... 1
fkud .n' Mm. Pro,.,.,., l

--

S M.uFMl
. MluSo.ctl
• fh"d .net Mltr. ProptrtMs J

"

-

.
.
.
,

"-

_.
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.:. Standard energy balance equation is applied in ail the domains.
...

Interface Identifier

Identifier.

ht

Domain Selection

.. •

H~·T~;~d;'· ~-tÏ -··

..,.----

li) Poraus Matrix 1

III He:at Transfer in Fruids 1
D Axi.1 Symmdl)' l
D Thtnn.llnsulation 1
•

Initial Values 1

•

He:.t Tr.nsfer in Solids 2

•
•
•

Initial Values 2
Initial Va lues 3
Initial Values 4
Initial Values 5

•

Initia' Values 6

.

Initiel V.luts 1

•

El Tempft.ture 1
•

Selection: 1Ail domain•

~II.O.--! _~I
...

Equation

Equation form:

1Time dependent

He:.rtSourcel

EJ H..tFlux l

(pCp) iJiJT"
••

...

t

+ pC,u . 'fiT"

= 'fi . (k •• 'fiT Ir) + Q

Physical Model

ri Surface-to-surface .adi.tion
[] Radiation in participating media
[] Heat tran51er in biologieal tissue
He.t t,anster in porous media

.:. Properties ofporous matrix is applied to the domain where MOF-5 is
present
1:

,

.

·1

~

+

tJ '<il

Ovtrride and cOftribution

~

III Hut Transf., (h t)
~

Po.ous Mmixl
~ H•• t T•• nsf•• in Fluid. 1
Axi.1 Symmotl)' l

o
D

The.rm.llnsul.tion 1
• Initial V.IUH 1
• H•• tT•• nsf•• in Solid. 2
• Initi.1 V.lu .. 2
!a Initi.1 V.lu.. 3
!a Initi.1 V.lu.. 4
!li Initial V.lu.. 5
!a Initi.1 Valu.. 6
• Initial V.lu.. 7
Temporaturol
• Helt Source l
H•• tFlux l

o
o

.........

~

(pClI).,~ + "c,u- VT",= V .(k.... VT..) +0
(pC~) . .. -

(J,p,cu + (J. - 8,)pC.

k•• _9~,+(1-9,)t
MOdel "'puts
Immobile SoIids

...

1~
~
~·~mM
~~~
·~

____~~~~=-~__~·JI

~

__________~

Votume frKtion:

9"

1.bedporosity

...

HeM Co~ Porous l>Mtrix

lhtfl'Mf concNctMty.

le, ILlMf deftned

.....

..

·1

ThmnodynamicJ. Porous Matrix

Dcndty.

p.

~1~
~080
~~
~----------------------~
·1
rho..,p

k91m'

5pKific hot cap.city:

c,..

[UMfckflMCl
({p.Mon .. ,.... • ..VQ'"("'.Hl))
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.:. Equation for solving heat transfer in fluid (hydrogen) is applied to the
domain where hydrogen gas is present

.................
L'-n(40

PA

,
·1

1I11ltn1
vclodtrfIeW:
Prof

. . . H... T,.nsler Ih()
!71 Porous M.tm 1
• Hut Tr.Mer in Fluids 1
13 Axial Symmotry 1
t3 Therm.llnsul.tion 1
. In~ial Valuesl
. . Hf.t Tr.nsfer in Solids2
_

o.rcys~lty~(.

.........
..

Initial Values 2

lnrtial Vllues 3
!a Initial Values 4
.

k

œ Initial Values 5

_

HtIlConducboI\fIukI

T,*"",, (~

l..,...,...,

~~<t,_I(l

·1

.......

Initial Values 6

_ Initial Values 7
G Temperaturel
!li Htat Source 1
H.alfl"" 1

o

HNI~It (OIIIUIJI Jft'lUI'e

c. lu-.......
~"H.\

ltWoolst*Wic.ht.ft

1

Iu-oilfined
~

-

·1

1 •

·1

.HI

.:. Equation for solving heat transfer in solid is applied to the tank wall
domain (stainless steel)

Coordinate system

1Global coordiNt. system
T

A •

·1

Heat Conduction, Solid

HutTransfe:r (hQ

l'l Porous Matrix 1
•

He:at Tr.osfer in fluids 1

13 Axial Symmotry 1

D
.
•
•
•
•
•

Thermallnsul.tion 1
lniti.1 V.lues 1
Hot Transler in Solids 2
'"rti.1 V,lues 2
Initial Values 3
Initial Values ~
Initial Values S

.

lniti.1 Valuts6
~ Initi., V.lues 7

Thermal conductivity:
k IlJserdtfintd
le_steel
1Isotropie

•

o

Heat Source 1

Heatfl""l

·1

Thermodynamics, Solid

O.nsity:
p ~llJser
~d
7tfi
7,n
-td
~--------------------------'
· 1
7830

El Tempfntur.t
•

·1
w/t",.K)

He.t CIPICrty It const.nt pressure:
C,

1User defintd

·1

Cp_ste:el
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.:. Heat flux boundary condition is applied to outer wall of the tank

Boundary Selection
4 •

Helt T,.nsfer (hQ

1.2 Porous M.trix 1
•

Hut Trlnnet in Fluids 1

D Axial Symmetry 1

e:J Therm.llnsulltÎOn 1
.
•

Inîtill V.lua 1
Hut Tranntf in Solids 2

,

ection: ' Manu.J

~~

rive

·1
+

t@

G

~

47

~

-$

48

49
50

.

lnm.1 V.lues 2

•
.

lnit&il V.lues 3
lniti.1IValuu4

•

InitMiI V.lua 5

•
.

lnitill V.luts6
lnitÛlI Values 7
Ttmpv.-turc 1

Ov.rrid. and Contribution

e
•

Hut Souru 1

Heat Flux

~,

Equation

• P ':k:"FluKl

General inw.rd he.t fl ux

.:. The inlet of the tank is located at the top of the upper manifold where
hydrogen gas at room temperature is charged into the tank. Heat
source term applied the domain where MOF-S is and hydrogen gas are
present

.. .

Hot Tr.nsfer (ht)
~ PorousMltrixl

•

D

Hut Tt.nsfer in f luids 1
Axial Symmetfy 1

•
•
•
.

Initial Values 1
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Initial v.lues 2
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~
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.
•
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Initial V.lues6
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o
•
o
JI •

Temperlture 1

Hut Sourct: 1
He.tFll.OIl

HutTr.mfer (hQ
!;; PofCMJSMitrix l
~ Hu Transfer in Fluid, 1

o

D

•
•

Alill Symmctry 1
Therm.llnwl,tion 1
1niti.1V.lues 1
Hut Tr.nsf., in SoIids 2

•

Jniti.1 V,Iues2

•

lniti,lV,lua]

• Initi.1 V.lues4
m Initial V,iuH5
!1t lnitiilY,lues6
• Initîal V.lues1
S TtmpetltUrt l
• HutSourcel
S HutFJuxl
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Geometrie Entity Selection
Geometrie entity level: \.. E_
[ n_ti_re_g::..e_o_m_et
--=:ry~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_l

Active

Statisties
Complete mesh
Elementtype: [rA-II-e-le-m-e-n-ts-----------------------------~~l
Triangular elements: 4004
Edge elements:

1349

Vertex elements:

65

Domain element statistics
Number of elements:

4004

Minimum element quality: 1.464E-4
Average element quality:

0.7472

Element area ratio:

9.027E-6

Mesh area.:

0.03472 m2

Maximum growth rate:

15. 06

Average growth rate:

1.384
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Supplementary results
.:. Hydrogen gas density vs temperature and pressure
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.:. Hydrogen gas viscosity vs temperature and pressure
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·:. Hydrogen gas thermal eonduetivity vs temperature and pressure
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.:. Hydrogen gas specifie heat eapacity vs temperature and pressure
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.:. Hydrogen gas's ratio of specifie heat eapacities vs temperature and
pressure
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.:. Thermal eonductivity of stainless steel vs temperature
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.:. Specifie heat eapacity of stainless steel vs temperature
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•:. Specifie heat eapacity of MOF-5 vs temperature
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·:. Isosteric heat vs absolute adsorption
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